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The barometer j.s highest in the lower,
lake region, Middle States and New England,
and lowest in Montana. Lcial rains have fallen in all districts except the lower lake region
Easterly winus prevail in the Middle States,
Lake region and Ohio Valley, southerly in the
South Atlantic and Gulf States, the temperature lias remained nearly stationary in all districts. I.ocal rains are indicated today in all
districts east of the Mississippi river.

Will insure a hearty appetite
and increased digestion.
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For New England,
Cloudy weather with light rains, winds mostly
easterly, stationary or lower temperature, rising followed by falling barometer.

That Brown’s Iron Bitters
will cure the worst case
of dyspepsia.

18 Preble Street,
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Will infuse with new life
the weakest invalid.

Gerry&i,,..,

a
tliree-maated schooner ol 540
named Jennie Lockwood, to be commanded hv Capt. Geo. Poland of Friendship.
Shooting Affair at Fort Popham.
Bath, July 29.—A young man about 23, belonging in Charlestown, Mass., was shot|in the
thigh at 8 o’clock this morning upon the government grounds at Fort Popham, by Sergeant
A surgeon has boen
Dennis Kelly in charge.
summoned from here and the U. S. Marshal

tons

37 Walker St., Baltimore, Dec. 1881.
For six years I have been a great
sufferer from Blood Disease, Dys-

IX THE CITY.

pepsia,and Constipation,andbecame

debilitated that I could not retain
anything on my stomach, in fact,
life had almost become a burden.
Finally, when hope had almost left
me, my husband seeing Brown’s
Iron Bitters advertised in the

so

HAUL. DAVIS

sent for.

induced me to give it a trial.
am now taking the third bottle
and have not felt so well in six
years as I do at the present time.
Mrs. L. F. Griffin.

faper,

Exchange Street.

No. 53

ly

Brown’s Iron Bitters

Corns1

Cure Your

will have a better tonic
effect upon any one who
needs “bracing up,” than
any medicine made,

BT USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bnnions
without leaving a blemish.
Brash for applying in eaoh bottle.
tar A CURB IS

O

and

Callons,

MWAF&wly

UARANTBED.JtR

For .ale by all Druggists.
‘''Price GS cents.
Try It and yon will bo convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its valae.
A sb tor Hcblottcrbeck’s Corn find
no other.

Wan

Solvent and take
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DRESSGOODS

W ANTS.

Cook Wanted.
Wanted, a good cook. Apply at
9& PARK. ST., immediately.
d3t
jy29
Wanted.
SITUATION as book keeper, by a steady and
reliable young man of experience. Satisfacreference
given. Address BOOKKEEPER,
tory
Box 693, City.
jy29d2w*

We shall for the next few
weeks offer our entire stock
of

A

Wanted.
experienced Salesman, at CHAMBERLIN &
Corner of

Dry Goods Store,
AN HOMSTED’S
and Elm St*. Best of refere

ces

ongress

dtf

Laborers Wanted.
Ledgcmen wanted to work at
Sebago Lake on W ater Works.
Apply at once.
PORTLAND WATER CO.,
33 Plum Street.
dlw

Jy28

Female Nurse Wanted
m.

and 8 to 9 p.

~FIFTY LABORERS
To work

on

Apply
jy25dtf

HOSPITAL.

MAINE GENERAL

ATfrom 9 to 11 a.

m.

DRESS GOODS

required.

jy29

bago Lake, Me. Apply to PORTLAND WATER COMPANY, No. 33
Plum Street, Portland.

Je29dtf

between the hours

of 11

or

12

forenoon,
THIS
o’clock, believed to be between the Merchant’s
Portland, and Wo -dbnry & Moulton’s office

jy27d3t

Portland, July 26,1882

FOUND,
Casco

Bay,

semi-annual inventory.
Customers will bear in

our

mind that in order to
cure the best bargains
early call is necessary.

sean

Eastman Bros.

& Bancroft.
dtf

jy2i>

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
moles* and Retail Dealer in

Sail Boat about

a

name

same

ean

jyl9d2w

W. H. STE I SON, Brunswick, Me.

TO LET.
BRICK HOUSE TO BE LET.

GO

covenient brick house No. 61 Chestnut

10 rooms, with modern conveniences,
THEStreet.-steam.
Good Stable attached
warmed

by
the pleasant y located house No. 181 Oxford S' reet,—near Chestnut, formerly ocoupied
by Master 'layEr: nine rooms, bathroom®
tra.a. jerris.

ALSO

dlw*

Jy29

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Trices.

Nos. 117-119 Middle st. Now occupied
Parsons & Co., as Wholesale Druggists. 'Inquire of MRS. H. E. THOMPSON No.
Jyl4dtf
164 Brackett st.

XOLET.
House, 2 Gray street. Inquire
of F. H. WATERHOCSE, 93 Exchange street.
je28
_dtf
To Let or Lease.
Ocean

Woodford’s,

a

nice, large,

two

story

st.,
to eight
stable, with from
ONHouse and
inquire at the next house,
of land. For

acres

one

particulars

or

C. H. ALI.EN.
Standish, Maine.

address

Jun28dtf

Stonesin the Kidneys
Muttering
People-A Lucky

aid Bladder Expelled-Long
•fine of Troy’. Bnl
Han.

It ie by no mean* a strange thing that Ur Kennedy
should have received the iollowing letter. By readit you will see in one minute why James An-

ing

drews

was

thankful:

1oo„
Troy,N. Y., April 8,1880.

Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, If. Y.
date 1 liao for
I * ]■'A II Silt' —* util within a recent
suffered greatly from gravel, called by
several
about a
the doctors the Brick-dust Sediment, ior
oft
this sediment has not passed
year
past
in tue usual quantity, hut has accumulated, causs
of
heard
Kennedy
me
untold
Having
ing
pain.
Favorite Remedy, I tried it in my case and niter
a
using about ue and one-half boft es, I voided
stone from the Bladder, of an oval shape, 7-10 ot
> send you
an inch long, and rough on its surface.
the largest piece that you may see of what ills com1 n<»w
no pain.
Since
then
felt
1
have
po-ed.
consider myself cured,and cannot express my thankfulness and gratitude for so signal a deliverance
from a terill).e disease. You have my consent to
use this letter, shouhi you wish to do so, for the

rear's

benefit of other sufferers.

Yours

truly,

JAMES ANDREWS.
Marshal St., Ida Hill.
When we consider that the medicine which did
this service for Mr. Andre s costs only one dollar a
bottle, it would seem that persons afflicted in like
fashion can afford the expense of testing i< s virtues,
•et it of your druggist or address D<. David Kenne
dy Rondout, N. Y, “Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite HemNo. 10

•fef ^ alld,Ug8lBt3'
8.H;
LAJUfMJ^
e8k'

S.

M,W&F&wllu30
W’

t'ommie^iou

merchant*.

Commercial Wt»> Portland Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
1 Ht

Futures bought and sold on Chicago Market on
inarSdtf
Margins. Correspondence Invited.

Specialty,

at

Lowest

Market

Wliart

Brown’s
Orders

POBTLAND, MAINE.
4pl5di
received by Telephone.

FOREIGN.
The Canadian Parliament Politely Snubbed by the Queen.
Toronto, July 29.—A special cable from
London says the following are the words used
by the Earl of Kimberly in reply to the address adopted by the Canadian Parliament re“Her Majesty will allating to Irish affairs:
ways gladly receive the advice of the Parliamatters
all
on
Canada
raent’of
relating to the
Dominion and the administration of its affairs,
fcut in respect to the questions referred to in
the address Her Majesty will, in accordance
with the constitution of this country, have regard to the advice of the Imperial Parliament
and Ministers, to whom all matters relating to
the affairs of the United Kingdom exclusively

appertain.”

Davitt and the Land Question.
London, July 29 —Davitt arrived at AntHe stated he would not light
werp yesterday.
the question of nationalization against the
peasant proprietary. If there was the slightest
chance of creating dissension in the Land
League he would return to Ireland immediately to put a spoke in the wheel of Mr.Kavough’s
land corporation scheme.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston, July 30.—The funeral of George K.
Proctor, a prominent citizen of Salem, whose
death was reported from paralysis Thursday,
was slopped to-day by a medical examiuer,who
held au autopsy, and found a bullet, wound in
the hack of the head, which physicians say
could not have been self-iuflicted. A pistol

was found secreted under the stairs in the cel
lar of his house, with one of its chambers dis-

charged.

The Fall Elver Mills.
Fall River, July 29. The matter of temf jrarily stopping the mills has been referred to
Board of Trade, which
a committee of the
will confer with the various treasurers. So far
as can be learned the majority of the corporations favor stopping, but it is stated |tbe Border
City, Durfee, Sagamore and Union mills do not
favor stopping.
The Nantasket Company.
Boston, July 29.—At a meeting of the directors of the Nantasket Company today, a practical reorganization was effected by au almost
new direccomplete change of directory. The
ex-Gov.
tor are Thomas Leavitt, representing
A. P. Coburn of Maine; Darius Alden of Auof
Boston,
gusta, A. F. Reed and J. W. Hobart
and George W. Wheatland of Salem.

iportluLd’ Me

H.LARSJOIE & €0.,

a

322 Commercial Street,

TO LET.
hv O. A.
STORE

charge

was

brought against him, though

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.

This is done in order to
reduce stock previous to

Point,
18 ft. long, sloop rig,
“Lily.” Owner
OFF
have the
by paying expenses. Enquire of
Mere

He
had to use force to preserve discipline.
had remained in San Francisco two weeks and

gj»g#

Bank,

corner of Exchange and Middle streets, a package
containing $7000 Rigestered U. S. Government
loan 6 per cent extended to 3Va per cent. Whoever will return the same to either of the above
named shall be suitably rewarded.

week:
Established—Pulpit Harbor, Knox county,
Hannah S. Babbidge, postmaster.
Postmasters
Chase,
appointed—H. W.
Northport. Waldo county.
Arrested on a Serious Charge.
New York, July 30.—A detective arrived
from London today with two prisoners brought
One
on a requision from President Arthur.
is Wm. Watts, a master mariner, wanted at
San Francisco on a charge of murder on the
high seas. He was first mate of the ship GathHe denies the charges,
erer of Bath, Maine.
saying they were instigated by J. Driscoll,who,
for incompetescy, he degraded from third mate
The crew were mutinous and he
to cabin boy.

the captain and second mats were arrested,
tried and acquitted on the same charge.

492 & 494 CONGRESS SI.

LOST1.

day. An inquest was held today at 10 a. m.
Telephonic Communication Opened.
Phillips, July 30.—Telephonic communication was opened to Rangeley Lakes via Phillips on Saturday.
Postal Changes.
Washington, July 30.—The following are
the post office changes in Maine during the past

no
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LOST AND

[later.]

at prices which cannot fail
to suit even the closest buy-

WANTED.

Water Works at Se-

The wound is thought not necessari-

fatal.

Frank A .Smith of Medford, Mass.,a student
in Harvard College, was the young man shot
by Sergeant Kelly this morning. The buljet, a
32 calibre, has been extracted, and ho is doing
well. He was inside of the fortification at the
time.
Body Found.
The body of the negro recently drowned off
Mere Point, Brunswick, came ashore yester-

sndtf

maylO

XT-:

work in bis open field gathhe was struck by a ball of
ssing cloud and instantly
‘found some ten feet dis-

Overcomes weakness,

POLITICAL.

SENATE.

Washington, July 29.
Mr. Alison, chaitmanof the committee on
apyropriations, reported back the sundry civil
appropriation bill with amendments. Calendar.
Mr. Conger asked leave to call up for preEent
consideration ihe House bill (known as the
Deuster bill) to regulate the carriage of passengers by sea.
Mr. Hale consented to yield the floor for that
The Senpurpose, bat Mr. Ingalls objected.
ate, he said, ought to proceed with the apprc
when
they were in’ conpriation billR and then
ference there would be plenty of time for con.
sideration of the House bills.
Mr. Conger thereupon moved that the bill
mentioned by him he taken up. Agreed to.
The bill was passed without objection.
The House amendment to the Senate bill for
sale of a portion of the Omaha Indian reservation in Nebraska, was lion-concurred in and a
conference ordered.
The House bill “to regulate immigration”
was

passed.

The House bill was passed granting the
widow of Henry Garnet, late Minister to Liberia, an amount equal to her husband’s saiary
for one year.
The Senate resumed the naval appropriation
bill, the clausa under consideration being that
with reference to the doable turreted monitors.
Mr. Beck offered the amendment of which
he gave notice yesterday, reducing from 31,093,000 to $400,0C3 the amount appropriated
for
completing the “Miantonomah” |and
launching the other four monitors, prohibiting
completion of those four vessels until further
orders of Congress and directing the naval advisory board to report as to the advisability of
their completion. Debate followed.
Mr. Beck’s amendment was adopted 33 to 19.
—The clause relating to monitors was then
passed. As it stands it reads as follows:
“That $400,000 or so much thereof as may be

necessary of the abov3 amount .,$2,200,000) shall
be applied by the Secretary of the Navy to the folUnder the bureau
of
lowing objects, namely:
construction and repair to building and titting the
turrets and pilot house of the iron-clad steamer >1 iautonomali and to the launching to the best a Wantage of the iron-clad steamers Monaduock, Puritan,
Ampbitrite and Terror; and that no further steps
shall be taken or contracts entered into or approved for the repairs or.completion of any of the four
iron-clads aforesaid until the further order of Congress, and the naval advisory board created by this
act is directed to report m detail by the first day of
December, 18»2, as to the wisdom and expediency
of undertaking and completing the engines, armor
and armaments of said iron-clads, and whether any
changes in the original plan or plans should
be made, together with the cost of couipletiou of
each, according to the plans recommend d flf the
completion of any of them i3 recommended,) and
that any part of the appropriation for said bureau
not used as above specified, may be applied toward
the reconstruction ol engines and machinery of the
two cruising vessels provided for in this act.”

Mr. Miller of California moved to strike out
the clause abolishing the grade of Commodore,
and to insert a provision for a board of commissioners to consider all matters relating to
the proper reduction of the official list of the
navy and adjustment of the several corps
thereof. Ruled out on a point of order.
Mr. Williams advocated the motion to strike
ont, declaring that the bill as it stood should be
called a bill to destroy, and not to reconstruct,
the navy.
A lone-, and. at times, a rather warm discussion arose upon the question as to whether the
rank of Commodore existed prior to 1802,
Messrs. Williams and Butler sustaining the affirmative, and Mr. Logan the negative. At its
conclusion neither side appeared to have been
won over bv the arguments of the other.
Messrs. Miller of California and Bntler advocated striking out the clause abolishing the
grade of Commodore.
Mr. Hale favored its retention.
Mr. Butler criticised the committee on appropriations in not having devoted its attention to recognizing the navy.
Mr. Hawley expressed the belief that a
great majority of the people of the country
the Senator
were of the same opinion with
from Souih Carolina—that a round sum be
voted for the construction of a navy; but instead of serious action being taken in that direction, the Senate was met with a wholly unexpected and tremendous attack upon the personnel of the navy which blocked the path of
the life and vigor of young men in the lower
grades, and which would para>yze the service
for the next 10 or 15 years.
Mr. Miller’s motion to strike out was agreed
to—yeas 27, nays 22,
A‘r. Hollins ottered ail amendment, providing
that all ottioerB of the navy on the retired list
he entitled to receive annually onlyat the rates
prescribed by law for retired officers at the
grade in which they were, or may be retired.
He wanted to tear up by the roots a system by
which it was possible that an officer originally
retired with the rauk of Captain should receive pay and bear the rauk of a Rear Admiral on the retired list. *He instanced the case
of Hear Admiral Sauds, who liaviug been retired as a Captain witii pay of #1738 annually,
was now receiving through a
special act of

Congress 84500.

The amen lineut was ruled out of ordor.
On motion of Mr. Butler, an amendment
adopted striking out the clause providing
for condemnation and sale of such stores aud
supplies belonging to the several bureaus of
the navy, as shall he unserviceable aud inserting a clause t greeting the secretary of the navy
to make repot; of such storjs and supplies to
was

Iowa’s Prohibitory AmendmentDf.s Moines, July 29.—Gov. Sherman today
issued his proclamation declaring the result of
the vote on adoption of the prohibition amendment to he 155,453 votes for,
tud 125,077

against, adoption, being
MrB,

John

a

majority.

White, of Nashua, N. H., was
probably fatally burned Saturday, while atto
tempting light a fire with kerosene.

Congress.
After coming

arrangement that a vote
be taken upon the bill at 3 o’clock Monday,
the Senate without further action at ti-15 p. in.

adjourned.

to

an

England Establishes a Censorship Over Cable Messages.

_

SIX THOUSAND PEOPLE PRESENT.

[Special to the Press.]
Lake Maranocock, July 29.—There waa
about 2CC9 people here to-day at the temperance campmeeting—a much larger crowd than
waa expected, judging from the attendance
Trains ran from all parts of the
last year.

DE

LESSEPS’

COURSE RE-

GARDING THE SUEZ CA-

State and were all well filled by the time they
reached the grove. Splendid order was mainThe Augusta
tained throughout the day.
Band furnished music at intervals between
the meetings and also assisted in the choruses.
The exorcises at the pavilion were opened
at 11.30 by E. C. Farrington who called the

NAL CONDEMNED.

Chiefs of Bedouin Tribes Sub-

audience to order and requested Rev. A. S.
Ladd of Bath to offer prayer. Mr. Farrington
then said it was to be made a general holiday
for the children and therefore they would take

mitting

the exercises. He called on
Barstow of
Deoring, the general
superintendent of juvenile temples for Maine,
who after making a few remarks, took charge
of the exercises by the children.
These exercises consisted of songs, recitations, &c., and
occupied the greater part of the morning session. At their close remarks were made by
Rev. A. S. Ladd, and after singing by the

to the Rebels.

large part in

Mrs. H.

ting ton Farmer Killed In His

Stren5**ens the muscles and
nerves,enriches the blood.

"FflRTHF MFYT S1YTV flAVS

MAINE.
(JCK BY LIGHTNING.

and the conference but for the absence of M.
Onou. An official telegram from the rebel
government says the Khedive, having issued a
decree dismissing Arabi Pasha from the ministry for neglecting to defend Alexandria, and

Grand Temperance Campmeeting
at the Lake.

a

Restores an exhausted nursing mother to full strength
and gives abundant sustenance for Jwi" child.

ROOM PAPERS

Retail

TWENTY-FOUE

WFATba^

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleaned every aay

THE NEXT
HOUES.

Wab Dep't Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officeb, Washington, D. C.,
July 21, 1 A. M. )

and Premed by Tailor’©
JPre»©n»en, at a trifling
%.
expense, and expressed C. O. D.

Ladies

SITEOROLOGICAL.
FOE

INDICATIONS

Arabi Dons the Green and Robe
Turban.

plause they

deserved.
The afternoon meeting was presided over by
B. C. Torsey of Winthrop,chief of the Order of
Good Templars in Maine, who made some in-

teresting remarks

on

talking the chair. Ex-Gov.

hour and was followFerbam spoke
ed by Messrs. Laverty of Auburn, Garcelon
and Ham of Lewiston, Rev. W. F. Obear of
Winthrop and Rev. A. S. Ladd of Bath.
for half

an

The afternoon train brought Mrs. McLaughlin of Massachusetts, State lecturer for the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union, who

although fatigued

from a day’s ride on the
Mrs. McLaughcars, spoko for half an hour.
lin is a very interesting speaker and she held
close attention of the audience. Her remarks
were largely in explanation of the workings of
the Massachusetts liquor laws and the methods
taken by the Temperance Union to secure
She said that the laws
their enforcement.
were not what they
wanted, but were the
best they could get from the legislature. They
are trying
hard to got what laws they have
enforced, and have succeeded in closing up
She then made a few remany rum shops.
marks to the children, after which the
closed.
SUNDAY'S SESSION.
The second

and last

day

of

the

xuauy prisoners

two

large crowd to this
campmoeting brought
place. Forty-six car loads came over the
Maine Central and other conveyances added
to the number of people present enough to
carry it up to nearly six thousand. The day
was lovelv and the exercises at the grove

passed off without a thing to
was expected that Senator Frye

mar them.
It
and Representative Dingley would.be present to address the
meeting, but the extension of the session of
Congress prevented them. They sent letters,
however, expressing their regret at not being
able to be present, and will both speak at
Sebago Lake next Sunday. Many were disappointed at not hearing them but good speaking was furnished in their place.
The arrangements for music were all that
could be asked. The singing was under the
charge of Prof. E. J. C. Owen of Buxton, and
he was assisted by Mrs. Fife and Mrs. Farringt >u of Fryeburg, Mrs. Hunt of Augusta and
Mrs. Emery of Portland. C. C. Hunt of Augusta presided at the organ and Mrs. F. A.
Bent assisted with her cornet. The Perham
quartette of Portland, consisting of Misses
Deane and Stoddard and Messrs. Paine and
Dresser, sang several selections in a fine manThe Augasta band, Prof. F. Goetz, leadner.
er, gave depth to the choruses and played several selections between the speaking.
The exercises opened ot 10 o'clock, at the peviiion with a praise meeting conducted by Prof.
This was followed by a meeting over
Owen
Job T. Sanford of Portland presided,
which
and at which speeches were made by L. M.
of
Berry,
Winthrop; J, K. Osgood, of Gardner, and Rev. Dr. Quinby, of AuguBta.
On the arrival of the Portland train at ,11
o’clock Mr. E. C. Farrington took the stand
and announced Judge Kingsbury of Portland as
the presiding officer for the next meeting.
Judge Kingsbury made a few remarks on taking the chair and introduced as the first speaker, B. C. Torsey of Winthrop. Mr. Torsey
was followed by J. K. Osgood of Gardiner and
at the conclusion of his remarks the Perham
half has ever
been
quartette sang “not
told,” Miss Stoddard singing the solo part very

neutrality.

Gambettist journal advise President
Grevey to Bummon Mr. Brisson, President of
the Chamber of Deputies, to form a new Cabinet.
It is doubtful, however, whether Brisson
would accept such a charge. The crisis is likely
to last several days.
London, July 28—12.30 p. m.—A dispatch
to the Exchange Telegraph company from Alexandria states that the fort at Gabari was destroyed this morning.
A report was current on the Stock Exchange
that Spain’s desire for admission to tbe discussions of the Eastern question is supported by
The

Germany.
Constantinople, July 20.—The Sultan, replying to verbal representations of Lord Dufferin, the British Ambassador, {requesting the
immediate issue of a proclamation against Arabi Pasha, stated that such a demand cannot
be made by England alone, but should pre
ceed from the Conference of the Powers, in
which case it would receive due consideration.
Herr Von Hirschfeld, the German representative, was instructed yesterday from Berlin to
recommend the Sultan to issue the proclamation declaring Arabi Pasha a rebel, demanded

by England.

Moukhtar Pasha has made arrangements
which will enable the Porte to dispatch 20,Cl
men to Egypt in successive detachments.
London, July 2!).—A dispatch from Constantinople to tbe Times says the Russian
Charge d’Affaires has been ordered by his government not to attend any more meetings of
the Conference until he has received detailed
instructions.
The correspondent of the Times at Alexandria telegraphs that a large powder magazine
at Mckberrom, from which, it was said Arabi
Pasha had recently taken stores, has just been
blown up by the British.
Paris, July 29.—The Journal des Debate
says England, who, at her own cost and risk,
re-establishes order in Egypt,will not do so gratuitously. She,will be right.
The cabiuet maintains its demand upon the
Chambers for a credit for the protection of the
Suez Canal.
Londou, July 39.—The Globe says it learns
that G n. Sir Garnet Wolseley, who has been
designated to take command of the British
force in Egypt, is rather seriously indisposed.
Alexandria, July 29.—Osman Pasha, Rifki
and twenty-six Circassian officers, who were
implicated in the recent plot to assassinate
Arabi Pasha, arrived here today from Constantinople, having been summoned by telegraph
by the Khedive. iThey were received with

At 1 o’clock a Reform Club meeting was conducted by J. IC. Osgood. Speeches were made
by Messrs. Kelley and Dealey of Winthrop;
Genn of Lewiston, and Prof Goetz of Augusta.
This meeting created considerable enthusiasm,
and many regretted that longer time was not
allotted to the reformed men.
At 2 o’clcak the Women’s Christian Temperance Union took charge, Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens of Deering in the chair. The principal speech was made by Mrs. McLaughlin of
Boston, who interested the audience for one
hour. At the close of her remarks the Perham quartette sang “over and over again.”
At 3.30 o’clock B. C. Torsey took the chair
and introduced Hon. Neal Dow, who spoke to
considerable longth, in his interesting manner.
When he had finished, the session closed with
singing by the choir and audience united.

AN IMPORTANT SUIT.
The King of Belgium Plaintiff in a Suit
Brought in the Massachusetts Supreme
Court.
Boston, July 29.—There is a suit now pending in the Supreme Coart of Massachusetts, in
which Leopold II, King of the Belgians, is
plaintiff, involving some $340,000. This is a
bill in equity, brought by the King, in his sovereign capacity, against Leon Barnard, a Belgian subject, Henry Lee, Charles Fairchild,
Charles A. Whittier, et als., of Boston, the
three latter being well known bankers and
proprietors of the Union Safe Deposit Company. The defendant, Leon Barnard, was a subject, officer and servant of the plaintiff, and
custodian of money and securities belonging
to plaintiff, derived from revenues of the
church and other sources, and Barnard was
obliged to account and deliver such muney and
securities received by him. In March, 1881,
Barnard, as custodian, had in his possession au
amount of mouey and property amounting to
$1,70,00, and is alleged to have converted
the same to his own use and fled from the
kingdom, being since a fugitive from justice.
About a year ago Baraard made his appearance in Canada, and it is claimed that from
there he came to Boston and leased a vault of
the remaining defendants, where it is believed
and alleged that he deposited a large amount of
The bill requires of the destolen property.
fendants to make a (disclosure of the fact if a
vault was leased by defendants to Barnard, and
upon what terms aud conditions it was leased.
An injunction has been obtained against tne
defendants, restraining them from allowing
the said Barnard, or any one iu his behalf, admittance to said vault, or removing, or in any
Barnard is
way interfering with its contents.
the man who was recently arrested in Havana
at the instance of the Belgian government, on
the above charge.

It,30 p.

m.—Explosions were heard here
throughout the day. They were caused by the
British destroying cannon and powder magazines in forts. Two armed parties started tonight from Alexandria passenger station and
Gabari goods depot to repair railways cut by
the rebels

on

the Alexandria side of

Mohalla

junction. Major Gordon has been appointed
chief of police vice Lord Charles Beresford.
Cherif Pasha has arrived.

Constantinople, July 2!).—15.0C3 troops
have been ordered to proceed to Egypt next
week.
London, July 29.—The Times, in a leading
article says: It appears that France adheres to
the policy of abstention from intervention in
Egypt, and that, if she takes any action at all
it will be confined to providing for the security
of the canal. It is. however, clear that M. de
Freycinet’s timorous policy does not command
universal assent in France, and, even if the
ministry should weather the storm, it is likely
to undergo important modifications through
the defection of M. Say, minister of finance,
and possibly M. Ferry, minister of instruction.
Alexandria, July 30—Arabi Pasha has had
publicly read the proclamation of the Khedive
dismissing him from the ministry, and he assumed the green turban and robes of a descenNewr that France has
dant of the prophet.
abandoned cooperation with England gives
much satis'action here.
Bombardment of the Aboukir forts for various reasons, will not take place.
Constantinople, July 30.—Turkey’s sincerity in deciding to intervene in Egypt is proved
by telegraphic orders to the governors of Monasti, Kassovo and Sculari to prepare available
forces to leave during the week, and contracts
have been entered into for a supply of uniforms.

Pleasure Be3ort in Worcester. Mass.,
Closed by Police.
Worcester, July 30.—At Bigelow’s Garden, a pleasure resort in this city today a sacred concert by the Worcester band was stopped
by the city marshal and the proprietor, H. H.
Bigelow was directed to appear iu conrt tomorrow to answer the charge of doing business
Last Sunday a concert of
on the Lord’s day.
secular selections was given outside the rink,
and flying horses and swings were in operation.
Complaints were made aud the proprietor notified that unless the concerts were given in the
buildiug they would not be allowed To-uight
while the concert was going on the marshal appeared and stopped the proceedings, although
the horses aud swings we e not in operation.
Th concerto was snbsequeii.ly given in the
rink without iute>ruptiou.
A

vjuastamtlhOFjlEi

July ou.—uuuoriH,

x>ru-

ish Ambassador, has again sent Mt. Sanderson,
secretary of the legation, to ask the Sultan to
issue his proclainotion denouncing Arabi Pasha as a rebel.
Mr. Sanderson, at the same
time, gave the Sultan a conciliatory explanation, and stated that England did not aim at a
He also asked for
protectorate over Egypt.
particulars concerning the composition of the
Turkish expedition to Egypt.
The Sultan
It is stated,howgave no satisfactory answer.
ever, he is irritated at England’s action, and
has seut a verbal message through Sanderson
that he would do nothing for England, but
would only yield to the wishes of Europe.
Alexandria, July 30.—5.35 P. M.— The
plundering of houses just outside the British
lines at Ramleh continues.
The two expenitiona which left last night to repair the railside of
cut
Alexandria
on
the
rebels
ways
by
Maballa Junction, were completely successful
in the undertaking.
The expeditious consisted of British sappers, sailors and marines, and
Both lines of the
workmen.
Egyptian railway
road were repaired, and a considerable number
of railway wagons brought to Alexandria The
British portion of the expedition returned
here at 2 o’clock this morning, without having
encountered the enemy.
The rebels are making every effort to fortify the vioinity of Port
Said.

BILL.

Alleged Positive Information the President W ill Sign It.
to-

will say, concerning the action of the
President upon the river and harbor bill, “We
have positive information the bill will be returned to the House to-morrow, with President
Arthur’s signature.
His approval will be
qualified, however, with a statement that the
President will use his discretion in ordering
the beginning on the less consequential improvements provided for in the measure.
morrow

The bearing before referees on the appeal of
the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad from
the decision of the State Board of Equalization, has been adjourned until Aug. 22d.
Mary Farmer of Boston, who was burned
Saturday, while l’ghlmg a fire with kerosene
oil, died a the hospital in tl e evening.
Ten persons were injured Saturday by the
falling of a foot bridge over a stream near

aggressors.”

New York, July 30.—A London special say*
the British Government is informed that inare progressing between Alexandria
and Entreourge of the Khedive’s Government,
and the Saltan who is using especially Mussulman’s and religious influences to decide Arabi
to declare he will submit unconditionally to
the Sultan and protect the Suez Canal if the
British forces will withdraw leaving the work
of pacification for Turkish contingent, thereby merely effecting compliance with the decision of the conference. The plan is patronThe deficiency in
ized by DeLesseps also.
provisions and water is urged by the British
Government against landing Turks until after
the forward movement of the Britisb, which
will be preceded by the occupation of Aboukir,
Admiral Seymour
Damietta and Port Said.
and General Alison are equally of the opinion
that the position of Arabi is an easy one to
turn but not to attack in front without heavy
losses. There are stronger hopes of an understanding between England and France to oppose exclusively Turkish intervention if De
Freycinct remains in office. Communications
on the subject are frequent between Lord Lyons and the French minister of foreign affairs.
Another London despatch says all hopes of
French and Italian co-operation are now relinguished, and the public are not much regretting the fact. The feeling is daily growing stronger that England if fighting singlehanded, will be entitled to a future predominant influence in Egypt.
Alexandria, July 30.—The Helicon with
Admiral Seymour on board has returned from
Aboukir whither she went this morning to reThe admiral found operations
connoitre.
actively progressing at the forts which are well
armed. Nothing was settled iD regard to bombarding them.
London, July 30.—The Daily News has the
following from Alexandria: Passenger traffic
The home
was resumed Saturday to Ramleh.
government has ordered Admiral Seymour to
establish a censorship over cable messages in
consequence of a reported dispatch of detailed
accounts' of British positions. Major Gordon
who succeeds Lord Cbas. Beresford with an
entirely new set of men will be removed when
the army goes rom the city, and unless a permanent chief be selected here or sent from
England disastrous results will follow. Houses
that escaped pillage during and after the
bombardment are now looted within sight of
British bayonets but not a man cau be spared
to protect them.
Port Said, July 30.—De Lesseps having
heard Her Majesty’s troopship.Orion had stopped at Ismaila and intended landing men
there started Thursday night for that place.
He is said to have declared the English should
land only after passing over his dead body and
His
of
his
son
Victor.
that
course is condemned by all Europeans here.
of
the
of
a
It is said he talks
services
enlisting
tribe of Bedouins which he says is devoted to
him for tbe purpose of opposing by arms any
European intervention in this part of Egypt.
Admiral Conrad has telegraphed tbe French
government complaining of tbe behavior of
De Lesseps and stating he is encouraging the
natives and increasing general excitement,
rendering bis position much more critical and
task much more difficult than they otherwise
would be.
The Khedive’B proclamation, denouncing
Arabi Pasha as a traitor, has just been placarded here. The latest news from the interior is
to the effect that the chiefs of tbe Bedouin
tribes who previously favored the legitimate
government have submitted to the rebels, and
that a perfect understanding exists between
them. It is said the Bedouins have undertaken to furnish 30,000 men, the chiefs remaining as hostages in Arabi Pasha’s hands.
CABINET CRISIS IN FRANCE.
A

Refusal of the Credit by the
Brings it About.

Jaindon, July

j

30.—The Scots Guards, 750
strong, left their barracks in St. James Park
early this morning, and embarked for Egypt.
A great crowd of people were outside the barracks, and the tioops took their departure
amid tremendous enthusiasm.
Constantinople, July 30.—The various governments have asked their
representatives
here for explanations in regard to the absence
of M.Onou, the Russian delegate, from Thursday’s sitting of the conference, but the representatives profess they are unable to explain
the cause. They state p,n arrangement would

hftye been reached Thursday between the Porte

Deputies

Paris, July 29.—In the Chamber of Deputies today, M. de Freycinet, proposing the second vote of credit, declared that it was a question of confidence in the cabinet,and that without the mandate of Europe,
intervention,
properly so-called, would be neither wise nor
prudent. The present operation could lead to
France would occuno conflict with Europe.
py tbe ends of the canal with 4030 men, and
would show to England that she possessed the
sympathy and moral support of the French
people. As Turkey had announced an intention of dispatching troops to Egypt, this was
Such a
not the moment to refuse the grant.
course would be prejudicial to the interests of
France in Egypt and to her prestige in the eyes
The powers were
of the Mussulman world.
reverting to tbe idea of collective protection of
was about to conand
the
conference
the canal,
Both France
sider this phase cf the question.
and|England|would bedisposeu to participate in
this collective action. In conclusion, M. de
Freycinet said: “The government makes a direct appeal to the confidence of the Chamber.
In this the ministers are unanimous.’’
Notwithstanding M. de Freycinet’s appeal
the Chamber, by a vote of 450 to 75, rejected
the credit demanded by the government. After the vote the ministers went to tbe Elysee
and tendered their resignations to President
Grevy, He requested them to continue to
transact tbe business of |their offices pending
the appointment of their successors.

NEW YORK.
Anna Parnell Better.
New York, July 29.—Mrs Parnell received
a cable today
informing her that her daughter
Anna was much better in health.
Deaths from Heat.
Eight cases of sunstroke were reported up to
Eleven deaths from the extreme
noon today.
heat were reported up to the same hour at the
office.
coroner's
The heat today has been somewhat lighter,
the thermometers on Broadway indicating 89°.
There were signs of a shower at 3 o’clock, for
the first time in a week.
The mortality for the week ending at noon
to-day reached the appalling figure of 1,217. A
laiger number of deaths has not been recorded
in any single week in ten years. The deaths
One-third of the
for the day numbered 218.
victims were infants, who succumbed to cholera infantum, dne to the heat.
Five sunstrokes were reported in Brooklyn
_

The Tariff Commission.
Long Branch, July 29.—The tariff commission gave hearing to-day to C. M. Bonee, Jr.,
aad William Henry Arnoux of New York,
representing the interests of dealers in foreign
newspapers, magazines and periodicals. They
represented that the business is unjustly discriminated agaiust by the fact that these foreign newspapers and magazines come free
through the mails under the postal union
treaty when addressed directly to subscribers
in the country, while coming in the bulk to
dealers here they have to pay an ad valorem
duty of 25 per cent. T bey ask that newspapers,
unbound magazines and unbound periodicals
shall be pat on the free iist.
There being no other persons asking for a
hearing to-day the commission adjourned till

Monday.

John G. Graft, cashier of the exchange bank,
Franklin, Pa., is a defaulter in $50,000.
Senator Ben Hill was worse Saturday night,
and his mind was wandering through the day.
The report that Omaha was

founded.
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Virulent Outbreak of the Disease in
Other
Mexico—Alarm in Texas .and
States.
Laredo, July 29.—Advices from Matamoras, Mexico, are that a fever which has been
prevalent there called malarial, proves to be a
most virulent type of yellow fever. It is rapidly spreading and black vomit accompanies
it. There have been a number of deaths the
past four days, and the disease is regarded as
epidemic. Col. Solo of the Mexican army has
lost his wife and daughter, and is now dying
himself.
Brownsville, Texas and Matamoras have
been quarantined against by all the lower Rio
Grande towns. Great excitement and consterof
nation exist
throughout the States
Tamaulipus and Nuevo Leoh, Mexico. The
at
coast cities will be quarantined against
once,
as ships have been freely plying betwoen MatA despatch
amoras and other gulf towns.
from Austin confirms the news above given
and says the State Health Officer tuere has notified the New Orleans board of his action, and
he will picket the Rio Grande with Rangers
if necessary.
Reports from Matamoras state 32 cases and
8 deaths have occurred from yellow fever up
to the 28th.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Apaches Indians are committing depredations in Mexico.
An address lias been issued to trades unioas
of the country, recommending a convention
be held in Washington, Nov. loth, to take action upon the relations of labor and capital.
B. Frank Bigelow, defaulting teller of the
National Bank of the Republic is under arrest
in Washington.
The difficulty at the Fall Rivor, Mass, mills
has been adjusted, and the spinners will return
to work today.
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Cheese.
New.
Vermont... .11
@12%
Wilmington.1 7522 26 ■V Y Factory.il @12%
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Tennessee.. .1 8022 00
Apple*.
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Walnuts
12%216c Cooking.0 00@0 00
Filberts
12% @140: Evaporated.14216
•*
13
Pecan
@ 16c Dried Western....626%
intern.... 6@6%

Nuts.
Peanuts—

Freak Beef Market*
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:

Sides.8%@12% Hinds.11
Fores. 6%2 9% Rattles. 6
Racks. 7%@11
Rounds. 9

Rumps.11
Rump

@16

@15
8

2

@10%

Loins.18

@24

Loins.16

@19

CAMP MEETINGS.
Gw in Market.

Saturday and Sunday’s Sessions of the
Faith Convention.

Portland, July 28.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago-WheatTime.

Old Oechaed, July 29th.
The pleasant weather hrs thus far allowed
the religious services of the conventon to be
holden in the grove. The multiplicity of meetings has indeed called several of the larger
and houses into requisition,asjtwo or more
services frequently occur at the same time;
but it is beneath the trees that the preference
evidently lies, for here there is coolness and
comfort, however the sun may rage outside
them. And the sense of being in closer accord
tents

with nature seems, too, to aid'religious enthusiasm. The quietness and order that prevail
A policeman is
on the grounds are noticeable.
as needless as a gunboat. The characeristics of
the meetings in general a subdued earnestness, that like fire is noiseless and fervent. Occasionally a surcharged brother shouts aloud,
quoting the Holy writ that commands it, but
this is the exception. Under the pines there
at 8 o’elock Saturday morning, once more the
congregation assembled with Dr. Cullis, who
after calling on Rev. John Allen for a portion
of scripture, read a large number of requests
for prayer. The diversity of requests presented is almost endless; one asks that the tobacco appetite may be removed, another that
one insane may be healed; that a friend, or

relative

or

pastor,or church

or

that a spinal dismay be healed; for the removal of a tumor; for a sum or money to relieve financial embarrassment; for rain; and to this last indeed
let all the congregation sayj amen. Silent and
spoken prayer follow these petitions and
then the meeting is open for testimony. Nearbe

spiritually regenerated;

ease

ly half the audience responded to an invitation to express willingness for entire consecration.
Dr. Cullis read and explained the thirty-second Psalm. Prof. Swoeney, author of the favorite camp meeting hymn, "Beulah Land,”
sang solo "I shall be satisfied.” Victory was
announced as the key note of the service. The
few minutes of intermission following, were
devoted to the photographer, the prominent
ministers, evangelists and laymen massing on
the broad steps near the stand.
At 10.30 Dr. Cullis announced a meeting for
the especial purpose of physical healing to
take place in the tabernacle at half past two
Monday Camp Meeting John Allen in response to Dr. Cullis’ invitation recited the magThe opnificent 12th chapter of Ecclesiastes.
ening service of song, led by the cornet of Mr.
of
Glover’s
band, Auburn, and
Glover, leader
Prof. Sweeney, together with the choir and
congregation filled the grove with pleasant harmony. After prayer by Dr. Cullis. Rev. David B. Updegraff of the society of Friends, Mt.
Pleasant, Ohio, offered prayer, and preached
from Acts 2-16. “But this is that which was
spoken by the prophet Jonah.” The predicted
outpourings of the Holy Spirit is not to be
looked for in connection with any one person
or particular time, but rather the power of it
is or Bhould be in the church with which rests
the responsibility of the world’s salvation and
a

consecration.
The subject, powerfully presented by an able
from doctrinal and practical
divine, both
standpoints, was intently received and appropriated by the listeners, whose open bibles and
numerous note books atttested their fidelity.
The service concluded by prayer by Dr. Cullis,
the hymn “Fill me now” by choir and congregation, benediction by Rev. Mr. Dobbs, Canada, and then away to dinner.
A

new

feature

was

introduced in the after-

by Miss Bailey of New York, who is
pleasantly remembered by the children here, a
large number of whom she met and instructed
after dinner. At half past two Rev. F. D.
Sanford met the inquirers and an hour later
Mr. Fred W. McKenney conducted an interesting general prayer and conference meeting
noon

in the open air. At 3.30 the first bible reading of the session was given by Rev. Mr. Sanford who used Hebrews 3-6 as a text from
which ably to expound God’s work in the human soul under the figure of a house.
Saturday evening Rev. Mr. Reddy of Syra-

cuse,

N. Y.,

preached.

tenacious that St. Paul himself could hardly
have shaken it from his sandals, Sunday was a
bit of delightful weather for the encampment.
“This is the day the Lord hath'made; let us be
glad and rejoice in it” said Dr. Cullis at the
beginning of the morning service, and the

contagion of his gladness was caught by the
audience—the largest in attendance at a morning meeting, perhaps that has ever assembled
No moment of the time before the bell
rang for the forenoon service was left unfilled.
In fact the diflicnlty was to give those essaying
Between two and three
a minute to be heard.
hundred requests for prayer were presented,
the largest number yet. One cannot but wonder if there can be any left unprayed for now.
There was scarcely a break between the morning services, continuing from 8 to 12 m. About

here.

people,

as

still

as

the trees about

listen to a really eloquensermon preached by Rev. Hugh Johnston, Toronto, Canada who combines a rhetorical excellence with a substance of subject which the
devoted reporter, unfortunately, only too un-

them, gathered

tj

frequently is called upon to chronicle, “We
speak that which we know and testify of that
have seen.” John 3-11, were the words
which the speaker selected, considering the
subject (1) as a historical (statement, (2) as a
divine institution, (3) as an inward experience.
Previous to the sermon, Rev. Mr. Miller solicit- d a contribution to defray the running exMrs. Crane of Clevepenses of the season.
land. Ohio sang a solo, and Dr. Cullis read the
Dr. Cullis reads one of
when
Psalm—and
19th
his favorite Psalms, that is something worth
we

listening

to.

Mrs. Bailey's meeting for children was of
such interest that the capacious Saccarappa
tont was quit.- inadequate, aud a solid horseshoe of listeners projected into the avenue in
trout. At the same hour Rev. Mr. Sanford
again met the inquirers in the tabornacle. The
general meeting after dinner was iu charge of
Rev. Mr. Mallory. At halt past three Rev. J,
J. Miller of Worcester preached from the text
“But speak thou the things that become sound
doctrine, 2nd Titus, 1st. Rev Mr. Paxon, Philadelphia, and Dr. Cullis making the opening
and closing prayer. A pleasing solo by Miss
Malloy, Lowell, was one of the features of this
service. The benediction was pronounced by
Rev. D. B. Randall. Dr. UpdegralT preached
iu ihe evening on the subject, “Holiness.”
The day’s proceedings were uuexcoptionally
decorous, notwithstanding the largo number
Mr.
of excursionists brought by the traius.
Woodham.of the police force of Saco says he
never befor saw so good order in so great a
number. Perhaps on the principle of prevention being better than cure, I should modify
of a
what I have said of the necessity
policeman; for it may well be that the presence
of this vigilant aud courteous officer is one of
the explanations of the excellent order pre-

served.

_______________

FINANCIAL AND

COMMERCIAL

Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
Portland. July 2‘J.
TliO following ara to-day'* quotation* of Flour.
Grain, Provision*. &e.

50^00!

—

Michigan Win-

I

96

10.00.
96%
10.30.. 96%
11.30.. 96%
12.30.. 96

1.03.. 96%

Aug.
74%
76%
75%
74%
76y8
75%

-Oats-

July. Ang*
67%
57%
67%
57%

37%
37%
37%
37%
37%

68

37

Railroad Receipt*.
Portland, July 28
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f ir Portland
28 oars miscellaneous merchandise; (or connecting
roads 69 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Dry 4 Joed* Wholeiaic market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Store- Jros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Geo. s, 144 to 152 Middle street:
The

UNBLEACHED cottons.
V2W ov2
noavy oo in.
Med. 36 in. 0ya^ 7^
6
36
in.
@ 6
[light
Fine 40 in. 7Vfr(g 9

me

i.. -* a 1 §

'Fine 8-4.18^22
I Fine 9-4.22@26

'Fine 10-4.... 27 Mi@32Vfc

BLEACHED COTTONS.
Best 36ln..llVi@13
lied. 36 in.. 8
@13
.light 36 in.. 6 % 7 Vi
Pine 42 in.. 10
@14
Pine 6-4....11
@17

Fine 6-4.16
Fine 7-4.19
Fine *-4.21
Fine 9-4.20
Fine 10-4

@18
@14
@10

Best.15
Medium.. .11
Light. 8

Com, car
lots

Corn,
car

lacked Bran

lots,

@93
91

70

00@22

@30

ETC.

Drills....

Tiokings,

@20
@23
@26

..27W@32%

TICKINGS,

8@

9

Corset Jeans.... 7 a; 8
Satteeiis. 8 <2 9V4
Cambrics. 6@ 5 Mi

Denuns.12^@16% Silesias.10§?20
Cotton Flannels. 7<$16
Daoks-Brown 9 @12
Fancy 12V4@16V4 Twine & Warps 18j|28\%
Good. 8%(&ir%
Block market.
The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury * Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange str»~ * :

Friday.

Saturday

Boston Land. 8%
Water Power.
4%
Flint!* Pere Marquette common
24%
67
Hartford & Erie
A.T. &S. F. 94%
Boston & Maine...148
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 96
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 75
Sr mu* {t Branch. 16
Denver & Rio Grande. 63%
Mexican Central 7s. 86%
Northern Pacific preferred..
89%
•'

8%
4%

24

b6%
|93%

148

96%
74

16%
63%
86%
90%
49%

Common. 49%

fSaies at the Bosten Brokers’ Board. July 29.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.113%
York Manufacturing Co.1306
Milton ..19c
Deer Isle Mining Company.67c

Honey market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, July 29.—Money closed at 2@3;| last
loan percent.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
New York

Block and

Government tsecnrities:
United States 68, ex..
101%
United States 5’s ext..101%
United States new, 4% s,;reg.114%
United States new, 4%’s ooup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.......120%
United States new, 4’s, coup.120%
Pacific 6’sof 96.130

The following are the closing quotations of stocks
Chicago* Alton.139

Chicago & Alton preferred..
C. B. Quincy.
134%
Erie. 40%
Erie preferred. 80%
Illinois Central.
137%
Lake Shore.115%

M’chigan Central. 99%
New jersey Central. 81%
Northwestern.137
North western preferred.160%
New York Central.135%
Reck Island
133%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
120%
St. Paul preferred.
134
...

...

Union Pacific stock.
Western Union Tel. Co.
California

116'

89%

.Tliainji
(By Telegraph.)
Francisco. July 29 —The following are the
'•losing (imitations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best * Belcher...
6%
Belie. 4%
14
Eoreka.
Gould* Curry.
3
1
Hale & Noroross.
Mexican. 6%Northern5 B*d!e.12%
Ophir. 2%
1%
Savage
Sierra Nevada.
6%
8
Union Con.
1
Yellow Jacket..
Blocks.

San

Domeiiic markets.
HBv Telegranfc.)
New York. July) 29.—Cotton closed
easier 12%c for middling uplands and

quiet and

13Vac for

Flour—closed quiet and weak; No 2 at 2 70®
3 50;Superflne Western and State 3 40@4 50; City
Mills extra for the West Indies at 6 00n6 15; for
South America 6 15®6 35: low extras 4 65®4 90;
Winter Wheats 5 005)6 60; fancy do 6 7J>@7 60;
Winter Wheat patents at 7 0O@8 60.
Wheat—market closed easy and lower; No 2 Red
Winter on spot at 1 11%, sales at 1 11% 111%
for August; 1 12% for September: 1 14%@1 14%
for October; 1 16% @1 18 November; 1 11% seller
ilwaukee nominally at 1 10®
seller year; No 2
1 12; No 1 White at 1 lo@l 12% September; sales
for the week

25,100,000

bush.

Corn—closed barely steady at ilecline;No 2 on the
spot at 86c, sales at 83%@84c for August; 84%c
asked for September.83
@84%c forOetobe-;77%

bid seller year; sales for the week 6,221,000 bush.
Oats—closed nominal: No 1 White 76c; No 2 do
at 7oc; No 3 do 73c; No 1 Mixr d at 75; sales for
week 3,230,0<K) bush.
Pork—market closed quiet: old mess on the spot
at 21 00; new do nominally 22 00; 2 00 asked for
August ana September sales for week 1800 on spot.
Lard—closed barely steady; prime steam on spot
12 60; sales at 12 60 for August; 12 66 for September; 12 70@12 73 Oct; sales for the week 3500 tcs
on spot and 216.00'> tcs for future delivery.
Tallow—steady at 8% @8%.
Butter—dull and easy.
Cheese steady but quiet.

Chicago,July

29.-Flour drooping. Wheat

lower;

regular at 198%@98%c for July; 96@96%c for
August: 96%@96%c for September: 97c October;

No 2 Red Winter 98%@98%c cash: 99%@99%c
for July; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 30® 1 34 cask;
Corn is generally
1 33@l 33 for July; »7c August
lower at 77c cash; 77%c for Juiy; 75%@75%c for
for
September; 73%c for
August; 74%@76%c
October; rejected 72c. Oats—cash higher;
steady. 60c cash; 69c July; 38ysc August; 36c for
Sept and for 'Jet. Rye steady 66c. Barley steady at
82c. Pork lower at 20 2052'.) 25 for cash; 20 16®
20 17%for August; 20 32%@20 35 for September;
20 42% @20 45 for October Lard is lower 12 02%
for cash and August;12 16@12 17% Sept; 12 22%
13
@12 25 for Oct.
Receipts—5,500J bbls floor, 222,000 bush wheat,
000,000 busn corn, 65,000 bush oats, 4000 bust
rye, 1000 bush barley.
Shipments-10.000 bbls hour, 58,000 bosk wheat,
43.000 bush corn, 52,000 bush oats, 2,400 bush
rye, 1500 bush barley.

options

Wheat is
ST. Louis, July 29.—Flour 10c lower.
lower; No 2 Red Fall at 93%@94%c cash; 94%c
for August: 96%c foi September; 98% for October;
No 3 Red Fall 87%588c; No 4 at 85c bid. Corn is
lower 74@74Vsc cash; 74%c August; 73%@73%
for September; 64%c Oct. Oats lower 50@o0%o
cash Provisions dull: only a small job trade.
Receipts—8,000 bbls Uunr, 122,001) bash wheat,
15.000 ousn oorn.117,000 bush oatfl,5,000bush rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-12,000 bbls ttour,165,000 bush wheat.,
15,000 bush corn, 37,000 bush oats, O.OCO bath
Bariev, 00.000 bush rye.
Detroit, July 29.—Wheat lower; No 1 Whitt
on spot at 1 32; July l 29%; August 1 01%; Sept
1 09%; October at I 00%; No 2 White 1 19 asked.
Receipts 18,000: shipments 42.000 bush..
Ilavaou

tl'uMti.

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. Jnly 29.—Sugar market continued inactive for want of oilers, but prices are firm; Molasses Sugar, 84 to 87 deg, 6%@6% reals per arrobe I Muscovado, common to fair. 6%@7 Vs reals;
Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 90 deg, In boxes and hhds
8% r9 %
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Mat&nzas
78,200 boxes, 132,400 bags aud 118,200 hhds: refor the week 360 boxes, 860 bags and 3400
hhds; exports 4160 boxes, 1200 bags and 8800
hhds, including 1000 boxes and ail hhds to United
States.
Molasses nominal.
Freights tiat for sugars; for other articles vessels
in demand .loading at Havana for the United States
hhd Sugar at 3 25®3 60 currency; loading at
ports on the north coast (outside ports) for United
States \y hhd Sugar 3 60@4 00; p hhd Molasses
2 60@3 00.
Spanish gold 1.72.
Exchange flat: on Uuited States 60 days gold at
8@8% prein; short 9@9%.

cei’pts

uraio.

OU3‘

H, M.
.•»
8
15 iti’H Spring. 6 76iao fo.
7 00&7 60 Vlixod
X< Spring
Pa "out Spring
Whoau.:... 8 7609 50 Mts,

--Corn--

Sept. .July.
96%
97
77%
97% 77V4
95% 77%
96y8 77 %
96y2 77%

Aug.

middling Orleans.

SUNDAY MEETINGS.

four thousand

9.36.

community may

so

Five-Mile Swimming Contest.
Boston, July 29.—The live miles swimming
contest for $250 a side, between Thomas Riley
of New York, and Florence Mahoney of Newport, R. I., off Nantasket Beach this afternoon
was won by Riley.
Mahoney was attacked
with cramps, and was takon from the water before completing the course,
Another Six Days’ Contest.
Boston, July 30—A six days go-as-you-please
pedestrian contest began at midnight, at the
HarCesino. Seven men started,follows:
riman, Hughes, Hart, Noretnac, “Old Sport”
The
men
aud
Galliger.
Campana, Dufresne
finished tiie first mile together, in Gm. 10s., and
at the end of the second mile Campana was
behind the others. An audience of
one lap
7,000 w itnessed the start.
An All-Round Athletic Contest.
New York, July 29 —Duncan C. Ross of
Louisville, Ky., and Donald Dinney of Scotland, today signed articles of agreement for an
all-round athletic match with Thos. F. Lynch
and Capt. James C. Daly, the Irish-American
all-round athletes, for $500 a side and the allronnd athletic championship of the world, the
contest to take place within 5C3 miles of New
York, between Sept. 1st and 7th.
Base Ball.
At Providence—Troy 12, Providence G.
At Detroit— Chicago 17, Detroit 1.
At Buffalo—Clevelands 11. Buffalos 3.

today.

ter best.

YELLOW FEVER.

Despite the desolation of the dust, deep and

SPORTING.

great ceremony.

DESECRATING THE SABBATH.

Washington, July 30.—The President

of the Saltan, who recounted the outrages of
Engl ah aailors on Alexandria women,the meeting with only threejdissentients, decided to
maintain Arabi, so he might defend the country until the conclusion of a satisfactory peaoe,
or total
exiermination of his forces. All decrees to the contrary were declared annulled,as
the Khedive was beyond the pale of MussulIt was resolved that the decisions of
man law.
the meeting be submitted to the Porte.
Cousins of the Khedive, who were present at the
Tewfik
would
be
if
declared
Khedive
meeting,
he sided with the country and army, but under
the present circumstances he is either a prisoner or a puppet of the Britisb, and his authority might be repudiated. Immense numbers of
people paraded the streets last evening shouting, “Victory to the friends of Egypt against

■

acceptad'y.

Philadelphia.

cuargee,

preferred,

temperance

HARBOR

raise

iD some instances, by Europeans,
of whom have been placed in custody for
perjury, and another has been condemned to a
year’s imprisonment in the Bastinado and to
pay a line of seven pounds. At tbe execution
of a native criminal to-day 50 Arabs, 100 unarmed Europeans and 50 native armed police
were present. Prior to the execution a Sheik
employed by the authorities exhorted the pecple to have no fear. After the prisoner had
been shot a native tried to incite the crowd to
violenoe, saying there was now an opportunity
of cutting tbe throats of tbe Europeans. He
was promptly seized.
Paris, July 30.—In consequence of the rejection by the Chamber of the motion for a
vote of credit all movements of the troeps and
fleet have been stopped and Admiral Conrad,
commanding the French fleet in Egyptian
waters, has been ordered to maintain strict

meeting

a

RIVER AND

are arresieu uu

great meeting, called for Saturday (yesterday), comprising Ulemas, Cadis, the Coptic
patriarch, heads of Armenian, Greek and
Marouiti communities, various high functionaries, mudires, notables and leading merchants
in all 3,064 persons, moving speeches were delivered, especially by Aii Bey, under secretary
a

trigues

Alexandria, July 29.—Tlie attendants of
the del; „&r<s from Kafr el Dwar state that
there i.’, great want of food in Arabi Pasha’s
camp, fcd.lJiat many of the troops are tired of
war. The delegates had an interview with the
Ministers, lasting two hours. They said they
had come to express the resolution of the whole
conntry, to resist foreign aggression to the end.
A meeting of leading European merchants
was held to-day, when three resolutions were
the first expressing want of confidence
passed,
in the native police; the second expressing disapproval »f the free circulation of the natives
to and frotn the city, thus affording ArabiPaBha
means of inflaming the passions of the people,
and the third demanding that every native give
proof of bis means of subsistence. This last
resolution is aimed at the spies and emissaries
of Arabi Pasha.
Capt. Fisber has constructed a shore going
iron clad on rails, similar to those used daring
the American civil war. It consists of six
trucks protected with iron shields, with an engine in the centre. A Nordenfeldt gun looks
It is also
over the bows on the leading trucks.
equipped with three Gatling guns and two
field guns, and will be manned by three companies of bine jackets.
A train provided with mines, electric gear
and all appliances for laying down or destroying rails will orcceed to the railway junction,
within two miles of Arabi Pasha’s lines, and
will seize and c icupy and fortify that important
point. I have just returned from a reconnoicsance on an armor clad train.
Very useful information has been obtained, but the expedition failed to obtain the large result expected,
owing to the tiain being stopped by a break in
the line.

children the meeting closed.
At 1.30 the drill by the Deering Zouaves, 21
men, Capt. Spiller, took place in the western
part of the grove. At large crowd witnessed
the drill and gave the little fellows the ap-

haviDg published a proclamation declaring
England is a friend of Egypt, Arabi Pasha has
called on the country of which he is a submissive servant, to pronounce its will in the matter.
At
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Liverpool,July 29—12.30 p. M.—Cotton markt*
and unchanged; Uplands at 7 1-ltfd; Orleans
%d; sales 10,009 bales; speculation and export
2,000; futures quiet.

?uiet

by ye»r, becomes
manufacturing State. Factories are springing up in small towns and a
little place like Stockton is reported as having 800 men engaged in manufacture, where
Camfornia
and more
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GOVERNOR,

FOB

FREDERICK

REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS

THOMAS B. HEED,*
NELSON DING LEY, JiL,
CHARLES A. BOLTELLE,
SETH L. H1LLIKEN.

CUMBEBLAND COUNTY.

Senators-Charles McLaughlin, Portland; Tobiis
Loid, Standish; A. F. Nutting, Otbfleld; Stephen
,J. Young, Brunswick.
Sheriff—Benjamin True, PownaL
Treasurer—James M. Webb, Westbrook.
Register of Deeds—Leander E. Cram, Baldwin.
County Attorney—Ardon W. Coombs, Portland.
Clerk of * ourts—Alvan A. Dennett, Portland.
Commissioners—William L. Prince, Cumberland;
Henry N ut*er, Cape Elizabeth.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Senators-George

E.

Waterville.

Weeks, Augusta; F. E. Heath,

Sheriff—George

R. Stevens, Belgrade.
Attorney—William T. Haines, Waterville.
Treasurer—Mark Rollins, Albion.
Commissioners—George H. Andrews, Monmouth;
C, M. W os ton, Belgrade.
0 Register of Deeds—P. M. Folger, Augusta.
OXFOBD COUNTY.

Clark, Andover; Eckley T

Senators—James W.
Stearns, Lovell.

Commissioners—Geo. F. Hammond,Par is; Frank
Y. Bradley, Fryeburg.
Clerk of Courts—Albert S. Austin, Dizfleld.

o

James S. Wright, Paris.
Treasurer—Jarvis C. Marble, Paris.
Shcrifl'— Jordan Stacy, Porter.
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majority. Mr. Clingman is an experienced
enough statesman not to give utterance to
rash statements, but the prophecy may be
qualified considerably and still wear a cheerful look. A tidal wave is sweeping over the
State, in his view—ail caused by the corruption of the party in power. If his prognostications are correct, we may expect indue
time to see South Carolina yield to the contagion.
In the famous cases where the license and
prohibition laws of Massachusetts, Rhode

Island and New Hampshire were thoroughly discussed and their constitutionality
passed upon by the Supreme Court of the

For the purpos of furthering the good cause in
Publishfcbe coming political campaign, the
Pkess propose to lcsue their Weekly
ers «f the
and Daily Editions at the fallowing extraordinarily
low raiee, barely covering the cost of material ami

his

Weekly, will be furnished, beginning with the number issued u-xt after the receipt of the order in each
ca*e, ami closing with the issue of Sept. 14th, containing rep rt of the Maine Election.
•*

if5 cenls.

ItHfle t'epie*)

PRESS !

DAILY

THE

Will be fnrnlshed, beginning with the number is
aext aft- r receipt of order in each case, and
with the issue of Sep. 16th, with full returns
hem 4ain* Election;
•ue

dosing

Slagle Ctpir>, by mail,
Postage will in all

cases

be

Men.

$1.00

prepaid by

the

Pub*

The Press will contain complete political news
aad information besides the customary genera
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
Ike triuasph of the right, can do no more useful
service than to aid iu the dissemination of good
reading matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

CO.,

PORTLAND, WE.
The annual interest charge on the Dation
a! debt in 1805 was $4 29 per capita. It now
U $1 09 per

capita.

August 31, 1865, the national debt was
$78.25 per capita of our population. It is
now $31.72 per capita.
On

A correspondent of the Charleston News
says that “a military company has beeu organized here for campaign purposes.”
A St. Louis jury, inauesiing a man who
was drowned while drunk, reported that he
was drowned while in a fit of volunteer in-

sanity.

___

The amount of notes issued by all the national banks is stated by the comptroller of
currency to be $70,000,000 less than the
amount they are entitled to issue under the

law.
__

The Indianapolis Times declares that
“Senator Voorbees was never cut out to lead
a party revolt or a new departure, and his
protective tariff break, like his anti-Greeley
break, will end in unconditional surrender
to the party authorities.”
The Arkansas State Gazette thinks “the
proposed reduction of internal tax on tobacco and cigars is just enough to somewhat reduce the revenue paid to the Government
without causing a corresponding reduction
to consumers.”

long drougbtf
rain, caused the
cold,
ending
death of millions of young lambs, and the
sheep growers are proportionately despondent, though their wool clip is said to be
25,000 bales in excess of last year.
In the Argentine Republic

a

boisterous

in a

One of the
don dog show

Dundreary

visitors to the Lon-

last month

paid $50,000

for a

bull dog which was milk-white with red
blood-shot eyes, his chops falling each side
of bis jaw, with a set. of teeth that, when he
smiles, sends the spectators back a yard or
two as

a

matter of

precaution.

good old Democratic Kentucky there is
none of that greed of office which characterizes communities infested by Republicans.
In Grayson county they had hoped to be
able to find a man to fill the highly lucrative
and responsible office of road inspector, but
thus far only 41 candidates have loafed into sight for it.
In

raising another American prelate to the
Cardiualate, the Pope shows that he duly
recognizes the remarkable growth of the
In

Roman Catholic Church in this country, and
that he properly appreciates the importance,
from his point of view, of stimulating its
further development. The ecclesiastic for
whom this honor is reserved is the Rev. Patrick A. Feehan, Archbishop of Chicago.
In view of the ostentatious
ments made by the British government in
Loudon of the preparations for shipping native troops from India to Egypt, it is beginning to be a serious inquiry as to whether it
announce-

rely upon the Mussulman troops
Egypt on behalf of a Christian Power.
The question is a very serious one, as British Iudia contains about 70,000,000 Mussul-

Is safe to
in

in all that
mans, the most warlike tribes
vast empire. Manx have been thoroughly
trained iu the English system of warfare,
and if they were again to break out ic rebellion at this time, England would be forced
t0 give up the Egyptian contest as a hopeless

one.

_

The Supreme court of Massachusetts has
decided that John Healey is debarred from
the benefit of the poor debtors’ oath because
he lost over $100 at draw poker after he contracted a debt. Draw poker being an unlawful and hazardous game, it was adjudged
that a debtor who lost money in that way
fairness to his
was not acting with that
creditors which would entitle him to a disat
charge. Besides, if the loss of money
were permitted to stand as a
draw

poker
sufficient explanation for the disappearance
of assets, any debtor might, by collusion
with others, ostensibly lose all of his property, and the door would be
dangerous species of fraud.

opened

to a

The great mortality resulting from the
last Fourth of
use of toy pistols by hoys
July has already led to prohibitive ordinances in about half the cities of the country. The following, first enacted by Boston,
is the form usually followed: “No person
shall sell to any child under the ago of sixteen years, without
a

parent

or

guardian

the

written

of such

consent of

child,

any carwhich any

of
tridge of fixed ammunition
fulminate is a component part, or any gun,
contrivance arpistol or other mechanical
of such cartridge or
ranged for the explosion
of any fulminate.” The penalty varies
fine to a heavy one with imfrom a

light

prisonment.

opinion

in

Taney,

in ren-

the Massachusetts

case, said:
These laws may, indeed, discourage importB
and diminish the price which ardent spirits
would otherwise bring. But although a State
is bound to receive and permit the sale by the
importer of any article of mercbaudise which
Congress authorizes to be imported, it is not
bound to furnish a market for it, nor to abstain
from the passage of any law which it may
deem necessary or advisable to guard the health
or morals of its citizens,
although such law
may discourage importation, or diminish the
or
lessen the revenue
profits of the importer,
of the General Government. And if any State
deems the retail and internal traffic in ardent
spirits injurious to its citizens and calculated
to produce idleness, vice or debauchery, I see
nothing in the Constitution of the United
States to prevent it from regulating and restraining the traffic, or from prohibiting it altogether, if it thinks proper Of the wisdom of
his policy it.is not. my province or my pnrpose
to speak.
Upon that subject each Sta'e must
decide for itself.

Th6 Rose Family.

poeuge.
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Chief Justice

Evolution of Our Favorite timall Fruits.

[St. James Gazette.]
Tbe ultimate origin of tbe pulpiness in plums
and cherries was quite antecedent to any partic
ular adoption of their stocks in the primitive
orchards of early man. So far as we can now
tell, the roses do not date back in time beyond
the tertiary period of geology. The very earliest members of the family still extant are little

creeping herbs, like cinquefoil and silver-weed
with yellow blossoms (all primitive blossoms,
indeed, are yellow,) and small, dry, inedible
seeds. The strawberry is the lowest typo of
It is still
rose above these very simple forms.
a creeping herb, and its seeds are still small,
dry and inedible; but they are imbeddad in a
juicy pulp which eutices birds to swallow them
and so aid in dispersing them nnder circumfavorable to their duo germination and growth. Next in order after this
earliest rude succulent type (nature’s first rough
sketch of a fruit so to speak; and a very succes.
ful one, too, from the human point of view at
least) come the blackberry and raspberry,
where the individual frnitlets grow soft, sweet
and pulpy, instead of remaining dr; as in the
strawberry. And this change clearly marks a
stances

pecsliarly

so that blackberries and raspberries are enabled to get along with fewer
seeds, and yet to thrive much better in the
struggle for life too—seeing that they have developed into stout woody trailers, of ten forming
considerable thickbts, and killing down all the
lesser vegetation beneath and between them.
Again, the dog-roses show still higher development, alike in their erect bash; form, in the
large pink flowers, and in their big scarlet hips
—which are uneatable by os, it is true, but are
great favorite with birds in severe winters. The
haws of the whitethorn are even more successful in attracting the robins and other non-migatory allies; and the white thorn has been enabled, accordingly, to reduce its seeds to one or
two, each enclosed in a hard, bony, indigestible
nnt. Finally at the very sumit af tho genealogical tree, we get the plum tribe, highest of all
the roses; growing into considerable arborescent forms (though in this respect inferior to
pears or apples) and producing large, luscious,
pulpy fruits, with a small stony seed, admirably adapted to the best type of dispersion, and
never wasting a solitary germ uuhecessarily, as
must be continually the case with its small dry
seeded coageners. the silver weeds and cinquefoils. Not, of course, that this pedigree must
be accepted in a lineal sense (indeed, the roses
early in their history broke up into at least
three distinct lines, which have evolved separately on their own account, and have culminated respectively in the plums, the tnbe roses and
the apples); but it illustrates the general method of their development, and it shows the
strong tendency which they all alike possess
toward the production of sweet pulpy fruits in
one form or another.
If you look for ^moment at a ripe cherry—by
preference a red one, as being less artificial than
me pale whitehearts—you will see how well it
is fitted to perform the functions for which the
It has a bright onter
tree hag produced it.
coat, to attract the eyes of birds and particularly of southern birds- for England is near its
northern limit, and it is a big fruit for our native species to eat; rowan berries, haws and
bird-cherries are rather special food in our
northern latitudes.
Then, again, it has a
•west pulp to tempt their appetite; sweetness
end bright color in plants being almost always
directly traceable to animal selection. But,inside, its actual seed is protected by a stony shell
while its kernel is stored with rich to id-stuffs
for the young seedling, laid by in its thick seedleaves, which form the two lobes of the almond
like embryo. Tbe flewer it is true, has a pair
of separate ovules, which ought, under ordinary circumstances, to develope into two seeds:
bat as the fruit ripens one of them almost always atrophies. Such diminution in the number of seeds invariably accompanies every advance in specialization, or every fresh forward
step in appliances for more certain distribution. The little hard nuts on }he outside of the
strawberry number fifty or sixty; the nutlets of
the raspberry number only some twenty or
thirty; the pips of the apple, relatively ill protected by the leathery core, range from five to
ten: the stonss of the haw, with their bonier
covering, are only two; but in the plum tribe,
with their extrema adaptaion to animal dispersion, the seeds have reached the minimum irreducible of one. It is this highest tribe of all,
accordingly, that supplies ns with what we call
distinctively our stone fruit.
The sloes of the common blackthorn have
grown, under cultivation, into our domestic
plums; the two wild cherries have grown iuto
our morellos and bigaroons; an eastern bush
has been gradual!) developed into our more
delicate apricots. The old-fashioned botanists
have thrust tbe peach and nectarine into a separate genus, because of their wrinkled Btones;
bat common sense will show any one that it
would be easier ta get a peach oat of an apricot than to get an apricot out of a plum: and,
indeed, these artificial scientific distinctions
are fast breaking down at the present day, as
we learn more and more abont the infinite plaa
ticity of living forms nnder cultivation or altered circumstances. Even the almond, different as its nut appears from the plum type of
for in all
fruit, is really a plum by origin;
other particulars of flower, leaf and habit, it
the
from
which it
resembles
nectarine,
closely
was diverged only in the solitary specialty of a
less juicy fruit. We know how little trouble
it takes to turn a single white Hay blossom
into the double pink variety, or to produce our
distorted flowering almonds and our big, many
petalled roses from the normal form; it takes
very little more trouble for nature to turn au
apricot into a peach, or to produce a dry shellcovered almond from a juicy nectarine. Only
since nature acts more slowly, and since her
conditions remain approximately the same
throughout, her new Bpecies do not tend to relapse at once into tbe parent form, as our artificial varieties mostly do the moment we relax
the stringent regimen under which they have
been produced.

step in advance,

Icebergs from

an

Esthetic Point of

View.
[London Telegraph.]
pity that the icebergs should be so
highly dangerous, for nothing that floats upon
the deep is more impressive and picturesque.
Such beautiful objects ought to be fixtures,
that they may be sighted and their grandeur
enjoyed without more risk than a lovely stretch
of coast or a green and gleaming South Sea
island offers. Yet, if the truth must be told,
something of the composite emotion which the
It is

a

excites is due to the element of fear
which the spectacle conveys along with its
majesty and beauty. Figure a sea shrouded in
driving mist and rain and feathery particles ef
the thickness as
snow the billows leap out of
which they curl,
though born of the void from
arches and
combing over in green transparent
breaking into dazzling spaces of foam; the
decks are dark with wet, and the ship has a
over the
gray and frozen look as she sweeps
hissing and soaring and trampling surges tow-

spectacle

ard that whirling fog-curtain which ever recedes before her while it closes upon her astern.
Suddenly a load voice rings sharply out of the
pallid vagueness of the forecastle; and even as
the helm is shifted shapes itself with terrible
abruptness out of the obscurity ahead a huge
outline—an object like an island, fantastically

covered with minarets, steeples, towers, loom-

EDUCATIONAL

ing bastions, and cathedral-like forms which
vanish in the rushing folds of the pale, rain-

mist. The thunder of the sea smitswept
ing its base and boiling up in heights ot sparkling smoke awakens a thousand sullen echoes
in the crystal caverns, in the gloom of the
precipices, and amid the marble-like hills and
heights of the enormous berg. As the voyager
sweeps past lie hears the cracking and rending
of ice, he marks the brilliancy of snow upon
the jutting points which open out upon the
sight with startling suddenness amid flaws in
the pouring and eddving mist, and he feels the
stinging breath of the froaen mass on his
cheek as She gale blows past it down upon
him. As the ship runs roaring by the thunderladen apparition large lumps of ice shower upon her, and over the rail, the green fragments
may be seen colored to the very complexion of
ihe deep, half leaping out of the swirl of foam
alongside, and vanishing astern amid the
swoop of the rushing waters. What pen can
describe the desolation of a berg so beheld,
looming up, as it were, out of space, filling the
eye for a moment with its mighty, lonely and
wildly grand conformation, and then disappearing as though its solid and substantial proportions were as visionary as the fabric ef the
vapor that has enclosed it? No hint of life is
seen upon it. No sea bird screams around its
nodding summit. It is a drifting phantom
from a world of phantoms, to »elt presently
and vanish utterly; yet, while it stands, elequent with hints of the white and silent realm
from which it has floated—a majestic oceanidyl “writ large,” and rich with a solemn poetry set to the music of the organ-roll of the
sea

deep.

limited number of day scholars will be
received. For circulars address MRS.
THROOP, No. 51 High Street, Portland,
Me., after July 1st.
References: l)r. J. T. Gilman, Portland,
Rev. J. T. G. Nichols, I). D., Saco, Me.
Rev. E. E. Hale, Boston, Prof. Ezra Ah-

Cheap Sponges.

who sells the same sized article at 50 cents, and goes on his way rejoioing.
One thing is evident on the face of the matter,
either the druggist or the 5-cent man is a swindler. We give an illustration of the effect# of
a short-sighted economy. A visitor at the house
of a friead in this city noticed one day that the
three yonngest children of the family, and also
tha nurse, had a peculiar affection of the eyes,
which were noticeably swollen and bloodshot.
He inquired the canse, hut the mother did not
know—thought it was a little thing, which
would soon pass off. The visitor’! cariosity
of a logical
was excited, however, and being
and investigative turn of mind, he came to the
treuble
must
of
the
the
cause
ihat
conclusion
be something in the nursery and probably in
the bathing arrangements. Upon looking further he found one of these bleached sponges.
He asked the mother where Bhe got it, and the
reply was that it was a great bargain and had
been picked up at a five-cent counter. That
If
was enough to oxplain the whole matter.
smell of one of
you will take the trouble to
these cheap sponges, you will find that there is
about ir an odor of chloride of lime. The chloride of lime is used to disinfect them. They
need disinfection because they have been used
in hospitals in washing out wounds and in oththrown away,
er ways imaginable, and then
perhaps, to be picked up, bleached, and sold to
economical persons who wish to get a great
bargain. More details might be given, but
perhaps this short statement of the case is sufficient. If the board of health were in the
habit of payiDg any attention to little matters
affecting the public hygiene, we would suggest
to it to put a stop to this 5 cent auisance.

grasping druggiit

A Big Dividend on Curiosity.
[From theWallStreetNews.]
“Father,” began the innocent child, as he
leaned on his father’s knee, "you are an awful
good man.” “Yes, I hope so, my son.” “You
wouldn’t cheat anybody out of a cent, would

tory, Literiilui'e, ami the Ili»to» y of «rt.
Girl- will be fitted for aay college to
h

w

“Suppose, father, that you had §10,000
in Wabash preferred which had cost you §80?”
“Yes.” “And suppose an old friend from Elmira came here to buy stocks, and could be talked into believing that Wabash preferred would
touch 75 before September, would you unload
“No—ahem
to him at 00 and rake in his cash?”
—that is—see here Sylvanus! The next time
I have a dear old friend call and see me and
yon listen at the library door to carch our conversation, you will get a dividend on curiosity
that will last you a life-time! Tell your mother to put you to bed an hour ahead for the next
week!"

women are

admitted.

The Department of Anatomy. Physiology
and Hygiene w ill be in charge of Sarah El
len Palmer, M. D. Hadie* who «te*ire to do
mo may obtain -pecini tickets to twenty ltcturcs in the course at S i.OOfttch.
Needlework will be
The Department
in charge of Hr*”. E len Perry, OM*i*ted^y
and
experienced teacher's, aud
competent
an opportunity w»ll be given te learn thorand art needleof
all
branches
oughly
A limited number of boarder* will be
ceived into IQn. Gaiwell’s family.

______d2

USELL

er
and opposite
Purest of water—cold as in winter. House opened
boarders July 1st.
Board per week,
IJ-OO
l.da
•
Board per day,
One of the most delightful and healthful places
for children to be found in the country. Good stabling and teams to let at reasonable rates. Cottsges
to let. For further pardculaxs

inquire^of

Pupils admitted to Smith and Wellesley Colleges
the certificate of the Principal.
For admission or circulars, address Miss E. D.
SEWALL, 78 Winter street, Portland, Me. by

September

jy7eodtf

1st.

J. W.

NUTTER, Fryeburg, Me.,

eodt sptl

jel5

GOLCOffl),

Great medical Treatise
and Cure of Exhausted
and
Debility, alsoon
Physical
Vitality. Nervous
the Untold "liscries arising from the Excesses of maThe very finest
Soso.
Koval
300
pages.
ture Years.
125 invaluable Proscription®, for all
steel engravings.
diseases.
and
chronic
acute
Bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
4
Price only 2.15 by mail. (New Edition.)

SENU NUTT.
ever published.
Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology
either require or wish to know, hut
can
whatever that the married or single of either sex
wish for good health.—Toronto Gtotw.
all
who
to
is
invaluable
hook
the
In
short
exnlaued
It
aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation.

Tli[re Isio-hne
Shat

ThVLoklorfoungan-liniddlc

enabled to apply thorough remedies.

anil is

double the nrice. or
mosey
«f Pvpin are seat by
world, every mcatb, npoa receipt of

Thousands

mail, securely sealed

—The

author may be

WILSON,

Lecturer,

London,
England.
successfully treatedj 255

from Boston la re of

In his Parlors has
tents within the last month

land

are

of the ladies in

Total*

pure skin,

features are, has

no
a

To improve this appearance great risks are taken;
arsenic, mercury, or high-sound titled named articles containing these death-dealing drugs, are taken
In
in hopes of getting rid 9l all these troubles.
many cases, death is the

result.

No alleviation of

the burning, heating, itching and inflammation is
given. All troubled with Eczema [salt rheum),

Tetters, Humors, Inflammation, Rough Scaly Erup
tions of any kind, Diseases of the Hair and Scalp,
Scrofula, Ulcers, Pimples or Tender Itchings on
know that there is
any part of the body, should

hope for them in a sure, perfect and elegant remedy, known as “Dr. C. W. Benson’s Skin Cure.”
It makes the
ten and

skin white, soft and smooth, removes
and is the best toilet dressing in

freckles,

the world. It is elegantly put up, two bottles in
package, consisting ot both internal and exter-

one

treatment.

nal

Our

readeis should be sure to get

old remedy reiuscitated on the
Benson’s and now advertised as “The
Great Skin Cure.” There is only one,—it bears the
Doctor's picture and is for sale by all druggists,
this and not

some

success of Dr.

A
HAS

discovery of some new thing, bnt nothing
stood the tost like Dr. C. W. Benson’s
Celery and Chamomile Pills.
headThey really do cure sick headache, nervous

by

the

has

3.

DR.
Botanic,

WILSON

Magnetic

ana

Electric

Physician.

His specialities are Consumption, Dyspepsia, Chiron
Complicated Disease of long standing that defy
the skill of all others, and Female Complaints, Nervous Debility, Kidney Complaints and Constipation,
Paralysis heart.
Tape WorniH Removed in Three IXoiare.
His method of diagnosing disease is marvellously
accu rate in description.
Superior to all others.
He never asks his patients a question, but examines t.li om and exp aius the case in all the details of
evtry ache and pain that afflicts them, and

Applies

Remedy for Speedy and

Permanent Cnre.

DR.

WILSON

is a man of culture, of long and large experience.
He has made more discoveries of the human system
His
than any person living in Europe or America.
books illustrate upwards of three hundred diseases
before.
as never known
He fills out charts showing the power and condition of every organ in the body, to the delight of his
patients as it was never done before by any physician.
Dr. W. is well known in New England for the
many cures be has performed of persons after given
□p to die by the best physicians.

Call and

-ee

him

by all

4-4 Dress Cambrics 6 1-4 and 7 cents.
4 Button real Kid Cloves 60 cents.
Printed Dress Lawns 6 1-4 cents. Mohair and Linen Ulsters, Shetland Shawls
and Dress Woods at cost. Collars, Cuffs,
Handkerchiefs, Ties, Ficliues, Hand run

Spanish Laces, Embroideries, Hosiery,
Cloves, Crash for Embroidery, Buttons,
Trimmings, Leather Bags, Shopping and

Lunch Ba-keis, Cossaiuer Rubber Circulars aud Fancy Woods at reduced prices.

J. M.DYES&CO.

Dr. W. prepares his own curatives that benefit
everybody and injure none.
P. s.—If you are satisfied with your physician
Consultations free. Call at
flon’t call upon me.
jylSdlm
once from 9 a. m. to 9 p. ic.

511
ylO

Congress St.

BUSINESS

Lj$a

Portland.
—AND—

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

Book Binders.

T.T. MERRY,

WM. A. eCINl’T, Both II, Printer*
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Ntreet.

jne23eodU

State

J. I. BIBOl’B, .‘111 Cross St., Portland
_

that the public has an opportunity of trying beforehand and entirely free of charge an article offered
for sale.

KIPtlJili. SHOHT & HiBIHON.

A Trial Package Sent Free.
We feel so near confident that yon will send for a
box of our medicine after using a sample package
and learning how it acis, that we are willing to go
to the expense of seadiog yon a trial package free.
Thus we oiler our

hImh-Wo.

•

Homeopathic Regulative Tonic
wholly upon its merits as you are not asked to buy
it until after you have given it a trial; and have
become convinced that Ft is an excellent thing, and

you don’t care to do without it.
Our REGULATIVE TONIC acts excluupon the bowels to produce regular healthy
action in cases of torpidity and constipation. It
does not act as a cathartic, and therefore leaves no
sickness or debility, such as follows that class of
medicnee, but produce a cure in almost every case
by zeiing the bowels in the habit of regular,

STORE,

sively

474 Congress St.,
HOUSE.

PREBLE

healthy action.
Send postal card to our office and address for
...

apr3

& HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

Boston,
Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street,
CORRODEBS ASD MASUFAOrUBEHS.
“BOSTON STAB 8BMB

PURE WHITE LEAD

Schiedam Aromatic

& SHEET LEAD,

j
&c,

LEAD PIPE

SOLDER
TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS,
MMsaeUosett
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the 1881.
m
Asaociatlon
Charitable Mechanics’

OFFICE OF THESUPERINTENDENTOF
LIFE SAVING STATIONS,
District,
Portland, Maine, July 24,

First

[
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Asa

vegetable decomnosition
as

and

if

SfiSW

or an bids and
deemed for the interest of the ^

j

RICHARDSON,

ot
rtrdinnnce Relating to Deposit
Waste Ratter on Streets.
in the
is hereby givfn that tho deposit
•fa.hstreets, (except in proper receptacles)

NOTICE
sweepings

of shops, waste or dirty water, or any
is
vegetable or oft'ensive matter whatever,
of tbe city. Attention
fo-bidien by the ordinances
others is called to this matter,
of shopkeepers and
violations of the ordinances will subject

father

[vl74M&A 61 m‘"c

■

K.

Irritation

...

~

These Instruments are First-Class,
and will be sola at Lower Prices than
can be obtained elsewhere, for Cash, or
an Easy Installments if desired.

YOYES

In QTioEr

THfh^™c^rv^t,will"pK^
PrfP"«d

his

dly
p. m.

anil

front the

STINGS OR BITES OF

FLEAS,

R £ m. and,torn 2

to

8

MOSQUITOES,

Black Files and all poisonous

for Nall Rheuui,
insects; is a specific
Retail price, 25 cte. per
Burns and Scalds
box. For sale by all druggists, or sent by mail to
retail price.
THOS. If.
any address on receipt of
SNOW & CO., 67 Commercial st., Boston.

jy!2»Um

Beware of al

INCREASE
$10

DlT

Investors of small and medium
amounts in Grain, Provisions and
Stocks as fullv protectod as most
extensive and influential operators.
YTTTJip A m Our successful, fully tried, old eeW II17/11 tablished plan. Try It. Report*
sent weekly, dividends paid monthly. Send at once for explanatory
circulars and past record, preb.
V Dividends paid during past thirteen
months on this fund $60.71 pe
share. Address FIaKJI VIING A
LaITI£KBUffM41*l43
QT^nPITQ
OlUvAO Stul.e Mt., t'hicnfto. III.
a
local
want
in
aragent
jyWe
ery town. Excellent inducement*.
Good pay to a responsible, entarW prising man. Write for terms,

_

MW&F&wOm

F. If. RESISOI
has

Portland

fg No.
r Tor
t,

ju28

office in
andean befc* ud

openeil

10111 CAPITAL.

^4)A

well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers eyeryiYhere.

an

dly

M. C. M. A.

276 Middle St.

LIBRARY NOTICE.

Edwards & Walker’s
store,

ardware

tuguatS.H

from

and after tills

Portland, .July 3,1882.

until further notice,
ON Library will notdate,
be open for the delivery

«•

IOR

SAIiE.

jy2‘J_

_^£_

Annual Mcetiu?.
Stockholders of tho Atlantic and St. I.aw-

hereby notified
Kailroad Company
THE
lug ot the company will be held
that the annual
are

raeo'

A

CITY SUGAR
Apply to GEO. S. HUNT, 166 Commerelal St.

the
of

All persons having books belonging to the Library
requested to return them on the 8th, 16th and
22nd of the present month. The Librarian or his
assistants will he in attendance on the above
named dates, to receive them.
Per order of Library Committee.
F E. PRAY Chairman.
]y3dtf
are

Bock
Second IIand Burleigh Steam
set of DiaDrill in so d order with full
Drills, lot of Pipe &c.,will
mond Po7
be sold
LlVU0HLIN As SON,
18 Ai 20 Center Street.

reuoe

HORIZONTAL steam engine, in good condition; Cylinder a in. diameter, 26 in. stroke,
Governor and Steam valves, Flywheel and Driving
will develop 40
wheel, 26 to 36 hors, power, and seen
at FORES 1
horse power if desired.
Maybe
REFINERY, West Commercial St.

jfy!2

on

books.

FOR SALE.

the City and taken
learn that he has returned to
where he is
rooms at So. 4 Chestnut St.,
L treat all kinds of Chronic Diseases. 1 lie Doctor
and locating diseases
uo equal in describing

dtf

w. MfiK & uu.j liorcnesier, Mass.

MORDACURA

HAVING

-

p

fel)2f

Allays Instantly All (ptlamanation

been duly licensed to remove the city
satisfacoffal and having given a bond for tho
wonld request all
tnrv uerformauce of the work, ,1
on the
of
neglect
any
knowledge
m-rsons having
the
to immediately inform me of
part of my driversor otherwise. JOHN L
fact bv telephone
502.
875 Commercial St. Telephone
3
jnolSeodJio.
Portland June 14,18*2

co.„

Jy3___

BRIDGES. City Marshal.

~CITY OFFAlT

twuui.

strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.

»«

label, and are the
earth, especially to

white

Kidney, Liver and Nervous Diseases.

_

Udolpbo foil’s Sod & Co.,

preparation

others, and of all pretended formulas or recipes of
Hop BiTTERs'puhllshed in papers or for sale, as
they are frauds and swindles. Whoever deals In
any bnt the genuine will be prosecuted.
Hop Bitters Mpq. Co.,
lulld&wlmo
Rochester, N. Y.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oilhashccn removed. It has three
times the strengi.'' of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Atr wroot or Sugar,
-more economiand is thcr^ore
cal.
It i tl< lS-U'U3, nourishing,

by aDy other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity

and Grocers.

this) printed on the
purest and best medicine
notice

.Breakfast Cocoa.

A pnblic

For sale by all Druggists

for any

BAKER’S

section of onr country of Udolpbo Wolfe’s

claimed for it.

or

put in any form, pretending to be tbe same as Hop
Bitters. Tbe genuine hare cluster ot Greek Hops

_

to every

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled

needed consist of ship chandlery,

mislead and cheat the public,

GOLD MEDAL, PAEI8, 1873.

saltr of over 30 years duration in every

animal

PIANO FORTES

superior

ana

preparations with the word Hot or Hops in their
or connected therewith, that is Intended to

name

Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

preparation.

or

English Duplex,

oolO

or other causes,

3<^be8s8applies

3y24eod4tSnP^".“i^“_

EDWARD iMAMON

any person selling or dealing in any bogus counterfeit or imitation Hop Bitters, especially Bitters

G. E. JOSE &

corrective of water rendered impure by

other alcoholic

Government.

And the Ce ebr

With aeaotfnl lottery
Centro.

For Sale Wholesale

and necessary

PROPOSALS will be received
the
office until 12 o’clock noon, MONDAY,
supplier
of
August. 3 882, for furnishing
hdav
use of the
for
at Portland, Maine,
to be
First Life feaYiuk P
I ife Saving Service in the
ending June
or else where, for tbe tiscal year

lnMghffs
waive defects,

PIANO-FORTES

general beverage

Aromatic Schnapps is

delivered

I

SCHNAPPS.

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

to

LINOEIAN & SON’S

$200.00 REWARD!
Will be paid for the detection and conviction ol

Fitied complete with the
,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TABLELAMPS
Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

WOLFE’S

CO.
BOSTON LEAD MFG. Mass.

t!Proposals to be addressed to the,undersigned

Are the General Agents for Yew England
States for

NEW

ELEGANr

.....—---

VVM. J. BRIDTE.Treat*.

SEALED

Exchange Street, Portland,

sample package.
DIM. LAMB & LOOmS.
1070 Wa.talnglM 01. Uo.lou. 31.n.
Jy27d2w

SHORT & HARMON.
jly0d3m

AUG. H. FORD, Special Agent,
OFFICE Z8 EXCHANGE ST., POATUNB, ME.
SAMUEL LITTLEPres.

Agent.

ItisSeldomifEver

Tie.

_

HEDGES

AGENTS,

SPECIAL,

DIRECTORY

$1.07235.

w^vaiueof

days.

Fessenden,
Bootbby,

V. Mott

tCE is hereby given that JOHN L. BEST has
been duly licensed to collect the City Offal and
in bond for the satisfactory performance of
Hat
fneu.vk. All pi rsons collecting offal without a
fit com J in violation of the City Ordinance will be
rotuwited according to law.
C. K. BRIDGES,
City Marshal.
..uiitidtf
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at this
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D. W.

Assured
t£#0ri

JfaId

eodgnig

means.

JIW&Flm

siraiiL kiiicm
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naid immediately on completion and approvor ninety
al of proof wthout waiting the usual sixty

ic

a

Portland, Maine.

Losses

ache, neuralgia, nervousness, sleeplessness, indigestion, paralysis, and melancholy.
Price 50 cents per box, two for $1, six for $2.50
Baltiby mail, postage free.-Dr. C. W. Benson,
more, Md. Sold by all druggists.
0. N. CrPtenton, New York, is wholesale agent
C.W. Benson’s remedies

•

•

J

with thrissl^i

Endowment Policies
for sale at

EXCHANGE ST.,

45

M. F. KING.
C. B. CONANT.
J. H. i.AMSON.

*!S!!

•

ever

°ly?7

to

$5,5799.53,73

......

*6,0d0,

BAILEY & NOYES

Neualim

OFTEN BEEN MADE

fSpSiS

>

Lates^oL>,"®0

GET THE BEST.

$1 per package.

mon hs of July and August of the present
on Monday of each week at t -elve o’clock M,
remain closed for the remainder of that day.

year

Nen-ForfeitaA
Cnmninv contains the following conditions, and is absolutely
full Four Percent,
Evcry
more FullYears, Premiums have been paid. th.
of
two ways:
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ble: Jn case .f Lapse,
either
^ 0ompauy, at the option of th.
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10 premiums paid for over 20 years *f Insurance
fer
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as above, or to surrender the original PoUcy for a Paidto take the extended Insurance
up Life Policy of $1,390.
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The above
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Pattern and Model Maker.
2 317 10136
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LIYE AGENTS WANTED.

The Undersigned Photographers
of Portland,
the indulgence of their pat rons, have
agreed to close their places of business dar-
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83,022,612,

1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has denbetter by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known te M
preferred. Its policy-holders increiae their Insurance in the Northwestern,

[vl

$5,813,223*33

Expenditures,

All other

society and

which she is afflicted, and ibis is true of either

D.

is

ing

•

P*h^Vf

every' ody. as it is now, she immagines every one sees and talks about “those freckles,”
“those horrid pimples,” aHd other blemishes with
which

M

Nov22eodtangl

all diseases requiring skill and experience.

Surrendered Policies,
Diridends te

Cannot

attract

PARKER,

Claims by Death,
-..
....
E»d*w»e*ts and Annuities,

afflicted with skin diseases of

matter

price, 81.25.

reserve

SINCE

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

l88*-.$4,000,302.46

EXPENDITURES

their lives. Then Bhe would have instead of a disfigured and marred countenance, one that would be
handsome, or at least good looking, for anyone with
clear

parts of the

EKS“.»l,812.Ma.87

various kinds, to do away with which. If it could be
done without injury, would be the happiest event of

a
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to all

post-paid,

s^s»«Mssrv
No,

cent,

obtained elsewhere for

be

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

[From Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper.]
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THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY

worthily

AMZI DODD, ^President.

_d2mos

homes of

consulted

and

won

Newairis., 3NT. J-

His stay is Limited.

Please Present My Excuses.”

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (Invested in the most productive and eolid securities of the country) have earned the past tew
and taxee, an
years above pajdug all expenses
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

882._lylodtf
CITY OFFAL.

pa-

A Lady Said

Results Accomplished.
THE NORTHWESTERN ha* paid ow $3,800,Besides giving in
000 matured endowments.
the presurance these policies have returned
intereel.
cent,
4
to
compound
with
miums
53/sper

Exchange Sts.

Cor. Middle &

Companies

shown by comparison of resnlts.

C. W. HEARN.

It. PARKER, Prop.

Trobably two-thirds

nail

can

Address PEABODY MEDICAL NST1TUTE or VY. M.
4 Bulfinch St., Boston, JTIass.

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

Open June 1 to October. This sumresort ia new and situated on
K
91 Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of
For fall description
wtEsa
St. Albans.
send for circular.
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REV. E. M. SHITU. President.

MiWJYIENT INSURANCE

STOCK EXCHANGE.)
.ionds bought and sold only on comDeposits received.
mission fur cash or on margin.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
the
Chicago Board of
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
in"3
Broadway.
v
v
)
i.CiT\
N.
J 346 Broadway.
Branches,
j (;ranj Central Hotel,
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rail term of 13 weeks will commence AUG. 21.
Seven Courses of study miner competent Instructors, with Graduxtion and Diplomas, at the close.
Advantages first class, Expenses low. Boarding
Department under charge ol KEY. E. R. FRENCH.
Circulars sent on application.
F. A ROBINSON, Soc’y.
jy26eod&w4w
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Eor Young Ladies aud

Fare for the Round Trip $1.50.
C. E. GIBBS, Sebago Steamboat Co,
jy28d3*
July 27,1882.

AND Siot K BROKERS.
Mln-el, New York,

'EBS

C._C. BRAGDON, Pridnoipftl

jelO

Trains leave Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Stavia.
tion at 8.25 a. m., connecting with Steamer,
Sebago Lake Songo Kiver and Long Pond. Arrivni.
12.45
12.16
Harrison
p.
p m.,
ing at Bridgton
Returning leave Harrison 3.45 p. m., Bridgton 4.1#
m.
in
8
30
Portland
arrive
p.
p. m., and

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks should
'mmunicate wttfc the old established firm of

a.

SEMINARY,

SUMMER BOARDERS.

and Pine Grove
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Instruction in English ansi Classical Studies.
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RETURKT,

Commencing July 31, *82.

OWES, ME & CO. STOGKSPECULATION
\
CO.,
LAMSON,
ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHE’*’
81,000.
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SUMMER RESORTS.

FBVEHt'RG, ME.,
Two miles from P Jt O. R, R. Dejml #
ArfSMJI pot. Situated in a beautiful Maple
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Exchange.
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board.
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Good
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ask?”

Martha’s

SHOES,

For circulars, &c.* address 104 Winter
St. till S**pt. 1st. Afterward, 85 Wiuter
Street.
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Railway
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at No. 507}

BARRETT,
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AND

CORKS DIMMING JACKETS, &c.

Decring,)

SALE

-FOR

Artist*

American

eminent

will open on Friday, June 16tb,
anti remain open till August ldtb

“MUNICIPAL

Young Ladies.

Will receive at her residence No. 85
Winter St , Sept. 18, young ladies and
misses for instruction.
Special attention will be paid to ail E«g>
li*h Mtn> ii'N, Grauiiuur, t’ornpasilion His-

do you

wouldn’t; why

“Of course I

you?”

OIL SILK

—AND—

(Mtw Mary

most
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U. S. Called Bonds cashed.
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SUITS,

WOVEN

Maine-

JIARil CASWELL^
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----7s
7s
Maiue Central K. R. Consol,
6s
Portland & Ogdensburg It. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

SUITS,

FLANNEL

Experienced teachers good accommodations, loir
prices. Fall term (1882) begins Tuesday, Sept. oti.
J. P. WESTON, Pres,
For circulars, address

MRS.

The first Annual Exhibition #1
works from the Studios of tho
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6s
-7s
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180 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Collogo,

jyl 7MW&V&wtse5Peering,

Mort.

let
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Iu.million ot learning for both Sexes

Au

the Eyes.

We liave all seen them, says the New York
Mail and Express. They are for sale on the
They are very
street in all parts of the city.
pretty to look at—so white and clean and nice,
and withal so wonderfully cheap. The happy
purchaser feels that he has made a point on the

Cincinnati,
Cook County
Evansville Ind.,

Ladies, Gentlemen and Children.

AND

How They Can Be Detected—Their Effect
on

Cincinnati,

£■*”K,«?£■„„ s,„
Female

Co.,

Portland Water

Chicago,

WESTBROOK SEMINAR!

SIHITToF ART

MILIAD

BATHING GOODS

MRS. EVERETT S. THROOP,formerly
of Cincinnati, will open a Hume School
for eight or ten young Ladies in Portland, on the 25th of September next. A

entertainments

FINANCIAL.

__MISCELLANEOUS._

Young Ladies.

Home School for

School For

_

__

United States,

name

We eannot undertake to return

years ago.

The Hon. Thomas E. Clingman, of North
has been in politics for half a
century and is not without honor in his own
country, makes the truly remarkable prophecy that Bourbouism will be snowed under
in his State this fall by 50,000 anti-Bourbon

dering

and address of the writ
indispensable, not necessarily for
The

nations.

were two

Carolina, who

NOMINATIONS.;

COUNTV

Now that California wheat has begun to go to Europe by rail
via Galveston and New Orleans, it is only a
question of time when it begins to be turned
into flour at home, as more and more of the
rail-carried wheat is yearly.
200

ROBIE.

year

a

ddw

office of the Treasurer, in Portland, on
TUESDAY the first day of August next, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon, for tho purpose of making
choice of nine Directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of any other business which may
F. R. BARRETT,
legally be presented.
at

the

STEPHEN

ffloclc) Jkh

erk of the Corporation,

Portland, July 11,

1

jyllTTdtStd

j

BERRY,

and (gaid

No. 37 Plum Street.

T^KSS.

TTTT]

ST. JOSEPH.

Brief Jottings.
beautiful day, yesterday,

with bright
and clear blue sky.
Mercury 75° at noon;
wind northwest and east.
Deaths recorded in the city last week 7.
1.
Bed Stockings of Deering 33, Besolutes
Arrests last week 53; drunk 34.
There
Foreign exports last week $61,001.52.
were 81G.904 feet of lumber exported.
of trousers were stolen from Ling &
A

Cool,

sun

31.

MONDAY MORNING, JULY

the press.
the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Mav be obtained at
Andrews ArmSweden Marquis, Brunell &A.C T.■„ Cleveland,
RobHodsdon,
Wentworth,
strong
News
Stand,
Jewet„,
Forest City
Stinson
McFarland
Watson,
&
Hitohings
Bose
and Chisholm Bros., on all
Bustos A Maine Bepot,
train# that run out of the city.
Aaburu, Willard Small A Co.

St (Sstei'O,

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. fi. Babb A Co,
Batb, .J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
B. G. Dennis

Brunswick,

n.

Cumberland M'lls, F. A. Verrill.
Dausatiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Lewis,
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon aud Shirley A
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Irish.
J.
Gorham,
Mallowell, C.... Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews,
Sebattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saecarrappa, atthe
of L. Hodson aud H. B. KenaricK.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
YinalhaveD, B. liane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wieeasset, Gibbs & Kundlett.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E.

CITY AND

VICINITY."

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

NEW

ENTERT L INMENTS.
Ladies Newbury Street Sewing Circle.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Domestic Sewing Machine Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
J. B.Hudson—Artist.
Proposals for Dredging.
Semi-Annual Statement—Burton Car Company,
Co.
statement of Boston Ballot Box Mnfg.

-ost—Shawl-pie.
Maine Imports-Dresser McLeUani ACo.
Statement of Bernstein Electric Light Mnfg. C.,
J

AUCTION SALES.
Cottage Lots for Sale—F. O. Bailey A

a

Co.,_

certain cure for the worst

forms of

ulcer, Burdock Blood Bittebs stand
unrivaled. Price SI.00, trial size 10 cents.
dlW
jly31
worst

_____

Delay is dangerous. Do not longer cling to
the old method of curing coughs and colds
with rum and molasses, it is a dangerous remeis a sure cure
dy. Adamson's Batanic Balsam
and works like a
take
int
to
time,
pleas
every
jlyOlMW&S&w
charm.
Another Medical Miracle.
Portland, Me., July 13, 1882.
United States Hotel.
Dr. Wilson:
Dear Sir—I shall ever feel greatful to you
for the ability you have displayed in myticaBe;
in the ehort space of four week you have made
me a'new creature. Before seeing'you my condition was hopeless, and I was sinking in dispair,
I could get no help. My physicians gave
me up as being in the last stages of consumption, but you have raised me up to my former
self. I now feel strong, my work is a pleasure,
as

1 am full of hope. No person would believe
that such a change could be produced in the
""time, hut thos6 who know me and experience
these benefits. You are a true friend to the
afflicted, and master of yonr profession. I
Cheerfully recommend you to all suffering humanity. Yours truly,
Katie A. McLeod,
212 Cumberland St,
Ask year physician and he will tell you that
Buchu it one of the best, surest and safest
•emediea for aiding, strengthening and cleansthe kidneys. It is one of the ingredients

ing
of Hops and Malt Bitters.

MW&F&wtc

jylf
f» all whom it may

concern:

Stoninoton, May 4, 1881.
Mattress
Having purchased a Pino Palmine
ef agent here, February 8, 1881, for my boy
with
nine years of age, who has been troubled
oatarrh for seven years, and has been very restless at night while aBieep, also very delicate
■ntil sleeping on the Pino-Palmine Mattress.
cured of catarrh, rests well at
He is

being

to
night, is getting rugged and hearty, goes
school steadily,which he has never been able to
do before. I cheerfully recommend the Mattress to al? sufferers from the above complaints.
Were I unable to get another, would not part

With mine upon any consideration,as I consider
tl Invaluable.
H. H. LEWIS.
J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street
Fer sale

by

jly!5dtf

Portland, Me.

A Wise Woman
She may
Will try and preserve her oharms.
use
lack classic outline of form, but she should
ZOZODOUT, and retain the beauty and nse'
fnlneea of her teeth. A fine set of teeth is one
charms. SOZODONT will do
of the

highest

jly31MW&F&w

this work.

Hx-Governor Wm. A. Newell,M. D., of New
TerJersey, and now Goveri^rof Washington
ritory, writes as follow:
Allentown, N. J.
has used your Pino-Palmine Mat-

My family
fer several months. It is cool, comfortahealthble, elastic and I believe enduring and
tress

delightful and indeed all
•eRSiderations properly weighed, it will be regarded as superior to the best hair mattress.
The aroma is

giving.

Yours truly,
W. A. NEWELL.
Per sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
jlylSdtf
Portland, Me.
Care-worn persons, students, weak and overworked mothers will find in Brown’s Iron
Bitters a complete tonic which gives strength
and tone to the whole system.

MW&F&w

jlj31
Pwio-Palmine Mattress Co.
G«*l»men—The Mattress I

purchased

from

and sick headyo« has stopped the catarrhal
ache which has followed me for years. I would
it.
act part with it at any price and be without

Truly

yours,

F. CARPENTER, Druggist.
With E. J. Luther, East Providence, R. I.
Per sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

jlylSdtf

Portland, Me.

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
the parlor
publication is a welcome visitor to week
has
circle The number for the ensuing
484 ConG.
Fessenden,
been received by N.
Wentworth, 663 Congress,
gress Street and D,
corner

of Oak street.

Supreme Judicial Court.
TEBM—WE8TEBN DI8TBICT.

AAW
Serena

L.

OUKBERUAND COUNTY.
Powers v. Thomas Mitchell.

Argued

0. D. Baker for deft.
°.U&. Goddard for plff. COUNTY.
KNOX

Jacob T. Thorndike

v.

Emerson

Bobie.

Argued

A. P. Gonld for deft
0rBloe A Hall for piIf.ia review
A. P. Gould. Ar-

Samuel R. Jackson
srned orally.
Strout A Holmee for plff.

v.

.,

Could pro

se.

Municipal Court.
1SOBI JUDGE KNIGHT.

Satubday.—Leonard Sisson, Robert Kennedy,
John McNarmah, Daniel McCarthy. Intoxication.
ama costs.

_

Fined $6
Intoxication. Thirty days in
Roger Hogerdon.
City House of Correction.
Pined $100
George Jaedson. Search and seixure.
and eosts. Appealed.
Robbery.
Mr. RedOn Friday, the 21st of this month,
found that
dy the tailor, 418 Congress street,
on that day
some one had taken from his store
Mr. Robert J. Burtwo nice coats and a vest.
store for a
gess occupies a portion of the same
Mr. Burgess
time
that
At
business.
jewelry
was away from town, and when, a few days
later he returned he found that he also had
been robbed of three gold and Bix silver watchribbon
es, eleven plated vest chains, thirteen
fobs, with buckle on each. No clue to the robber has been obtained hut suspicion points

strongly

to a man

once

employed by Mr. Reddy.

It was understood the papers were to say
nothing about the robbery at present, but as
three papers have already done so it would be
silly to ignore it._
Street
The Young Men’s
the fourth of their
meetings on Fore

Preaching.
Christian Association held
series of open air Gospel

street, near the Custom
The audiHouse, yesterday, at 5 o’clock p. m.
ex.
ence numbered over 200, including many
cnrsionists on their return from the islands,
and was very orderly and attentive. 7 he ad
dreas was by Mr. B. F. Jacobs of Chicago, who
spoke with great acceptance from the text,
’’Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His
righteousness.” The singing was led by a cor.
net. Rev. I>. W. LeLaclieur has been secured

for next Sunday.

hundred people.

a

nual picnic.
The horse cars will probably be running
through Pearl to Commercial street the last of
this week.
Cumberland street is to be macadamized
from Elm to Chestnut street, and the work will

begin in

a few days.
has
It is strted that Hon. W. W. Thomas
on Federal,TernFobes
the
property
purchased
pie and Congress streets.
Several old shanties on Franklin street beare to be
tween Fore and Commercial street

down.

Two thousand bales of rags from Calcutta,
India, consigned to the Cumberland paper
mills, are arriving via New York boats.

The clothiers and hatters will play a match
game of base ball on the horse car grounds,
Deering this afternoon.
There will be an excursion next Saturday
from Montreal and way stations to Portland
over the Grand Trunk railway.
The Maine Engineer’s Association have presented their past President, Geo. H. Coyle,
with a gold miniature steam gauge.
Marshal Bridges and Deputies Blatk and

Crowell and several of the police, Saturday,
made five seizures.
Donas were returnea
Mr. Joseph llsley s
Saturday morning, and the reward of $100

paid to the finder.

being
dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation, impurity
of blood, torpid liver, disordered kidneys, etc.,
and as a medicine far eradicating every species
of humor, from an ordinary pimple to the

At

slight fire in a pile of rags in
McKenney’s junk store on Plum street, SaturThere was

pulled

Coombs._^

Deering.

pair
Holland’s stable, Saturday.

Loss trifling.
The Odd Fellows committee will report tomorrow night where they will go for their an-

■>

In

o’clock
Yesterday afternoon between 5 ana G
by Rev.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Healey assisted
Fathers Linnehan, Doherty and Feeney blessed
convent and statue of St.
the new St.

day night.

Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.

Opening of the Convent and

Home

o£
0

the Ocean
prjDg,

_glU

Work on the extension
railroau- a, Lunt’s Corner7^fMMi((B^,*"“
commenc d today.

Friday evening
over

a

rapidly
girl on
severely.
a

little Swedish

injured

-•

driven team ran
Salem street and

the child
Mr. Sweetsir of Cumberland, lost a valuable
hor6e Friday. The cords and arteries in his
legs were accidentally cut by a mowing machine and the auimal bled to. death.
A party of 250 from Lewiston arrived on
and went to
a Grand Truuk train Saturday,
Old Orchard. They returned in the afternoon.

Miller’s baud accompanied the party.
Saturday the Portland Stone Ware Co. procured Itobiuson’s six-horse chariot, aud sent
all their employes out to a grand clam bake at

Spuiwink.
Castle did a brave act at Peaks’
Island, plunging into the water and saving a
little five year old son of Mr. Frank Clayton
James

from drowning.
The Veteran Association of I. O. O. F. will
make an excursion to Peaks' Island, and dine
at Sawyer's Peaks’ Island House on tV ednes-

day next.
“Gov.
Perley of the Boston Journal says:
Dingley of Maine is looking after the agricultural interests by endeavoring to get the duty
on hay restored.
Saturday afternoon Messrs. Shaw, Goding &
Co., the well known shoe manufacturers, took
ail their employes, some 150 in number, on an
excursion down the bay to Long Island, where
excellent clam bake had been prepared.
Portland Commandery will receive Hugh de
Payens Commandery of Melrose, Sept. 4th,and
probably give them a banquet and reception
an

that evening, and

a

sail and

clambake next

day.
Officers McIntyre and

Newcomb

brought

in

young man named Valentine
He had spent all
who lives at the West End.
of $50 bnt $15 in rum, laid down to sleep on
taken,
Centre street, where the $15 were
also a pair of new shoes stolen off his ffeet.
A large number of ladies and gentlemen inthe new steamer State of Maine, Sat-

Saturday night,

spected
urday. By

a

a

typographical

errer

Saturday

we

made to say “an exhaustive description
of the vessel was published in the Press February 4th,” instead of July 4th.
Saturday evening the employes of Knight &
Redlon presented each of the firm with an eleeasy chair and nice meerchaum pipe, the
were

gant
presents costing $50. The presentation speech
was made by Frank Redlon, and the firm expressed their surprise and gratification at the
gift.
Elisha L. Sprague went to Boston Friday,
and at the landing place of the St. John stearnBrs was induced by a confidence mau to loan
him $40 on a check on the Atlas National
Bank for $446, purporting to be signed by J.
B. Moran and

payable-to

the order

of

E. M.

Botsford.
It is the old Cutter Mansion, corner of Danforth and Park street, not the house next the
corner ofiPark and Gray Sts., that it is reported has been purchased, with its extensive
grounds, for $10,000 for the Home for Aged
Men. A splendid location and excellent build-

ing.

The following yachts are reported to the
eastward from the Isles of Shoals to Camden:
Lorelei, Issa, Magic, Silvie, Phantom, Addie,
Rebecca, Active, Romance, Imperia, Sylvia,
Ariadne, Tarolinta, Grampus, Vif, Clytie, Lillie, Nautilus, Edith, Winsome, Breeze, Zulu,
Eugenia, White Cap, Una, Halcyon aud Sigdrifa.
The Mont gomery Guards Excursion.
On Thursday evening, August 17th, the
Guards, accompanied by their bonoraries and
invited guests will take the Boston boat en
route for Providence, where they will be enterlate visitors, the Providence
Meagher Guards. The entertainment while
there will consist of an excursion down the

tained by their

river to Rocky Point where a Rhode Island
the
and
served
be
will
bake
clam
day will be spent in various amusements gotten np by their guests.
Id the evening a grand reception and ball
will be held at which both companies will give
an exhibition drill and this will be followed by
a grand military banquet at which will be present many of the military men of local and
The Guards, after being
national repute.
shown the city on the following day, will leave
Providence at noon, arriving home Satardav
A full
military
August 19th.
band will accompany the excursionists. A
special meeting of the bonoraries will be held
on Tuesday evening, August 1st, at 8 o’clock,
at tne armory of the company and a full at-

evening,

tendance is requested.
Fire on Great Diamond Island.
A boating party started a fire on Great Diamond Island, a little to the eastward of Echo
Grove Landing, Sunday morning, for the purEither the fire got
pose of frying some fish.
beyond their control, or they negligently left
as it was soon found spreading through the

it,

Trunks of fallen trees and underbrush were soon blazing fiercely. The cotcrew of
tagers turned out, and assisted by the
the yacht Leila and other volunteers, succeeded in confining it to a small compass of perhaps four acres. No valuable timber was destroyed bat the fine grove of beeches near the
The island
landing was in imminent danger.

undergrowth.

magnificent growth of venerable beeches, oaks and other valuable timber
and its destruction would have beeu a great
loss to the proprietors,as well as to the citizens
who have used it as a public park from time
immemorial. That part of the islaud where

is covered with

a

the fire oocnrred ie owned by Henry Deering,

Esq.__
Saturday
was

Terribly Injured.
the pulp mill at Cumberland

noon

the

scene

of

a

the large cog wheel. One side of the body was
also badly torn. Dr. Bailey of Deering was
immediately summoned and decided that both

would have to be amputated at the
shoulder. Drs. Weeks and Gerrish of this
to assist at the amputacity were called upon
arms

The injared man was removed to the
tion.
Rich’s ambulance
Maine General Hospital in
is of course in a
late in the afternoon. He
comcritical condition, but appeared quite
fortable on his arrival at the hospital.
Seaside Lodge.
Seaside

Lodge, Cape Elizabeth, initiated

two

the followpersons Wednesday evening, and
ing officers were elected for the ensuing quarter:

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

C. T.—John Manter.
V. T.—Mrs. L. li. Proctor.
II. S.—Miss Alice Pillsoury.
F. S.—Edwin Cohb.
T.- Willis F. Strout.
M.—James Cobb.
C.—O. L. Robertson.
I. G.-~ Frank L. Richardson.

W. O. G.—Herbert Smith.

of over five
Joseph in Deering in the presence
best in
The convent which is now one of the
the country was with three acres of land adjoining it purchased last September by Bishop
F. 0. J.
Healey from the executors of the late
The building which is a large and
Smith.

commodious three story one of brick, situated
miles from
on a commanding site about three
late
the city was erected and designed by the
This
Mr. Smith for an old ladies’ home.
altered and
building has been thoroughly
Bishop Healey and is now ready

renovated by

for the purposes for which it was purchased
scholars
viz., a convent for day and boarding
under the auspices of the Sisters of Mercy.
Immediately in front of the convent is a statue
On
of St. Joseph of exquisite workmanship.
hall on
the first floor of the building is a large
aud one
either side of which are six small
At the end of the
rooms.
community
large
be used for
hall is a perfect gem of a chapel to
The chapel is ornamented

devotional purposes.
exwith paintings and statuary and is hardly
celled by any we have ever seen for beauty.
second
Immediately over the chapel on the
There are also
floor is a large study room.
and a large
on the second floor six small rooms
used

room

to be

Btory

are two

as

a

parlor.

On the third

large dormitories and bath

room.

The building is heated by steam and supplied
with
furnished
is
with
water, and
commodern
appliances for
all the
Thirty scholars
convenience.
and
fort
-oodily be '■Secommodated, and a number
Pupils will m have already been made. The
fertof ]tr jeeive instructions from the Siseroy, who are preeminent for xheir
Young ladies in atcultuie and refinement.
tendance will thus be subject to home-like discipline and instruction. Situated in a pleasant
and healthy location, of easy access to the railroad at Woodford’s and Morrill’s Comer, with
horse cars
every half hour, this con-

passing

doubt, become justly celebrated.
Bishop Healey has also purchased seven additional acres adjoining those bought from the
vent will,

no

These seven
executors of the late Mr. Smith.
aud there is also
acres are under cultivation,
of oak trees
upon the estate a beautiful grove
of about two acres.
Near by the convent is a large three story
wooden building used as an old ladies’ home,
also under the care of the Bisters of Mercy.
nine inmates and more
There are at

present
A church for the Catholic peoare expected.
ple of Deering with a seating capacity
of 500 is in course of construction and will be
completed by the first of September.
Bishop Healey has displayed commendable
judgment and energy in the purchase of this
estate, which is destined to play a prominent
of
part in the educational and charitable work
the State.
Personal.
Mr. Geo. W. Rich will remove to Minneapolis, Minn.
Bresnstn is taking his daily spins injthis harbor preparatory to the Detroit regatta.
Mr. C. P. Ilsley (Pic) arrived in Portland

bis annual visit and excursion
Saturday,
with the Cumberland Club.
Miss Marsh, organist of Congress street M.
E. church has been obliged to resign her posi-

jumped

wo are told, is called the
the
momentum of the ves*
Before
"nigger.”
sel could be stopped the lady’s foot was crushed between the boat and the wharf. The lady

catching in what,

taken home in a hack, having fainted
with the pain. It is said the lady was Mrs.
Haskell, wife of the pedestrian.

was

WINTHROP.

tion on account of ill-health.
Frank Barr, of Nashua, N. H., passenger
is
agent of the Worcester and Nashua railroad
at the Preble House.
Wallace Ross, the oarsman, is expected in
in a few days, and will go Into active
the

city
training for the coming regatta at Saratoga.
A. K. Stoner and wife, of Berlin, Pa., are
visiting their son, Dr. Geo. W. Stoner, sur

jeon in charge of the Marine Hospital.
Dr. C. S. D. Fessenden, for many years surat this
geon in charge of the Marine Hospital
now stationed at New York, is visiting

port,

Handsome

a

Unfurling

Flag-

Robie

to
Saturday morning the Republicans flung
and handsome campaign
a large
flag bearing the name of Hon. Frederick
The Democrats had preRobie for Governor.
out a
bearing the name of

the breeze

flag

viously put
Plaisted, but with the characteristic blunderIn
ings of the party, had the Union down.
this position it has hung and the mistake was
not discovered until the Republican flag came

right side up. Now the Democrats must
follow the lead of their opponents, as they invariably have to do in this section, and take
so
example from the party they have tried
hard to get ahead of.
Friday evening the lightning struck in the
rear of Packard block and following the tele-

out

the electrio fluid entered the store
of H. Penniman, tearing the telephone from
the wall, and then passed through the store

phone wire,

The sky was aland out by the front door.
most clear at the time, although showers were
passing in several directions around the village. No serious damage was done.
Freeport.
The second annual reception of the class of
’81 Freeport High Sohool took plaoe in the
Town Hall on Wednesday last. The hand and
muscle of the class had thoroughly cleanse*1
the hall and so tastily had they decorated it
with flags, boughs and maiden hair ferns that
that wo were still in
we could hardly realize
the old dingy hall. It seemed as if nothing
was lacking that could be done for the success
of last year’s reception. But we must confess
that while we were ready to remain satisfied
with last year’s efforts the class taught us at
this reception that they had moved on with
the tide of advancement and were able to do
something better, and why should we not expect continued excellence, for of the 22 who
graduated last year two are sophomores inBowdoin, five hold fine positions in Portland, Bos-

ton

and

two

are

Minneapolis,eight have tanght school,
to enter

college this fall and

have

two

advanced studies at Auburndale during
the year.
About 150 of the parents and friends of the
class came together where they were entertained with music by Chandler or talked over
with each other the events since they had
last met.
In due time refreshments were served and
the latter part of the evening was passed in
dancing. On all sides were heard only words of
commendation for the class who had so successfully carried out the exercises. That eaoh individual member of the class may each year
deserve only honor and success is the wish of
Arnicus.
taken

unwo.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Wo learn that the wife of Mr. Everett Totof Fairfield, died suddenly Friday night.
was well enough to ne about the street
during the day, and the affliction Is very sudden and sad. Her age was about 25 years.
Sunday, the 16th, Mr. Joseph Libby of Gardiner, while attempting to open a barn door,
fell and broke the neck of his thigh bone. Mr.
Libby is the oldest man in Gardiner, being 92
years of age.
Six thousand tons of ice were shipped daily
last week from Gardiner, say* the Reporter.
man,

She

OXFORD COUNTY.

Mr. Woodman Gerrish met with

singular

a

accident, Tuesday, at Skillings’s spool factory,
Bethel. Reaching his hand forward before
the bit for boring ths spools, his sleeve caught
on the bit, and in a twinkling the bit bored
through his arm. In drawing his arm away
the bit was bent and broken nearly off,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Ocean House through the season.
Edward C. Swett, manager of the “Sam’l
of Posen” combination, reports that his comincludpany traveled 18,740 miles last season,
ing a territory from Massachusetts to Texas
and from New York to San Francisco. They
gave 309 performances, which averaged S527.
Mr. Swett owns three-eighths of “Sam’lof Posen” and M. B. Curtis owns five-eighths.
The News says the venerable Dr. Wm. Swaa singular
sey. of Limerick, is suffering from
but painful accident. Wednesday night just
before retiring, he accidentally fell backward
his hip
on the floor of his room and fractured
bone. His brother physicians of the village

his aid and he is now as
could be expected. Dr. Swaof his prosey has been in constant practice
fession in Limerick since he received his diploma, and in this affliction has the sympathy
of hundreds of families in the Ossipee towns
came

promptly

comfortable

to

as

where he has long been known and

respected.

Dividends Declared.
The following dividends

are

payable:

Dividend. Amount.
Name.
Date.
8 6,084
15—Augusta City Gs, 1887.3 3
3
R.3
1886-98.
20,235
15— Belfast 6s,
10,456
1—Portland 6s, ’82, ”J5.3 3
35,000
1—Portland City 6s, principal...-5,600
1 I Maine Cent. R. 6s.3 3
o,140
16— Maine Stata 4s, ’82 to ’80....2 2
50,000
16—Maine State 4s, principal
b
interest-Ju,0Uu
1—Maine Town Bonds,
International Steamsnip Company, 6 per cent.
Portland Steam Packet Company t> per cent.
b includes Batb, Damariscotta, Newcastle, Nobleboro, Rockland, Thomapton and Waldoboro’ bonds,
issued in aid of the Knox & Lincoln Railroad ComBank.
pany, payable at Hide and Leather
Attempted Burglary.
The Item says: “The other night, as a gentleman was passing down St. Lawrence street,
he noticed two men upon the front piazza of a
house prying up a window. Thinking the men
were burglars he approached them at .a rapid
snatched up
pace, when the men seeing him,
their bag of tools from the piazza and ran up
These felthe st-oet. They did not return.
lows were probably a part of the gang of burglars who have been operating in this vicinity
for some weeks past.”

Messrs. Webster & Lunt have rafted this
season, at Penobscot boom, about sixty million
feet of logs. A large crew of men are employed and the boom is the scene of much ac-

tivity.

The hay crop in Carmel will be fifteen per
cent, larger than that of last year.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

While driving a span of horses, attached to
a mowing machine in his field at Crawford,
Me., on Saturday, a farmer directed his little
son, who was standing near, to bring him a
whip. The boy approached through the grass
with the whip and delivered it to his father,
Before
who immediately stiuok the horses.
the boy could get clear, he was caught by the
his
had
laceratlegs
scythe of the mower and
ed in a frightful manner. Amputation of one
limb will probably be found necessary.
The disease Pinkeye is still prevalent among
horsss in this county, and in numerous cases
fatal. Mr. McGouldrick of Cherryfield lost
three horses last week, and five horses are sick
in

at Mechias.
evening, at St. John,

Daniel McCarFriday
ty of Calais, while deliriously drunk, jumped

the end of Merritt’s wharf into the harbor and was drowned.

over

A & F.

PEARS,

London and Isleworth
have establislieu a reputation for making excellent Soaps, for toilet use.
We have secured a large lot of their
Honey and Brown Windsor—which has
oeen stored in New York for nearly four
years, consequently is much enhanced in
value. We shall offer at the following

prices:

in lots for

Toilet Goo
trance.

cemetery.
On Friday afternoon as Mrs. Charles and
Mrs. Edw. Hunnewell were riding on the
Windham road, some three miles from the viltheir horse became frightened and ran

lage,

and throwing
away, overturning the carriage
them out. They were both severely injured
wound in the neck and
one receiving a bad
the other sustaining a compound fracture of
Dr. Smith was called to attend
tho arm.
them.
Thomas Goodell, a laboring man, about 40
year3 of age, unmarried, was found dead in a
field in the rear of the stable of Mr. Leander
Clement’s where he had been at work. His
death was evidently caused by prolonged intoxication and exposure, as he had been drinking heavily for a number of days previous to
his death. A bottle of alcohol and water was
found with him. Coroner Gould was telegraphed for, and he went out immediately,
and after a full investigation of the matter, asDr. Bailey,he omitted an inquest, besisted

by
ing satisfied that

rum

caused his death.

assessed.

WHOLESALE

personally

Notary Public.

jySldlt
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MINE REPORTS
AT

Department-

s

near en-

This circular I* presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here And convengeneral
iently classified and indexed
merchandise and supplies of very deto the
scription, which are offer
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience and enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the conntrr.
AND

ment..

A

BRO. 46 Union

Fertilizers and lHenl, Limr. Ac
O. W. BELKNAP A SON, 142 Commercial St
Shoes and moccasins.

$4.00.d2t

Jy31

BONE

Statement of the Boston Ballot
Box Manufacturing Co.
A Corporation Established in Portland

Lowell,

Visiting
Cards.

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

BOOTS

Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.

dtf

mob1

Herbert G.
—

quality and highest grade of Mustard
Warranted chemically pure. For sale by

The finest

imported.

Wholesale and Retail Grocers,
PORl'IiAND,

jyl5

willarFs

d3m

OTK.

sew

patest

PRESERVER.

LIFE

Possessing decided advantages over all others on
Sea faraccount of ns lightness and compactness.
or
ing men, bathers and others whom business
water should have this elethe
lead
upon
pleasure
and
for
danger.
prepare
gant “Life Preserver”
FOR MALE BY

I. & E. R.

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland,

Wo.

pc. J,
NO. 4J

j24

Exchange 81.,
A/v/ lT«Tn A

8

or

RD,

EORillEBCIAL ntbbet.
dim*

VACATION NOTICE.
rkR. N. It. MACALASTER’S Office, C92 Congress
Street, will be closed on or about Aug. 12th,
All those wishing to have their
for four weeks.
teeth attended to will please call before thoaboYe

date.

jy28d8t*

Me.

—ON—

LONG ISLAND.
SATURDAY, P. M., AUGUST Slh.
LOTS of land, containing 4,000 square feet,
and upward. Each will bo sold by F, O,
& Co Auctioneers. This Island is one of
the most attractive in Casco Bay, unsurpassed by
any for its Groves and Beeches, Its pare air and
Mineral Springs, situated six miles from Portland,
away from all Fish Curing or Oil pressing establishments, it offers to persons wishing summer lots, all
tbatcouJdbe desired. A delightful sail to and
from the city. A magnificent view from any point
of the Island. Best of fishing gro mds, and beaches
for bathing. Several lots have already been pur
chased by New York and Boston as well as Portland parties. For lurther particulars enquire of E.
Ponce, Cor. Exchange and Middle Streets, where a
plan of the lots can be seen.

fjj.
Bailey

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
d*w
jy31
5 ^“Advertiser Copy.
~

jap-All business relating to Patents promptly and
jul2ti
faithfully executed.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
IS Exchange Su

SalorMm

«■ SI. k-ULXB.

BAILKY,

F. O.

Portland, Maine, July 11th, 1882.
The Existing Capital is. .$600,000
The Debts due amount to.
00,000
The Capital invested in Real Estate, ineluding machinery is. 00,000
There has been no valuation of Real Estate by As-

Having renovated and improved our manufactory (old
stand of W. C. Cobb * Co.) we arc
prepared to fill orders at short
notice.
Having the iurgest and
best line of, baker’s goods to be
found in the city-Campers, Pic-

ana

Woolen

ore

sessors.

aggregate value of the taxable property of the
Corporation has not been fixed by A ssessors.
ALBERT W. MANN, Tiyasurer.

The

Subscribed and sworn to at Boston, Mass., this
Eleventh day of July, A. D. 1882.
L. 0. SOUTHARD,
Before me.
Justice of the Peace.
Jy31d It

PROPOSALS FOR DREDGING.

PROPOSALS,

make

to

proposals

this

for

work are requested to apply to the undersigned at his
office No. 453Y* Congress Street, Portland, Me., or
No. 26 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass., for specifications, instructions to bidders, and the requisite
blanks, and such further information as may be
desired eoneerning the same.
GEO. THOM, Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. General, U. S. A.

_dtd

jy31

J. B. HUDSON, ARTIST,
receive pupils in Drawing, Water Colors

Lessons given at the residence,
oil
WILL
Lessons in out of door sketching, if desired.
Apply
or

or

at No. 63

PREBLE STREET.

jy31eodxm

Shawl-pin Lost.
“State of Maine,, on Friday,
It
a silver shawl-pin marked “N. T. Geuld.”
is of little value except for its age—please leave it
on board the

LOST

nini, wniifwiua,«c.,
min.,
TRUE BROTHERS, 176 For* St.

llKllsn

JJ

St.
DEANE
CABINET
and Paper Hanging*.
CARPETINGS
MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 A 198 Middle
A Sleigh Mfr*. A Denier*.
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL A CC., Elm A Cumberland
and Sleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*
ZEN AS THOMPSON, JB., 34, to 33 Union St
CARRIAGE
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO., 264 Middle 8
CARRIAGE
Meat*, Fi»h and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
Mannfactnrer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
Tobarcos, Canned Goods, Ac
G. W. SIMONTON A CO., 13 and 16 Union St
CIGARS,
and
Furnishing Good*
J. T. LEWIS A 00., 147 Middle St
CLOTHING

Mannfactnrer* A Jobber*
ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple St*
JNOAL, Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.
V7 RANDALL A MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial S
by the Cargo, Carload or Ton.
S. ROUNDS A SON, 36 Oommereial St
Dealer in Special Coal*.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial S
Lehigh, White Aih and Cumberland.
WARREN A RING, 162 Commercial St
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H O’BRION, 236 Com’l St

COAL,
COAL,
COAL.

BLACK SILKS

COAL.

and

K Roaster*

HAYES
CROCKERY,

Garden

EMBROIDERIES,

FISH,
FLOUR
FLOUR,
FURNITURE

Undervests,
cts.

«

ft*

REAMS
In all the

new

shades, only

$1.25, marked down from
$1.75.

CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN A CO.. Central St.
Grocers.
SAWYER, iuSS A DEERING.l Central Whrf
GI»q

COLORED SILKS
Marked down to $1.00 that
all

been selling
the season at $1.25.
have

we

Block, PORTLANL

Any of the above goods
are bargains th at we cannot duplicate again this
season.
our

store and learn

prices.

our

COAL AND WOOD.
SON,

131 Middle St
Powder Mills
Agents for
nTM-PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
mui supplies. Agts. wmiams
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle St
Belting.
Caps, Furs, Robe* and Glove*,
BYlSoN GREENOUGH A CO., 234 Middle S
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ate.
A. E. STEVENS A CO.. 146 A 160 Commercial
Steel, Carriage Hardware Ate.
E. COREY A CO.. 126 A 127 Commercial St
Ship Knee* nnd Ship Build
ing. W. H. SIMONTON, 314 Commercial S
Southern Pino Timber, Plank and
J. W. DEERING, 210 Commercial
Boarus.

middle

253

Cumberland Coal for Blacksmiths* use.
Bard and Soft Wood, Slabs and Edgings,
Sawed and delivered to any part of the city and
suburbs. We guarantee careful and prompt deliv
ery and strict personal attention to all orders by

telephone.

TELEPHONE NO. 994.

Office 291 Commercial, Corner of
Center Street.
dlmio

LIM

LUMBER,

“Mannfr’*.’

Kind*,
EDWIN CLEMENT ACO., 272 Commercial
LCMBEB
Eastern,
DOTEN.
LUMBER,
Mf’r. ofall
Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’l. foot of
LUMBER,
Kiln-dried Hardwood Floor
Preble S
LEGROW BROS.,
LUMBER,
ing,
Wood.
Mich. Pine
Com’l St.
A BACON,
LUMBER, W(
Gas, A Water
aNIEL WINSLOW SON.
MACHINK
Piping.
nnd
of

All

St

Received this day

COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
prices

in

HEWES’ ART STORE
60S Congress Street.

A Hard
220

Alenin,

A

a
nounces

Millinery
MoMANN,
MILLINERY
BIBBER, MORRILL
A

92 Crow st

Mfr*.

nnd Straw

Planters and snipper*.
& HAWES, 119 Commercial St
Oil*, Varnishes A Supplies.
W. PERKINS A CO., 74 & 76 Com’l

JOHN
PAINTS,
Hangings, Rooks A Stationer*
PAPER
COKING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St
and

Carpetings.

CO.,
RETT, BAILEY
PAPER-HANGINGS
material*.
DEXTER CO..
Congress S
Photographic

190 A 192 Middle

A

MAR

A

J. I).

480

Cider, Ketchup Ac

Vinegar,
E. D. PETTEN G ILL A Co, Mira., 8 A 10 Market
PICKLES,
LARD, Hams, Sausages, Ac
PORK,
THOMPSON, FOWLER A CO., SOPortlaud St.
PACKERS.
PORK TRUE A LEIGHTON, 13 A 16 Sliver St
Wholesale and Commission.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Commeioial St.
PRODUCE,
cor.

as

^

In all its varieties, wholesale and retail.

Street,

Opposite Falmouth Hote .J

G. L.
may22

BAILEY.

dtf

A

19

It A molasses
A

rBACKLE Blocks Galvanized Kant Trim
A
iniugs. T.LAUOULLNA SON,Center St
Coffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. SIMONTON A CO.. Mfrs., 13 A 16 Union
WARE, mtg’s. and Dealers.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
Bs»Ac., mfrs,.and Dealers,
G. B. BROAD A GO., 162 Exchanges!
Dealers in Sawed Wood and
Kindling*. MORSE A PICKETT 19 Plum

X1EAS,
TIN

TRUNKS,
WOOD.

Cu9tom House Wharf

Tuesday Morning, Aug. 1st, at 8 o’clock,
—FOR—

more

a
no

On

or

easv application,
is
positively
fensive odor. Try it and you will be well
with it. directions with each Box.

no

pleased

C. W.

Belknap & Son,

These goods may also be found at W. C. SAWYER A CO.’S, 9 Preble Street, GEORGE
48
BROTHER’S.
BLANCHARD A
Union Street, and A. A. HIITCHEI.E A
Streets.
CO.’S, corner High and Commercial
dtf

raylO

GENEVA AWARD.
Special and personal attention given to the prep
aration, proof and trial of cases in the Court or Alabama Claims in Washington, D. 0
An extended experience in the former Court, and
unusual facilities for managing these causes enables
Time
me to render special services 10 claimants.
for docketing cases expires January 14, 1881. All
be
will
date
on
or
before
that
cases not entered
thereafter totally barred and inadmissible.
vessels
for
claims
of
The Court has Jurisdiction
and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate Cruisers,
the wages of officers and men, their personal effects,
and for War Premium paid from April, 1861, to
November, 1865. Interest is allowed from the
time of the loss, or payment of premiums until
March 31, 1877, at 4 per cent, per annum..
Full information given on application to the
undersigned,

ivLAUsrKrxjsrca-,

Attorney and Caumellor nt Low,
131 Dfronin're Street.Bontoa.
,...New York.
09 Wall B*re«t
1494 New York Ave... .11 aahfington, D. C.
eod3m
jy 13

Stamping

applicants.

Six incli cylinder, portable Steam EaInquire of BERLINS MILLS CO.
d3t*
jy28

glue.

Royal School of

Art.

Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

AIRWEATHER

M. E.
e

£1X.M

jlv20_dtt

I ACME LACE.
An

experienced teacher of ITIu-

crenie Lace making will be at our
store for a short lime and Mill be
pleased to exhibit samples of
work and instruct all M'lio wish
to leara
ment.

tills fascinating employ-

Owen, Moore & Co.
[dtf

o

RISTS AND TRAVELERS

Tourists and others needing any tiling
In the line of BOOTS AMD SHOES, will
Hud it advantageous to eall at the Peo-

ple’s Shoe Store,

480

Street,

Congress

WYESt

GREENE

&

CO.

Jyia_''Odtf

Fine Business Chance.

Junl3dtf

FOll SALE.
8

Designing.

NEEDLEWORK.
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

f"
deat its last
to be
to open a school ot
is
under the
of Luther
will l>«
The
well
to instruct.
on r ree
of the
the
5th at
street and will be
till tne
seven in the
The
in the autumn.
and
in the
be free to
will
do
well
of
use
the
those
to learn
street and ento call at once at the rooms on Free
number can bo acroll
names, as but a
commodated. Mr. Woodhill is daily m attendance
and register the
receive
will
and
at the rooms

and

CREWELS
from he

v

of

board.

EMBROIBER1ES.

POBTl AND, ME.

names

on

jy28__<*3t

142 & 144 CoTimereial Street,

it1.

Fishing Trip.

a

Fifty cents per pound for the largost cod fish.
Limited number of tickets at $1.00, including Lines
and Bait. Refreshments will be served

Manufactured by

j-.

LEBGE

COB

no

Portland Fraternity
meeting
SHIP
THEcided
carpentry,
supervision
Piugree, who
school
SiHlPSmiTHS,
qualified
third story
Fraternity building,
Description.
half-past
St
opened July
SHOW CHARLES H. BLiKE, 78
morning, continuing daily
HEATING
Plumbing.
opening of the public schools
Union St.
H. PENNELL
STEAm
CO., 17 and
public schools,
school will
boys
tools,
Importer*.
wishing
SCGAGEO. S. HUNT Co., Agts Eagle Refinery
limited
their
W.

APT. FISHER,

a

a

SAI.T.
SHIP

Cross

(

will leave

■•

Middle A Union Sts.

Importers A Dealers.
EMERY A FUR 1SH, Head oi Union Wharf
BROKERS. Stores A Chandler*.
J. S. WINSLOW A CO., 3 A 4 Central Whf
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN A KE1 SEY. 161 Commercial St
Chains, Anchors, Blocks
I Pumps, Ac. G.M.StauwoodACo. 171-3 Com’l s

Steamer Mary W. Libby,

one

w#

a

and

CASES of every

E'ISlilMI TAdLEl
Biddle

FISHING TRIP.

PLANT FOOD.

PORTLAND COMPANY, East Ena, Fore St
MACHINISTS
Good*.

and

991

which I

Stable 81 Franklin Street

Western A Southern
266 to 264 Fore S

A

Portland Branch,
RUBBER

Do not be misled by what any artist may tell you.

as

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO..

RUFUS RAWD,

a

E, Cement. Cal. A Land
Hair. 0. A. B MORSE A CO., 6 Com’l Whf
Sprace, Pine and Short.
RUMERY, B1RNIE A CO., 332 Commercial St

GOODS_Hall Rubber Go.

FRAMES.
one

Stock to make

We offer at COST for the JiEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This Is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from line hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine onr goods before buying

ness Horses,
were.

dtf

HATS,
This compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
oompetent Professor of Chemistry, who proIRON,
need
claim for it. No
It eood for all
fear to apply it to the most tender plant. Use
the Plant
IRON,
■mall quantity and Increase
Maine
luxurious
Thjs compositisn gives the plants
LUMBER,
growth and dark rich green color, which ofother
the
food gives them; it also gives the flower
LCMBEB.
beautiful oolor.
lants brighter, richer and
nil kind*. Black Walnut
spehouse
in
the
for
Plants
f
t has
garden,
equal
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,
LCMBEB,
cialty. S. W. LARRABEE A SON, Com’l St.
ofand it has
its
Plastet and

TIMMONS
OYSTER'*-

any

our

one car load of general busi
shall soU at low rates, as they
onsigued t<f me on commission.
Consignments of all description of Horses solicited, and w^ll be sold on the most favorable terms
and prompt returns made.

Street.

jy!9

Hardware,

the

and ail Standard Domestic Coals
for family use. Also

as

In order to reduce

HORSES

STUDLEY,

GROCERIES
FLETCHER
GROCERIES,

Evans &

Lehigh, Johns, Free Burning, Franklin

low

BOOTS and SIKH'S.

Cor, Union St Under Falmouth Hoteldtf

Boiler Maker*.

ROIJNJDS,

full supply lust received of

We do as good work at
the country.

to those in want of

Janl

Provision*.
CONANT A RAND, 163 Oommereial St

24

FINE

_d&w2w*29

elsewhere.

Visit

kind* of

jy6

Commission Merchant,

room for Goods of our own manufacture.

and

S. H. A A. R.

or

and

27 William Street, P. 0. Box 4096, New York.
Payment obtained for all sufferers. Claims properly prepared, sucessfully prosecuted, and expenses advanced.
The money recovered for more than 100 claimants In the previous court and proofs In this
office in shape ofCrew Cists, Cists of Prttoittm Payers, Freight Cists. Insures properind
successful prosecution, and a recovery to all persons
entrusting claims to this office.

INTERESTING

Hnrdware.

SAMEL TIIIIILSTOJ,

A

MAINE,

and Farm Tool*

choice stock of flrst-olass

cl

SHIP OWN RS

jy!7

GROCERS
Cutlery
smith; TIBBETTS A CO.,
HARDWARE.
Oriental

Mrsed 6J ANNIE LOUISE CABY.

taken the wharf formerly occupied
Mooney for the purpose of carrying

SAILORS, OFFldRS,

Shipping

Flour and Provision*.
A CO., 169 Commercial St
Flour and Provision*.
H. S. MELCHER A CO., 147 Commercial St
Provision* and Flonr.
W. P. CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St
and Dealer* in Flonr.
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St

Decker Bros’ Pianos,

OF I. ROUNDS A

Houses.
Summer
nic
Parties,
Families, and the trade generally
supplied promptly. A full line of
Fancy Crackers always in stock,
White and Brown Bread every
morning, Hot Biscuit every atternoon, Baked Beans every Saturday. Goods delivered to any
part of the city.

Office of JAMES C. JEWETT,

GROCERIES,
GROCERS.

GEO. H.

28 & 30 Pearl Street.

Can recover *1,300.000.00 from Qeneva Award
of claims for
monev, by the proper prosecution
deWage* and Clothing lost, and Property
Paid, through
stroyed, and for War Premium),
1861-1865.
acta of Confederate cruisers,

GALVANIZI
GROCERIES
GROCERS.
BUTTONS and
GROCERS,
WORSTEDS.

1.1. JEM & <*.

BREAD AND PASTRY,

OF

FC

FACES,
RIBBONS,

3 Free Street

MANUFACSlfBEBS OF

than has ever been shown
in Portland.

Emery

FISH,

MEN'S

We claim on this lot of
Silks to offer better value

Gla** and Plated Ware.
A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.

Laces, Fancy
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cro»B St
Dealer* in Salt.
and
Pickled,
Dry
DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
and
Smoked.
Pickled
Dry,
GEO.TREFETHEN A GO. 6Commercial Whaf
and Groceries.
WILLIAMS, PULSIFER A GO., 69 Com’l St
Groceries nnd Provisions.
E. C. HERSEY A CO.. 93 A 96 Com’l st.
of Every
Description.
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchange
Ac Common
Fine
Manfrs.
NITCRE
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free S
D IRON. Gutters A Cornioe*.
W. H. SCO IT. Mlrs., 29, 31 A 33 Union St
Flour and Provisions.
W. A 0. R. Mil ken 107 A 109 Commercial St
Flonr and Proviaiou*.
C0USENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 on’
Spies Grinders A Coffee Roasters
TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 176 Com’

12 1-2 cts.

a

Successors to W. C. Cobb{& Co.,

Grinder*.

CHILDREN’S

Also

L.A.Goudy&Co.,

TEHjEFUONHJ 177

Spice
H. H. NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
COFFE
Spice*. Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS A RUMERY, 184 A 186 Com. St.
COFFEES,
FECTIONAR Y ,Plain A Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.
CON
STOCK Exporter*.
GEO. S. HUNT A CO., Ill Commercial St
COOPERAGE
China and Gin*. Ware.
C. E. JOSE A CO., 140 A 142 Middle St
CROCKERY,

LADIES’

25

$1.00.

CLOTHING

PIPE,
Border,
J. W. STOCKWELL.
Wheels, Ac.
DRAIN
Windows, Blind* nnd Fixtures
LFGROW BROS., 24 Preble S
DOORS,
Painter* A Mfr*.
PHILLIPS
Middle St
F.
W.
DRUGGISTS, A CO.,134 to 138Supplies
Chemicals A Drag’!* Sandrie*.
J. W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Chemicals, Paints,Oil*, Ate.
A CO., Market at
DRUGS, E. L. STANWOOD
Medicines, Paint* nnd Oil*.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., 21 Market Square.
DRUGS,
Medicines, Paints nnd Oils
It ack Silk Gloves
C. A. PARSONS A CO., 117 and 119 Middle S
DRUGS,
Goods, Woolens, and Fancy Good*
DRY
DEERING, MILLIKEN A CO., 166 Middle St
63 cts.
Goode, Woolen* and Fancy Gooda
DRY ST0RER BROS. A CO. 64 A 66 Middle St
goods and woolens.
WOODMAN, TRUE A C0., 7 to 141 Middle St
Dry
goods, woolens, Ac.
236 A 238 Middle St
Dry A. LITTLE A CO.,and
Fancy Good*.
Goode, Woolen*
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO., 169 Middle
Fine Cotton Hosiery, DRY
Goods

Gauze

at

Maker*. Fine Furniture.
BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Middle

Jy31d3t

at the Press office

season

cor.

United States Engineer Office,
Portland, Maine, July 22, 1882.
in duplicate, addressed to the undersigned, will be received at his office in Portland, Maine, until 3 o’clock P. M., on Tuesday,
the 16th day of August, 1882, for about 70,000
cubic yards of
Dredging in Charles Hirer, Haas.

desiring

sale of

Cloths

rue.

me.

jug

BARBOUR,

—

and Shoes, Leather Ac Findiags.
J. walker A CO., 163 and 166 Middle St

no

mail

w. L. WILSON & GO.,

OF

American & Foreign Patents,

and Shoes, Leather Ac Findings
A. F. COX A SON, Manufacturer!

Good*,
G. D. HILLMAN A CO., 98 and 100 Cross St.
MILLINERY
Petroleum. Ligonia and
Water White Oil*. PORTLAND KEROCoal and Wood Business. OIL.—Refined
SENE OIL CO., 194 Fore St.

MUSTARD.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICTOR

-n one

has

‘Extra Genuine’

at auction.

/»-f

Refers bu permission to—Hon. James G. Blaine;
Hon. William P. Frye, U S. Senate; Hon. B. F.
Jonas, U. S. Senate: Hon. W. W. Crapo, M. C. Mass.;
Hon. Wrn. E Chandler, Sec’y of the Navy; Hon.
Eugene Hale. U. S. Senate; Hon. T. B. Heed, M. C.
Maine; Sbellabarger & Wilson, Washington, D. C.;
i*}29dtt
Moses Taylor & Co. New York City.

none.

FORNERLV

PIYCMEY’S

:

Washington, D, C., and Portland, Me,

Park.

513 CONGRESS STREET.

COTTAWE LOTS FOR SALE

BEFORE TOE

ADDEESS

CO., Auctioneer*.

jy28d6t

BOOTS
0.
and Shoes, manfrs.
Jabbers.
BOOTS
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO., 52 and 54 Union St
90,050
and
Findinm.
Leather
Existing Capital... 100,000
Shoes,
B. B. FARNSWORTH A CO., 133 Middle St
BOOTS,
DebtB Due,
Capital invested In H.al Estate and llxtnres.
A Shoes, mfra. Ladies’ A misses’
Last valuation of Real Estate.none
Fine Shoes.
SHAW. GODING A GO.
BOOTS
fixed by AsAggregate value of taxable property
A Shoes, Leather Ac Findings.
JOSEPH LINNELL.
assessment
sessors,
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.. 222 Newbnry
BOOTS
Treasurer of said Corporation.
July, 1882.
and Cooperage slack.
St
E. S. HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St, A 240 F
BARBELS
OF
MASSACHUSETTS.
COMMONWEATH
Boston, July 28th, 1882.
makers and Blacksmiths.
Suffolk, SS.
Linthe
above
named
Joseph
Personally appeared
BOILER
QUINN A CO. Office, 35 Commercial St
nell, Treasurer of th« Boston Ballot Box ManufacStationery and Boom Papers.
turing Company, and made oath that the foregoing
A NOYES, 68,70 A 72 Exobangs St
BAILEY
BOOKS,
statement by him subscribed is;
Stationery Ac Boom Paper.JAS. W. CHAPMAN,
Brfore
BOOKS,
LORING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St
Commissioner for the State of Maine.
Jy31dlt
Blank Book, nnd Stationery,
SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT OF
For Men’s and Boys’ wear,
BOOKS,
DRESSER. McLELLAN A CO.. 47 Exohang*
Town Good, and S. S. Supplies
only 62 cts. tlie same grade
HOYT, FOGG A DONHAM, 193 Middle at.
The Burton Stock Car Company. BOOKS,
all the
mPRS., Paint, Whitewash, Ace.
BRUSH D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle St we have been selling

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.

d3m

BOOTS,LORD, HASKELL A CO., 136 Middle St

Amouat of asiessments actually paid In
(in money aud property,). 9

sep29

AND

positive and
F. O. BAILEV

in.

Deer-

square fee t. Hale

Furniture and General Merchan
Regular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
octoutr
m.
Consignments solicited.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
AND

9 p.

about 13,000
without reserve.

Solicitors and Practitioners

material., Picture

4

to

we

ARE ASSOCIATED AS

PORTLAND, ME.

OF

GEO. BLANCHARD
4GBICULTURAL

—

PRICE

a. m.

o’clock p. m..
_*an<*

at 12.30

August 4tb,
ON FRIDAY,
shall sell the desirable lot
12 and 13 in Winslow St., Fas

numbering
lug. Lot contains

Greene.

ETiJetcalf and Clarence Hale

Frame.,
Art Good*. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 693 Cong. St
ARTISTS’
Beat
m’fr’..
Oak Tanned.
DRESSER JeLELLlN & C0.S, BELTING
J. K. FOY A CO., 136 Middle St.
Domestic and Chicago Dressed.
No. 47 Exchange Street. BEEF.
JOHN L. BEST A CO., 289 Comercial St.

dtf

Wedding William S.

Hour, from 9

Office

IRON PLOWS.
JOHN J. FRYE, Mf’r., Ill Greene St
A—STEEL
published
implement., seed.
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Market Square
Agricultural
DELIVERY TO-DAY
and Dairy Imple—

Formerly occupied by Dr.

ready far

and

are

Cor. of High and Pleasant Sts.,

oylO

none

for said State and
appeared
County,
Rufus H. Whitney, known te me to be the person
who signed the above instrument, and made oath
that the statement above subscribed by him is true
to the best of his knowledge and belief.
In testimony whereof I have hereto set my hand
ami affixed my official
seal, on the day and year last
above written.
JAS. P. GORDON

Desirable House Lot,
BY AUCTION.

CROOKER

L. J.

Has leased the House and,Offlce

RUFUS H. WHITNEY. Treasurer.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, \ ss
County of Suffolk
)
On this twenty-ninth day ef July, A. D., 1882.
befere me, James P. Gordon,a Notary Public in and

Moore & Go.
Owen,
jy22__

Saccarappa.
weekly paper is to be started in

use as a

~DR.

J882.

none

CALL and SEE

65 cents per dozen cakes.
35 cents per half dozen cases.
7 cents per cake.

public business will allow.”

this village.
Catholic citizens have purchased a number
a
of acres of laud on Stroudwater street, about
hal milo from the village, and laid them out

of Real Estate.
til taxable property none yet,

**

FOR

ii

gentleman

a

6—
6—

OLD SOAP.

guest

It is said

$2,000

chinery Ac.

single stable

a

President Arthur’s Trip.
A Bar Harbor despatch says: “President Arthur has accepted an invitation to become the
next month of a prominent New York
at Bar Harbor. The trip is solely
for rest, and there will be no formal demonstrations eu route. He is expected the middle
of August, and will remain as long as the de-

of aisefismeuts paid in.
none
of the existing capital.$500,000
of dabts due
000
of capital invested In ma-....

......

cook.
We notice that Frederic G. Forsyth of this
city, has been elected professor of mathematics and lecturer on history and English literature, in the Baltimore Female College.
Miss Grace E. Walton of this oity, a pupil
of Frank Goddard of New York, has executed

City Hotel.
E. P. Hannaford, chief engineer of the
Grand Trunk, and his family came from Montreal Saturday, on his own private car, which
is elegantly fitted. They will remain at the

1—Amount
2—
3—
41
4—

Persons

o A n j. xu

but protruded on both sides. It was found the
bit had bored directly through the principal
bone of the arm. It was done about as quick
as a bullet would do it, but without any fracHure whatever.

in crayon a
which is on
G. Hewes’ art store in Congress square.
Horatio Alger, Jr., the author of many juvenile works, is at the United States Hotel.
Sheriff Perry and wife of Woodstock, Ont.,
and a long list of others, is stopping at the

Semi Annual Rtatenent of the Beruatein
Electric Knight Manufacturing Company
—per July let A. D., 19»2.

SALES.

AUCTION

BUSINESS CARDS.

CIRCULAR

TRADE

ai

his friends in Portland and vicinity.
Commander-in-Chief Vandervoort of Omaha, Neb., has signified his intention to be pressnt at the Grand Army reunion at Marano.

fine poitrait of Mary Anderson;
exhibition in the window of H.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Lightning’s Freaks.

on

mands of

terrible accideut. An
Englishman, 22 years of age, named Johnson,
who recently went to work in tire mill, while
oiling the gearing got his sleeve caught and
both arms were crashed above tho elbow in
Mills

Joseph’s

Foot Crushed.
As the Gazelle, Capt. Oliver, was leaving her
wharf in the city yesterdny at 1 p. m., for the
second time, having returned once for some
belated passengers, a lady appeared on the
pier to take the boat. The steamer was again
the lady, fearful of being left,
backed but
and
alighted on the boat one foot

man

with moderate
business by

lucrative
ENERGETIC
cure A

jly28d3t*

capital can
applying

se-

to

“C. W.,” United State* Hotel,
Portland.

Transplanting.

MISCELLANEOUS

H

Inexperienced gardeners are

FI
tBa

a

Purer

Absolutely
powder

never

and

petitio

Sam or phosphate i»owders.

Koval

vi cans

aniA

M»w

VoX’

that a rainy day is the only fit time for setting out plants, and will often delay a week
necessary waiting for
or two longer than is
it, and finally plant when the ground is soaked and when they sink to their ankles in the
soil. That is the worst time that could possibly be chosen, excepting when the ground
is congealed with cold. For it is impossible
that the mold, sticky and clammy while wet,
can filter among the roots or remain of suitable texture for them to spread themselves
in, permeable to them and equally pervious
to the air in every part without anywhere
exposing their tender parts to actual contact in chambers of corrosive oxygen. A
rainy day is an advantage if the plants are
set before the ground has become wet, but
the safe and sure way is to go for the plants
as soon as the ground is fully prepared, no
matter how dry the weather. A pail or bucket should always be taken to carry tne
plants in, having a little water in the botThe roots being set in this will absorb
tom.
until the plant is so gorged that it will endure a day of drying air after being set in
plaec.If the ground is very dry, water should
he poured In before planting, which is very
much better than pouring upon the surface,
because of no injurious crust being formed,
-fora continually opeu surface during the
growing season, to admit oi fiee circulation
of air and capillary action from below, are
absolute essentials to free, profitable growth
—Cor. N. T. Tribune.

"Wit and Wisdom.

vanes.
A marvel of purity,
More economical
wholesoineneps.
i^ength
comthan’ the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
n w,t^
miltltade of low test, short weight,

This

apt to think

Baking Powder go.,
feblSdfiwly

Proud of his Corps: Officer of the Prussian
Guards, looking at the ocean, to his wife—
“Isn’t this a glorious sight, Minnie? But the
sea seems greatly agitated—probably lias never
before seen an officer of the Prussian Guards.”
and convenience give me the
running “Domestic” from 12 Elm street.
For

eaBe

light

It is estimated that one English ironclad
would walk her way into New York without
firing over a dozen shots, and those would be
fired simply to scare the hackmen away from
her intended landiDg place.—Detroit Free
Press.

the

BEST THING KNOWN

While science cannot trace to its origin the
In
vital spark, it can regulate nature’s force.
all cases of disordered nerves, Dr. Benson’s
Celery and Chamomile Pills give comfort and
tone.
They cure dyspepsia, headache and ag-

»*

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poOT should be without It.
Sold by"all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving oompound, and
always bears the above Bymbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

“If it were customary in this country to confer titles upon individuals of rank in literature,” asked a shallow but conceited young
journalist ef an old one, “what would I be?”
“Barren of ideas, son,” was the response.—
Cincinnati Saturrday Night.

JNo specific for local skin ailments can cope
in popular favor with Glenn’s Sulphur Soap.

Dye,”

“‘Hill’s Hair and Whisker

MWSFAweow

50 cts.

jknice landlord: “Look here,” said an indig-nant Austin tenant to his landlord “there
in the cistern of that house you rented
tonne.” “Is it dead?” “It looks like it.”
“T hen it will not disturb you any at night, so
I vrill have to raise your rent five dollars on
tin it account.”—Texas Siftings.
is

:

cat

Wheat solution are easily assimilated. In Wheat Bitters is the only
practical way to get them. Read advertiseRich

Phosphates of

carefully.

ment

_

exchanging notes
which they spend the day:

the method
“You see, I alin
ways get up at 10 and ring for my maid and
dressed.” “How long does that take?’,’
Two ladies

get
“Oh,

on

You see, the girl takes a
do my hair.” “A full hour?
Mercy! What do you do while she is fixing
it?” “I go out in the garden and take my
morning walk.”
ever

full hour

so
to

long.

A Heavy Swell.
Jacob H. Bloomer, Virgille, N. Y. writes:
“Thomas’ Eclectbic Oil cured a badly swollen neck and sore throat in forty eight hours.
My wife was also eared of a lame foot in twen-

ty four hours.”

_

“Yes,” said the actor to the clergyman as
they met after service, “I was in front this
morning. Business good, isn’t it? Why you
must have had 1,400 people in the house; all
the best seats filled and a good many standers.
I call it good business for this season, and with
strong attrations against you. You’ve caught

15c. boxes dears out Eats, Mice,

.Elies,

Ants.

this town, and no mistake.” And the
walked away, convinced that he had
said the handsome thing to the clergyman.—
Boston Post.

on in
actor

Roaches,I

Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,!

of

torments

Hades

German Corn Remover will instantly
you? 25c.

when
relieve

“You miserable little ignoramus, you have
not got a particle of capacity,” said an Austin
school teacher to little Jehnny Fizzletop, adding: “What will become of you when you
grow up? How will you earn your salt?”
“I dunno—teach school, I reckon.”
Whack! Whack! Whack?—Texas Siftings.
suffer from
*It is impossible
weakness after taking Lydia Pinkham’s Vegefor

table

a woman

to

Compound._

Chapin's Bco (c-Paiba.—A quick, complete
for Cata q of the Bladder, Urinary,
or
Kidney and h dder Diseases, in male
female, Paraly i, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
Brick
Gleet,
or
Unno,
of holding
passing
DHst. Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposit ), Stricture, Stinging,
bites,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation,
the
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
exJ
at
by
&c.
druggists,
$1,
Tumoi-s,
Ulcers,

A beautiful floral offering at the recent fun.
oral of a Harvard student, sent by tbe classmates of the deceased, bore the letters S. Y.
L. No one understood their significance, but
naturally they were supposed to indicate some
noble sentiment in classic or modern phrase.
A friend whose curiosity was great finally
asked their meaning of one of the students.
“Why, ‘See you later,’ of course,” was the an-

press,

swer.

cure

...

Charm's Injection I LED) is to be used,
of Impure am
wl .j Buchu-paiba, in cases
With
RTrinffP

jii_tiivnVianvoc

Disappointment.
No
Wiggin’s Pellets
have an inherent power to cure DysDepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache, and all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels
and Liver. Never surpassed in the history of
medicine. Sufferers, try them, and ye will
—

XI. All

f

M'W'AFAwly

0319

Introduced in 1864. five years prior to the introduction of any other New England remedy
for the same diseases.

suffer no more. Fifty cents a bottle at druggists. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Miss Sawyer’s salve, as now prepared, beats
Sent

the world. Twenty-five cents a box
mail.
Wiggin & Co., Proprietors, Rockland,

by

Me.

A jeweler has long dunned a lady of fashion
for the amount of his big bill, but in vain.
When he rings the bell the footman Bays politely but firmly. “Sir, the Countess only re
ceives on Tuesdays.” “I don’t care when she
receives,” thunders the irate and long-suffering creditor; “what I want to know is the day
that she pays on!”—From the French.

Or the

same

Formula

as a

Liquid.

Plasters have been used with great success, and for any kind of weakness or pain afford instant relief. 25c each, 5 for $1. At

Bop

MME. AUK18TA HEALY'B

VEGETABLE TONIC CORDIAL
Ha>

won a

home

reputation durin* the
places it at the head of

that
D,a«t Mixtccu
a- ents for the
the
of
*ed
Com
women.
vcrtm

therapeutic

of the diseases

cure

of

active portions only of
seeds
plants, it exerts a healing influfemale
system, and produces satisfacence over the
Chronic Weakness to
tory cues in every form oi
for valuable pamphlet.
Send
which it is applied.
Letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
we will mail
Buv of druggiBts, if possible; if not,
box; 6 boxes,
Slla on receipt of price. $1,00 per
6
$5.00.
bottles,
bottle;
per
$1.00
00
Address H. F. TtfAYEli & CO., 13 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass.
__
harmless

£5

Cordffal,

CEPBAhim

druggists.
The receiving teller—the last
sewing society.—Hawkeye.

Vegetable

ache,Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
kKHAIilSd
•
“““

Hysteria, Convulsions, Sieepneas-

nessaml Nervous Prostration. An
it valuable and certain cure. A
for the
pe- rless nourishment
brain. Send for proofs of woncures.
Buy of your drug3
gist if possible; if not, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 60
cents per box; '»boxes, $2.60.
Address H. 1. THAYER A CO., 13 Temple Place,
Maas.
my8MWAFAwlynrm
Boston,

iderful

walking

Experience of

Years’

an

at the

DEATHS

At Peaks's Islaii, July 29. Louis D.. youngeBt
of L. 11. and Bertha H. Greenwood, aged 4
mouths.
In Gorham, July 27. Mrs. Emma Quinn, aged 56
years 10 mouths.
In Bowdoinbam, July 21, Miss Lavina J. Hall,
aged 52 years.

son

SAiiE.INM DATA OE STEA91SHIP*.
POl

I'ROM

Saratoga.New York.. Havana.Aug
Polynesian.Quebeo.Liverpool....Aug
Cyphreues.New York. .Rio Janeiro .Aug
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Aug
Ainerique.New York..Liverpool-Aug

Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool
Aug
City of Richmond. New York..Liverpool....Aug
—

1
2
2
2
3
3
6
5
6
5
9
9
10

.New York..Laguayra....Aug 16
Glen-jne. New York. .Para.Aug 19
Servia..New York..Liverpool....Aug30

Grocers seldom establish themselves on the
seashore, probably for fear that the sand may
get in their weigh.—Boston Transcript.

good medicinal tonic,

Brown’s Iron Bitters,
THE

BEST
AHD

The Richest

BLOOD,
BftASM and
Eti ERVE

r-F-o-o-yCAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED.
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of tho Wheat cxo its most
valuable food property, and arc, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment

with which to build up tho system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves aro the force®
which bear tho strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness i«, is wise to
BLiLD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Eittersore prepared, not bjj ferment at 'on but by solution and csie richest in tho
Phosphates, while tho starch and impure matthemter aro eliminated. These make in
aeives abasia, to which is addcd the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
jr.aneitator';3-» idbittcr. It is at cace health
frtl, pleasant to tho taeto and must not beconfounded with tho thousand and one ebe-ap
alcoholic bitters which arc sold os cun -a’*3.
io doubly effective w non used with
food, so as to nouris]i while il corrects.
£old by druggists, *1.00 per bottle.
WIIJhcT BITTERS CO., MTrs. N. Y.

iiodicine

with leal

all

druggists

merits, is
say.

In the wild west.—These hot nights in Leadville folks are frequently covered with nothing more :han a revolver.—Denver Tribune.
Horaford’s Acid Phosphate a3 a Cooling
Drink.
“It
Db. M. H. HENRY, New York, says:
possesses claims as a beverage, beyond anything
I know of in the form of medicine, and in nervous diseases I know
equal it.”

of

no

preparation

to

Mashed Masher: How can you get the repu.
tatiou of being a tophet of a fellow? Dear boy,
that’s what we’re all tryiug to find out.—Boston Post.

Nothing

_

so

vitalizes, purifies aud enriches

the blood as Wheat Bitters.

Caracas

miniature almanac.July si.
.4.4b
San rises..
Sunsets,. .7 26

I

mgn water, (a
Mood rises...

11.04

7.48

NEWS.

MARINE

Eighteen

women met

together at Whitewa-

and when the
ter, Wis., and prayed for rain,
rain descended seventeen of them screamed because they had no umbrellas.—Detroit hreo
Press.
_

A Portland lady said: “I owe my success in
cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dump-

Congress Yeast Powder.
that is what I can't say of

to

It never fails and
some others I have used.”

|

the best in the world for the cure of Constipation,
Biliousness and Torpidity of the liver. Her Blood
’Purifier works wonders in its special line and bids fair
Jo equal the Compound in its popularity.
All must respect her an an Angel of Mercy whose solo
ambition is to do good to others.
Mrs. A. M. D.
(2)
Philadelphia, Pa.
^Ctl

hub

SATURDAY, July 29.
Arrived.
Steam Eleanors. Bragg, Hew York—mdse to Henry Fox.

Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John. NB.
via Eastport for Boston.
Barque Ocean Peari, Henley, Philadelphia—coal
to Kandall & McAllister. Vessel to J S Winslow
& Co.
Sch W L Roberts, Ray. Baltimore—coal to Gas Co
Sch Fred Jackson, Snow,New York—coal to Maine
Central HR.
-ch Fannie A Spurling. Spurling, Mt Desert Rock
with 380 bbls mackerel.
Schs Wide-Awake. Enos, Georges Banks, with 320
bbls mackerel; Robert Byron. Cole, do, 340; Allen
Lewi9. Eldridge, do. 60; Annie Sargent, Savage,
do 280.
Sch Glad Tidings. Bridges, CasheB Banks, with
360 bbls mackerel; Cyrena Ann, Brown, 230,
Cleared.

Barque Alice, Dyer, Rio Janeiro—Berlin Mills Co.
Barque Jose R Lopes, Leland, Glace Bay, CB—
Phinney & Jackson.
Brig Martha A Berry, Lee, Philadelphia—D W
Clark & Co.
Brig Fortuna, (Br) Hawes, Halifax, NS—F Yea-

piabuu-

ib uusu-

the best

<) 00
10 30

10.65

P.M.
12.10

PM

2.25
3.35

j.50
+3 15

lutely
made, combining
the virtues of hops

6A0

30
57
5

{FROM MERCHANT'S* EXCHANGE.I
Ar at Havre July 28, ship Cheesebrough, Dinsmore, San Francisco.
Sid 27th, ships Alice M Minott, Whitmore. Bath;
Roaper, Bos worth, Philadelphia; Susan Gillmore,
Carver, Cardift.

memo rand a.
C Blanchard, from San Francisco for Antwerp, before reported loat, encountered a heavy
gale May 27. in which she was tkrown on her beam
ends and shifted her caago of wheat. She was abandoned June i.
Barque St Lucie. Erskins, at New York from
Chile, reports several heavy W and SW gales before
reaching ibe Cap®; in a heavy SW gales in lat 42 S,
Ion 79 30 W, shipped a heavy sea which tove in
the forward end ot the forward boose, gutting the
forcastle and carpenter’s shop; stove water casks
and bulwarks.

Ship S

FSNHERIIEIV.
Sid fm Boothbay 27ib, sebs Cynosure, Nickerson,
and E F Willard. Pinkham, mackereling; Louisa &
Rosa, Nickerson, do.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Old 28th, ship P M Whit
hitmore. Liverpool.
more,
JACKSON v ILLE—Cld 26 h, sch Dora M French,
French Camden.
WASHINGTON—Ar 27th. schs Mary E Morse,
Kennebec; Geo R Vreeland, and Rebecca Florence,
Gardiner.
BA LTIMORE—Ar

Wm Buck, Miller,

27th,
Jacksonville.
Cld 24th, sch Viola Reppard, Ogier, Savannah.
Ar 28th. sch Anuie L McKeen, Paterson, Bangor.
Sid 27tb, schs Maggie E Gray, Ella A Watts, H M
Buck, and Viola Repard.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 27th, schs C L Jeffries,
Hamlin, and W H Oler, Crowell, Kennebec; Lucy
Graham, Smith; W B Wa d. Haley; EO Rommel,
Love, and Warren Sawyer, Saunders, do.
Cld 27th, barque Hattie G MoFarland, McFarland. Boston.
Ar 28th. brig J L Bowen, Berry, Kennebec; schs
D S Williams. King, and H R Condon, Brown, Kennebec. E M Buebler, Maloy, do.
Cld 28th, ship Farragut. Kendall, Bombay; brig
Clara M Goodiich. Pray. Sagua; schs Charlie & Willie, Weed, Saco; Lucinda G Porter, Porter, Boston.

NEWCASTLE,

sch

DEL

—

Passed

28th,

down

Matansas; Amelia, Burgess, Baltimore; schsCygnus, Cole, Two Rivers, NS; Eva AdelL Weston. Bangor; M A McCan Brown; Lunet. Pendleton, and
Lizzie Cochran, Cook, Bangor, Louisa Smith, Webber Kennebec; C W Dexter, Coombs, Calais; Beta.
Sanborn, do; O H Eaton. Swain, and Perseverance,
Willard, Gardiner; Ne lie Treat, Eaton, do; MarNellie E Gray, Snow, and
cena Munson. Tyler, do;
Ruth S Hodgdon Stearns, Rockland; Robt B Smith,
Lewis; Pennsylvania, Savage, and Fanny & Editb,
Warren, Rockland; Enterprise. Snow, Boston; Clio
Chillcot, Fullerton, Vinalhaven; Lucy Hamn.ond,
Robinson, Newport.
Ar 29th, barque Carmilia C. Garguilo. Portland;
brigs Elizabeth Winslow, Locke Gonaives; Flora
Goodale. Davis. Aquin; Cadet. Sawyer, Sagua; sell
Mary E Douglas**, Lewis, Baracoa; J S Bragdon,
Chase. Point-a-Pitre.
Cld 28th. barque Cvclone, Merriman. for London;
brig E H Williams, Robinson, Exmouth; Fidelia.Atwood. Port Spain.
Sid 28th. ships St Francis, for San Francisco;
Corsica for

Portland,

O.

moud, May McFarland, Montgomery, Philadelphia;
Maud Br ggs: Palmer, and Lugano. McKown. Hoboken; SO nart, Kelley,do; AliaVC<*)e, Cole, New
York. Mary A Rice, Olay, New York; Majestic,
Orne. Machias; W H Archer. Bellatty, Ellsworth;
Franklin. Grafton, Thomas*on; C M A alton. Nickerson, and Pushaw. Wall. Bangor; Laura rLhester,
Kent, Camden; J P Wallace. Bryant, Bristol; Independence, Kelley, and Kioka, Aliey, Bath; Guluarc,
Goodwin. York.
Cld 28th, brig Addie Todd, Corson. Surinam.
Ar 30th. sebs Lizzie Carr. Teel, Port Johnson;
Young Chief Thurston, St George. Pulaski, Wilson.
Thomaston. Radiant, Hardy. Camden; Australia,
Reed. Boothbay.
Cld 30th oarque Robinson Crusoe, Robinion, for
Cardenas, A-letta, Nichols, Port Elizabeth; schs
Emma F Hart, Davis. Gardiner. Mabel F Staples.
King Bangor; James R, Auderson, Rock'and; John
Johnson, Magee, amt Sami YlcVlanemy, Baker, for
Kennebec. Ramon Ajura. Magee; Frauk Atkins,
Atkins. Ruth Shaw, Brower, aud Sarah Cullen, Jar-

Railroad, Keen,

Sidney, CB, July 24. sch

Child,

ju30

*370

Biddeford Pool.
Round Trip Tickets from Portland to
Bi> deford Pool and RelurH, including a
trip on Orchard Beach R. R. and the
beautiful Saco River on the fuvorite
steamer “S. E. Spring,” are now on
&
sale at the Ticket Oilice of Bosto
Maine R. R. for the small sum of

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.

,,

..

dtt

jyll

..

sn»o*4ssr«.
April 1 lat 22 N. Ion 121 W, ship McNcar, Taylor. from Portland, O, for Queenstown.
July 6, no lat, Ac, ship San Joaquin, Drtukwater,
from Liverpool for Calcutta.

coustipation follows

After

indigestion,
Sidneys,
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

a. m.

of which these

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, Mt. Louis, Omaha, SaginMt.
Paul, Malt Lake City,
aw,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

HE5CY, J0H3S05&L0RD,Props., Barliagtwi» Vt.

i.™
Cures crofula Brysipoias, rimmo
G bs. Batches. Boils, Tumors,
Soaid
Head,
Tetter, l.^mors, Salt Rheum,
WeakSores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Loss of
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness,
of the Liver,
Affections
Appetite, Juandice,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
roost
satisfy’the
A course of Burdock Blood Bitter! will
Purifier en earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood
Cent*.

Face

10

TRIAL SIZE,

the nasal

cleanse#
passages ol

Catarrhal virus, cans
ing healthy secret ionf

inflammation,
protects the membran*
from additional colds
completely heals tb«
sores and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell ;benelicial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Feuequaled for
the head,

allays

FURIFIER.

I

Sagrada

able Aromatic Elixir.

These Remedies act upon the Diver.
They act upon the Kidneys.
They Regulate the Bowels.
They Quiet the Nervous Syste
They Promote Digestion.

Ap-

to use.

little finger
nostrils. On
sale iu Port-

They Nourish, Strengthen, Invigorate.
They give Tons, Health and Energy.

Owego, N. Y.
d&wly48

HOPS Mm mil BITTERS

the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITTERS containing Malt Extract.
Ask your Druggist, lnr them, ai.d he sure
that the label has on it the four words
arc

DEBILITY.

NERVOUS

A

Guaranteed

Cure

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
a! Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntaoverry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused

ertion, self-abuse.
misery,

or

by
which

over-indulgence

leads

and death. On© box will cure
bo* contains one month’s treatfor five dolment. One dollar a box, or six boxe
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
cur*
any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accom allied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
*nte© to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland
Vfe., at Junction Middle and Free St*.
d&wly4K
»rOV 1
to
decay
recent ce es. Each

rprietors.

SPECI

GRAY’S

The G
lish Re:
mark'unfailin

traps

C

MEDICINE,

it Enarciv. An

TRADE MARX

Seminal yVeakness.

The Great Healing Remedy.

before

Ini potency, and all
Diseusrs that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Puin in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Ago, and many
other Diseases tliut
lead to Insanity or
taximq. Consumption and a
Premature Grave.

after TAJtme.
....

...

parncumra m our iraniiuu
M etUcme j»
acmlfree l)y mail to every one. ^St 'ihe
omix package for
io d by nil SruggietB at *1 per package.
on receipt of tbc money, uy
or will be ecu', free by mail
nyt

un

wldrtMinS
.■

feb3

r-"--'

jggga

MTtF wly

Speciilc:

THr

aRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

l53B*-Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
andYoun> If Stone, cor. Congress and Greon Sts.

Congress

usK^iidlyr

FISTULA AND

PILES!

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
4<
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1870.)
give special attention
Somcr.-et alraet.
AND
fH.fX,
A.
to the treatment o< FI8TBI
AL.L DISEASES OF ’HIE BBCTCDI,
without detentiou from business.
Pampblots sent
Abundant references given
on

application.

Office

hours—12 to 5 o’clock T M.

(except Sail

__maylOeod3«

days.)_

IMPORTED

EH &

m

ORIGINAL

jVILL certa?mly core
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, ; ore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthand
every Affection of the Throat,
lungs and Chest, including Conimp tion. Sold by all Druggists.
marl

m.

i.

Train* leave BoMou.
At 7*30 a. 84*. and arrive in Portland at 11.56 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 p.
p. m. and arrive m Portland at 5.00
m—AtJL2,.'J0
r- zd.
ajjj arrive in Portland
p
-»•
..iior Cars.
9.00 a m.
ica\*ug Boston, at 7.30 and
na
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por la
Pu 11
m.
and
12.55
0.00
(Through
a.
p.
8.45
m.,
at
Boston
man Sleeping Cars on trains leaving
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
nmm
Wert
Tiiruittfh ticket* to ail point*
South may be had of J, M. French, TicketSeller,
Office
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket
40 Exchange street.
aud
Meat*
for
Pullman €ar Ticket*
Berth* -old at ©coot Ticket <>«lce.
at
room
Portsmouth.
New, first class dining
Through traius stop 10 minutes for meals.

on

.

train.

arrive io Portland
8.40 a. m., from Bartlett and intermediate Stations.
12.60 p. iu. from all White Mountain points.
8.30 p m., from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Syracuse
and West.
J.

Portland,

IIANILTOK, Puperiuteudeat.
jun24dtf
23d, 18

June

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Mouday, June

19, 1882,

PAMMENGERTRA1NH WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOMTON

m., 12.55, 6.00 p. m.,
t>“^.Mf~^Tjf3arriving a Boston at 10.45 a. m.,
10.00
p. m. BOSTON
4.55,
fOK PORTLAND at 9.00 a. in.. 12.30, 3.30
7 00 p. m.. arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, 8.00,
OLD ORCHARD REACH
11.00 p. m.
FOR RONTON at 6 40, 9.13 a m., 1.23, 3.65,
FOR
OLD
OR
RONTON
6.29 p. m.
CHARD BEAt H at 8.00, 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.30,7.00p.m. PORTLAND FoR NCARKOBO BEACH AND PINE POINT at
6.16, 8.4 ), 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p.
FOR OLD ORCHARD
m
See
note.)
BEACH at 6.16, 8.46,10.25 a. m., 12.36, 12 55,
m.
FOR MACO AND
8.30
p.
4.55, 6.00,
BIDDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. in..
8.30 p. m.
FOR
12
6.00,
65,
4.56,
12.35,
KENNEBUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m„ 12.56,
6.00, 8.30 p.m. FOR WELLM at 6.15, 8.45
a. m., 6.00 p. m
(See note) FOR NOKTII
FALI.M, GBEi'l'
B i* R WICK, MALMO
KAI LS 90VGK, EXETER. H.VKKH1LL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 66, 6.0 > p, m.
FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45a.m.
FOR ROCK ENTER
FAKM1NOTON,
AND ALTON BAY at6.16. 8.46a. m.,
N. II
12.65 p. in. *OK WOLFBORO AND CEN.
TRE HARBOR (viaSir. “alt. Washington”)
at 8.46 a. m., 12.55 p. m. FOR MANCHKMT» R AND CONCORD N. II., (via New
Market Jet.) at 6.16 a. m., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a, m., 12.65 p. in. MORNINO
TRAIN LEAVEN KENNEBCNK FOR
POR’ILAND at 7.25.
NOTE-The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland Will
oiul
Nol Slop at Mcarhoro Beach or Pine
and will Miop at Wells, Only to Tukr Pascog, rs For Ho.ton. Parlor Cars on trains
leaving Portland at 12.66 and 6.00 p. m., and Boaton at 9.i '0 a. in., and 12.30 p. m. Parlor-car seats
pecured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
EEg—ihe 12.66 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Mound Line Mummers for New
York and all Hail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p m., traiu with all Mail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
SUNDAY TJKAINS.

TBMg«sgijPBiiat 6.15,

8 45

LIQUORS
PACKAGES,

K

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Paaseuger and cxet Agent
W. SANBORN, Master Tianapcrtatloa.

D.

E«»W»t »T., PDBTI-ABD, ME.

ju!7___

Portlnud For Bo-ton and Way stations at

Bowton For Portlnud at
1.00 and 5.30 p. m
8.30 a. m., and 6.00 p. m. Portland for Ola
Orchard
Beach. N -co and Biddeford at
1*'.00 a. in., 1.00, 3.80*, 5.30 p. m. Biddeford
9.36 p. m.
for Portland at 12.05, 2.30, 7.1
Beach for Portland at 12.19,
Old Orchard
ra.
9.48
p.
2.43, 7.28,
*Hemainsat Old Orchard Beach 2 hours and 30
minutes before gping io Biddeford.
Trains mi Boston & Maine road connect with all
steim rs ruuning between Portland and Bangor,
doekla id, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also con cot with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
central and Portlaud & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
meats.
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrenceund
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo had of *4. U. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
el 6

On and after IVlonday, June I9lh, Pa«*enger

Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on E. A IV. A. Kailway,
1.20, and tU.16| pm.; Wt. Andrew*, alt. »teI’ounty,
Fredericton, Aroostook
looMChcnd Lake, and all stations on U. A
1.20 p.
R
ft.,
111.16
(or
m.,
p.
PiNcataqni*
over night); for
m., noon, and remain in Bangor
and
Ilelfa*t
©exter,
Rancor. Ruck-port,
gkowheifim, 1.16 p.m., 1.20
m.
6.15
©exter
(Saturdays
nud
p.
Bancor
only). Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.15 p. m„ 1.20
m. Saturdays only,
p. m., 111.15 p. m. and 6.16 p.

Rhen,

keel

8 feet
J1 Lyde, o£
Apply to W.

boat, 23 leot, 3 inches long

Cft*ry

G. Merrill,

owned by the latei W altci
bo sold at a bargain.
MeFreeport, or L. L.

Mail Office, Lowe'), Mant'

»y3dW

.iugusta,

Ifallowell, tjJareliner,

Rich-

nioml.aud IIrnn*wick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
a. m.
m., 6.15 p. in., til.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00
1.20 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Kn« A
1.20 p.
a. m.,
7.00
R.
R-.
Lincoln
m.;
(6.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Auburn
d.
tm,
aud Lewinton, 8.15 a.m., 1.16
6,06 p.m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
Phillip*
Farmington,
a.m., til.15 p. m.;
and Rnngeley Lake an 1 16 P* m., Monmonth, Wiuthrop, Keadlleld, W e*t Waterville and (Vortb Au*on, l.lop. m., and
5.05 p. m. Saturdays only, Farmington via
Sf run*wick, 7.00 a. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m., (It.
John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Moulton, 10.16
Hi. Htepbcn, 10.45 a. m.; ttucksporl,
a. m.:
6.00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Knasf.r, 6.45, 7.45 a. m.
t8.GCp.ni. Dexter.6.30 a.m.4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. ra.( 2.20 p. m.; Hkow begun, 7.66 a. m..
2.55 p. m.: IV nlorville, 9.20a.m. 210., (10.08
p.m.: and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
8.00 a.m 9.57 a.m., 2.55 p.m., (11.00 p.m.;
Cnniiu-r, 6.17 a. in., 10.16 a. m„ 3,16 p. m.,
(11.20 p. in Bntii, 6.65 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
11.66 p.
(Saturdays only:
rnnstvick, 7.25 a. m., 11.16 a. m.
4.30 p. m., (12.35 a. m., (night.) Kockland,

8.15 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.25 a m., (Mondays only,
Letrislun. 7.20 a. in., 11.16 a m., 4.16 p. m.
8.20 a. in.,
Phillips, 6.66 a. m.
Wiuthrop 10.18 a. m. being flue in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m, The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
at 12.35 and 12.45 p.
and connecting roads
trains from
Waterville,
The afternoon
m.
Augusta, Bath, RocVland aud Lewiston at 5.42
at 1.60
train
Pullman
The
Express
Night
p.m.

Farmington,

( Sleeping Cars attached, runs daily, Sundays Included, between Boston and Bangor
(Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Show
hegan Sundav Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to 'Dexter, Belfast, Biicksport, or St
John Snndnv morning.
Limited 'rickets tlrat and second class for
g>. John and Halifax on sale at redeiced
rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, SnpH.
je!7tf
Portland, Juno 19, 1882.

Lcinre Harpswell for Great Chebeague, Jenk’s
Landing, Little Chebeague, Long Island and Portland at t$.15 a. m., 11.30 a. m and *4.‘ 0 p. m.
Will touch at East End Landing. Great Chebeague. on the 6.16 a. in. trip up and 6.16 p. m.
trip down.
The 2.15 p. m. trip down and the 4.00 p. m. trip
up will not be run on stormy dayB.
Freight taken only on the 6.15 a. m. trip up
and 9.15 a. m. trip down.

SIJMDAYTBIPS.
Leave Harpawell at 7 a.m., 12.00m. and 4.00
p m. iouohing at all landings except East End
Landiufi, Great Chebeague.
Leave Porilnuvl at 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. and
0.00 p. m. touching at all landings except East
End Landing, Great Chebeagne.

JoUn S. Morris,
22 EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, Me., Jane 24th, 1882.
Je27
_dtf_

LIMITED.)

YARIO
One

PHILADELPHIA
—

ANI)

—

NEW ENGLAND
STEAMSHIP LINE

BOSTON

FROM

r. tie action

I;«

with

OLD LDLONY KAIL BO AD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde 8tean><
era, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct

to

Pb.il

acielpbla.

Connecting there with Cljde Steam Line? tc
CL, and
Chm-Ienton, H. C., Waihingl—
all tiit 1 no Water Line?
from
any
Through Rates and Bills Lading given
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and information apply to
D. K>. C. H11NK, Agent.
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mass

BOSTON audJAINE

R. R.

SUNDAY TRAINS
—TO—

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
Passenger Trains leave Portland, at
10.00 a. m., 1.00,3.30, 5.30 p. m Re-

at 1.00
Wharf, foot of State St., everv FRIDAY
trains of Lantern
n in. (or on arrival of morning
Trnnk
Grand
aud
Koadn
Kail
Maine
End Boston &
YARMOUTH,
Express Train from Montreal,) for connections
are
where
next
morning,
arriving there
Flshwick •
made with Western Counties Railway,
all
for
lines
and
stage
Express Line of Steamers,
the principal places In Nova Scotia.
twOlya
to
of
sailing
up
Frieght received cn days
that time.
o’clock, and positively none taken after

H. P. C. Hersey, Agt.,
Rail Road Wharf.

dtf

m»23___
■
I
ay IlfelC ROYAL Mill

HLLAH LIIIC STEAMSHIPS.

ROC HESTER,

Ben. Agt.

JAS. T. FURBER,
Ben. Supt.
cut

jy!2_

General Ocean steamer

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.

EVERT SATURDAY.
Voyage-Only
Ocean
Shortest

FIVE DAYS from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from OLA.COW, Elver*
and <■■■
pool. QueoMws, Eendouderry,
way to BOSTON direct.
._.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
CABIN, $70 and $SO.

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T
McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or EEVK *
ACDCN. Oeneral vKeut«, New York, 807
Broadway: Boston, Vast*., 15 State St.; Philadelphia Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.
may23

P.

_dly

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: tbe White Star, Anchor, Canard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all porta in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $02. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Nierliut; unit ('ouiiuricial exchnnijc in
Also agent Morris* Europe# and
sums to suit.
American Express ior packages *.ud freigh. to all
Also agent far the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by tbe cargo. Apply to

J. JL. i-AitJIEH,
No. 2‘i

Agent,

K£xcimnge Ntreet

inch 10

dtf

Steamers Eleacora and Franconia
Will until fnrther notice leaye Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY nad THURSDAY, at *
F.M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
4 P. M,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
These steamers are tltted up with tine accommodaa
this
very convenient
tions for passengers, making
and comfortable route for travelers betweeo New
months these
summer
the
York and Maine. During
steamers will touch at

Vineyard

Haven

on

their pas-

sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, *6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For farther information apply to
HENRY FOX, Genera) Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t. Pier 3S, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 8k
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdecftdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

once.

Portland, Bangor & Machias
Arrangement,
June 16.

Commencing

The
Steamer
LEWISTON,
1127 tong, Capt. Charles Deering, which leaves Railroad Wharf,
Portland, ever) Tuesday and
F riday evening, at 11.25 o’clock, or on the
a
ival of Express train from Boston, far Backland, faNtitte, Deer Isle, and Sedgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
each Steamer) So. Weal and Bar Harbors,
Millbridge, Jone-pori and TIachinsporl.
Returning, leaves Machiasport every .lionday and Thursday Hornings, at 4.30 o’oloek.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning train* for Renton.
The New Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND. 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENnLvON which will leave
and
same wharf every Monday, Wednesday
Saturday evenings, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston for
Mount Desert (South West and Bar Harbors)
tou bing at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about lo.OO A. M. next day. Connect
with Steamei for Sullivan from Bar Harbor.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
71ouday Wednesday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving In
Portland about 5.00 P. M.

CONNECT IONS.

Going East. At Rockland with B & B. S. S.
Co, Steamers Wednesday and Saturday mornings
for Belfast, Bangor, and River Landings, also

with Steamers for Green’s Landing, felloe
IIill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
Steamers for Eauioiae and Sullivan. At Sedgwick with Stage for Blue Hill*

COMING WEST.
At Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. for Bo-ton, and from Bangor
and River Landings for Portland.
During Summer Arrangement will connect sach
trip at Rockland with Sanford Steamers to and
from Bo-ton, commencing June 24.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING. General Manager.
dtf
Portland, June 14,1882.

BOSTON
Steamers!
FARE SI.OO.
Th» aavorite Steamers Forest City and
John
Crooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’olock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and aroid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
fgST Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H,
YOONG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the variou
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. K. COVLE, Jr., Geneinl Agent.
dlrf

PHILADELPHIA
Direct

Steamship Line.

Slaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday

Mo

Whai f si are.
From Long Wharf. Boston, 3 p
From Pine Street- Wharf
m.
Philadelphia, at If a. m
■> Insurance one-half the rats of

<*1|(

•j

freight for the West by tlmPenn. R.B., and South
by connecting lines.forwarded free of commission.
Pa.rage Kigbi Dallam. Round Trip SIS
Meals and BooB inolndad.
Tor Freight cr Passage apply to
gs. n.

aAMfotoif, Agent,
rV a e

f, Bm|«i
_IQ t. ng
tSTEKKATIOSAL STEAMSHIP CO.

STATION IN NEWY8fiK(^a£*&.
J'ltiladelpbla

Stations

tv.

tii.1adeif K;;i

Knrra an© u;«ks2N stgebts,
and TR! Hi’ AND IKB11W STS.

<•
boat ollica to New

line Bn as

aay raiSro^l tt (tnm

Etu’IaiuJ) rJst

BOtJXR

AYER and

.%E,

WORCESTER,
New

York and PbitodtopW*

j

NSW KN«t.AN» AOE.WV,

PORILMI) 1.05 P.M.

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

,1»;

.nre

leaving

Steamship Company

Maine

fastest

Double Trask
Express Trams.
tmy ne*es*tas

NASHUA,

to LIVEKPUOL

§\ QUEBEC

TRIP" TICKETS.

Portland to Old Orchard Beach and
return (on Suudays,) at 30 cents. Portland to Camp Ellis aud return 50 cents.

S. H. STEVENS,

FRIDAY. June

sea2d, the favorite and superior
Hrun—
S/JSliSlK^SSSv going steamer New Rail
Road
wt«irL. will leave
K

turning, leave Old Orchard Beach at
12.19, 2.43, 7.28,9.48 p. m.

New York, Trenton Si Philadelphia.

Drawing Room Cars

On and after

rimnT

IlLT

feb20d

ROUND

l S.

,

Trip per Week.

Summer

CLYDE'S

-WET WEEK-

UtiUCcU

thoroughly

STEAMBOAT CO.

ssT&AMy.Kfr

Bound Brook Route.

}yX3

Steamer Hen Flower, having been
rebuilt, with new engine and equipment, will
leave Custom House wharf as follows:
Lrnve Portland for Long Island, Little Chebeague. Great Chebeague, Jenk’s Landing and
Harpswell at 9.16 a.m., *2.16 and 0.15 p. m.

p.m.,*11.16p.m.

_dt.f

are now attached to tra'ns

Long Island, Little Cb ebeague
Great Chebeaguejind Harpswell.

■

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

SLOOP FOR SALE.
wide, formerly
SLODP-KtGGK.I)
Will
Freeport.

...

W

a.

—*^-1.15,

STANL£Y.& SON, importers,

below.
S. 8. Colon,.July 31 | Acapulco,
.Aug. 20
S. S. Crescent City for ‘isthmus of Panama only
Aug. 10.
For freight or passage ates and the fullest tnior
station, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. ISAHTlifiTT A CO.,
fttate Htreel, coi. Broad ftt.? Hoxiss*
or to W. D. LITTLE & GO.,
81 Exchange 8t.. Portland.
jo33dfcf
as

alius

Traias

—BOB BULB BY—

Whooping Cough, Croup,

eoa&nrly

R

FOR

.Sail kiiiile, in Ihe

ma,

p.

_

Effectually

MW&F&wly

.

Parlor Par for Crawf ords’ Fabyans’, St. Johnsbury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.25
in. train—arriving without change -at Mona.
treal at 8.40 i). m.
Parlor Cars for Crawfords’ and Fabyans’ on 1.05

(Sacred Bark), "*uchu, Dandelion and
Sarsaparilla, combined with an agree-

lyH-yw..,

Portland & Ogdensburg K

eager Trains leave Porlinnd :
8.25 A ?fl. For all stations running through tc
St. Johosbury, S wanton, Burlington, Vt., and
Ogdensburg, N. Y., connecting at St. Johnsburj
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
1.05 I*, if!.—For all White Mountain Resorts,
F.tbyan’s, Crawford’s, Protile House, Glen House
This
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &o.
train runs through express and will not stop al
Flag Stations, White Rock, Hiram or W. Baldwin.
5.30 P. M.—'To Bartlett and intermediate stations.
After July lot

Liver&Kidney Remedy

jo28

)un29dtf

Pa

CATARR H. Elys’ Cream Balm

RochrstPi', N. T.

G. P. A.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, June 26, 1882.

W.K PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.WSFly

other.^^3

STEPHENSON,

W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

Sunday, nt‘l p. iu for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.80 p. in. connecting with Sound and
Rail Line* lor Now York.

a. m.

MW&F&wly

(Not Fermented.)
THE GREAT

no

Northwest, West nnd Nonthwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J.

Australia.
The new an
splendid steamfrs sail from New
York on the 10th, 29th and 30th of ea< h month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

Sin.,

To Canada

N. Y.
FOSTER, MILBURN & C0„ Prop’rs, Buffalo,

Retail by all dealers.
ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,

INDIA ST.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

Send
sale by all dealers in medicine.
address fer pamphlet, free,giving full directions.:

PEXOB, $1-00.

f^T’Take

Chicago, 9.00

-AND-

Price 25 cf.s. per iicttie.

Pamphlets free, send for one.
MW&F&wly

At Wholesale a..d

and

TICKET OFFICES

For

excellentraatertaL^

«•

follows:

74 EXCHANGE STREET

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

New naven, Conn. June 8th. 1SS2.
Mess’rs LEWIS & CO-,
Having * xamined the formula, and subjected
to a careful antdpsis the preparation known as
“Red Jacket Bitters,” 1 hereby certify to the fact that
it contains no Mineral or poisonous substance, and is
composed of
^ p
LEWIS & CO., Proprietors New Haven Coon.

large red letters.

run as

and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALM.

by removing thecavsr.

New Haven, Conn. June 5th. 1882.
Gentlemen.
Messrs LEWIS & CO.,
From a careful consideration of the formula of
the “Red Jacket Bttters*’prepared by you. 1 am unable
to discover anything of a Mineral or deleterious nature
among the ingredients entering into its composition.
Very Truly Yours,
William D. Anderson, M. D.

HOPS AMO WiACT BITTERS

JUNE 30th,

MONDAY,

after

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.
12.45, and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.35, a. m„ 12,35, 5.00 and
5.30 p. m.
Prom Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12 35 and 5.30 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day traiu between Portland and
Montreal.

YALE COLLEGE.

in

Railway of Canada.

Montreal, Quebec

For

Read what Eminent New Haven Physicians and
Chemists say, Graduates of the Great University

Cascara

__

m.

P.

Diseases of
Torpid Liver

ly, and strengthens the Stomach,

t,

1.05 p. ob.
For Rochester, Npringvale, Alfred, Waterbsroaiid Maco River.7,30 a. to-, 1.05
p. ni., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.15
». in., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
6.45 p. m.
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and
Cor Gurlmoi,
Maccamppa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, «.‘J0 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. no.
The i .05 p. iu. tiain from Portland connects at
Aye- June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
11 < West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and nil rail,
iSpringfleld, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
«, .,“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia. Hnltimore. Washington, and the
Mouth and with Rtoston & Alhauv B. R. for
the West.
(.'lose eonnectionE made at Westbroerf Junction with through trains of Me. Central B. R., and
at GrandTrnnh
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. K.
Parlor t inrs on 1.05 p. in. train from Portland
and W 09 a. m train from Worcester.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Depot offioos and at l.n’lms ft Adams’ No. 22 fixchange Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’’,
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,

cure

York.

MUMMER 1BRASGEMBJIT.
_On and aftor Monday, June 19,
Passenger Trains will leave
"pAoigntnaaiga
and
at 7.30 a. m.,
L.ii:'^S5PorllaBd
~-~7Ki —™-|.m
p. ns., arriving at Worcester
at 3.16 p, m. and 7730 p. n>.
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Woreester, at 3.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. agH “burn
in.
fi|F«r Clinton.
Ayer June., Fitcl
Nashua, f.owcll, Wiudhana, ain
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. as.
Far Manchester, Concord and points North, at

DEPABTUREN:
For Auburn nnd Lewiston, 7.10 and 9.00
a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 9.00 a. m„ 1. 30, 3.30 and 5.10

"Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters”
Stimulates the Inactive "Liver” to healthfully evert
Itself, relieves the Bowels, not violently, but effectual-

dy is compounded
n curatives, such as

Jtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER K. R.

je!7

and permanent euro by the use of thee© Bitters
Being ton&c and mildly purgative they

FREE FROM SEDIMENT.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Rheumatism, SIrk
Headache,Constipation,Sour Eructations of the
Stomach and Nervousness, invariably yield to the
vegetable remedies in "Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters,'
FEMALE DIFFICULTIES
in Young or Old, Married or Single, yield readily to
this Invaluable "family” medicine.
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice.

AND BLOnr)

Manager.

Grand Trunk

Contain. No Mineral Or Poisonous Substance.

5-;iiza.beth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kei-uobuuk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway .1 unction, connecting for all
actions on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
Newburyport, and
boston, arriving at L.16 p m.
Lynn, Chehe
At 12.55 p mi. /or Saco, Bit.deford, Kennebuuk,
Conu ay Sanction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,~alem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.65 p m. connecting with Sound and Rail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At tf p. hi* for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kenuebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
for New
p m. connecting with all Rail Lines

...

OS. HEM BAXTER’S

Buffering from FEVER AND AGUE
AND MALARIA.?
"LEWIS’ RED JACKET HITTERS”
is the only known PURELY VEGETABLE preparaeffect a quick
tion, now before the rubltc, that will
and sure euro. Jt never failsJ

this train for Boston.
At N.46 a. m. for Cape

__

There Is no encase for suffering from
«D <u> jets, s * 32.jjb-sxs. U 5 « »:eia.
and a thousand other diseases that
owe
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

Tor-

,,

CENTS.

Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
! in good working cider, and perfect !»ealtli
v:ill bs the result. J.£tdi6S Rod others subfind relief
sect to Sick Headache

BITTERS.

pleaBant evening, leaving

Boston & Maine RB.

eases, etc., ah

hopsTmalt

■

Portland and Worcester Line,

Are you

TvaiOM leave Portland
2 a. m. Dally (Nigtoi Pullman; tor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebuuk. Kittery, Portsmouth,
boston. arriving
Newburyport, ttAiem, LyiiL
Jiu : .i.- C*r will be
*. ei*
at 8.30a.m.
;ii Portiy.;i' station,-t
ready for occupant
to
p r-.. (Sunday nights Up. m., and i« attached

At

Minnehaha will

RAILROADS.

Excursion Tick its

felands,

*«« land

New

For

_

; Bitters will speed!i$

This new Re
fror* *>c bt st km
Hops, Malt Exti

very

trips,

EXCURSIONS.

rev

,,

aud 9.15
not run.

CHINA,

JAPAN,
Sandwich

M.

6.20

B.—Read Time Tables carefully and take particular notice of Ufotc* at the bottom.

the

TOE STEW REMEDY.

P.

§9.15—-aturday night only.
t Trefethen’s and Hog only.
§ E^'Stormy days the 11.45, 3.15

HLSTOWIiTOMT

3EX,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

7.30—Dance Trip.

return.

nent Cure.

j©26

4.30
6.10

returning at 10.15.
For further particulars, etc., apply to

O.

P.M.
12.20
2.40
3.30
4.46
6.25

2.30
3.46
6.00
6.40

§3.15

je26dtf

26, 1882.

CALIFORNIA,

10.30

P.M.
{12.10

P.M.
2.00

nnd

from

from Huston, l<ig
Olil at Windsor, NS. 25tn, it'h H L Riley, Allen,
Baltimore.
Old at Chovcric. NS, 17th, sch Martha N Hall,
Robbins Alexandria
U X' Halifax 27tli. sell Golden Bell Swain, from
Portland.
Ar at st John, NB, 28lh. seb Messenger. Balkar,
Beaufort, SO,

4.ro
6.45

9.10
10.40

Jane

Eastern Railroad.

A. M.

A. M,
6.20
7.35
9.00

{7.25

ON 18M3, trains will

19. barque W’alker ArmingMorris W

3.40
5.00
0.40

Will g ye mmsdiate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma-

Sold by druggists.

ex-

10.00 all Landings.
P. M.
2.00 .Jones Landing.
3.00 Sailing Trip, callmg a Landings on the

TRADEMARK REGISTERED.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Hamburg July 15, oarque P C Merriman,
Cardiff.
Young.
Passed tbe Lizard July 15, ship V:gilant, Dillingham. Havre for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Table Bay. CGH, June 22, barque Florence L Grieison. Guam.
Ar at Petit Goave July 10, orig Morancy, Tucker.

^Vld^'m
Inagua July
ton Hooper, Boston.

9.35

MM'F&w

jylO

follows

Excursion days
8.45
when notice will he
10.15
in
the papers.
given
A.M,
§11.45

^■^Steamers
7.30,

BACK

BaTH—Sid 28th, sch Mary B Rogers. Knight.

BOOTHBAY—Ar 28th, sch
North Haveu for Poitlaud.

2.10

rail as

and 1'ref.
A. M.
6.10

frjrM’assengeis for Pumpkin lvnob will take the Minnehaha.
will run to accommodate the a.ittle g.Iuutl Theatre

LAME

vis, do.

Portland.

7 20

Will

cept

-

PLASTER

Copt. Willtudi J. Craig.
Portland. Evergr’n Little Dia. Peaks.
A. M.
6.30
7.00

Hnpt.

OTIS HAY FORD

Portland,

Oliver,

tll".jlv hi

wungums Daisams ana extracts, its power is wonderful In curing diseases where other plasters simply relieve. Crick in the Back and Neck, Pain in
the Side or Limbs, Stiff Joints and Muscles, KidneyTroubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sore Chest,
Affections of the Heart and Liver, and all pains or
aches in any par?cured instantly by the Hop Plaster.
fyTry It. Price 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
Hop Plaster Co.. Manufacturers.
Mailed on receipt of price.
Cartes, Harris & Hawley,
General Agents, Boston.
(i)

sch

Julia S Bailey, for Gardiner,
Passed up. 8<-h Nellie Bowers.
At Delaware Breakwater 27th, barque Hattie G
McFarland, from Philadelphia for Boston,
Sid 28th, barqne Isaac Hall, for Providence; brig
A»eot, for Boston.
NEW YORK —Ar 29th, barque Haleyon, Gay,

A. 8.

uar-Storiny days the 11.50 A. M. and
ips, Exuress will not run.
3716 P. M
guy evenings the 7.30 f.
§St»nnyan
5
r
turn iminediitelv.
will
M. trip

Sch Sophia Wiley, Hamm, Boston—Noah Mayo.
Sch Mabel, Strout, Cherryfield—N Blake.
SAILED— Ship Johan Fellman, for Baltimore;
barque sarmiento.
SUNDAY, July 30.
Arrived.
Sch Vision, Perkins, Boston—salt and fish barrels
to Noah Mayo.
Sch Frank Barker, Crossman, Boston.
Sch Jerusba Baker, Chase, Provincetown, to load

SAILED-Barque Alice; brigs Nellie Ware, Kaluna. and Laura; schs Olive Elizabeth, Stella Lee,
Quody, M F Pike, and others.

11.05
P.M.

_Leave Canton for Portland and
**laLewiaton. 4.30 and 9.50 a. m.
f:
^'5 (i0aV0 pori land for Canton, at 9.00
-“"a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave laewiston at 9.40 a. in. and 2.25 p. m.
Stage jounectioi.s with Byron, Mexico, DlxttcM,
Peru, Livermore, Went Stunner and Turner.

MINNEHAHA,

1

ton & Co.
Brig O K, (Br) LeBlanc, Bangor, to load for St
John, NF— Gallagher & Co.
Sch Nellie J Dinsmore, McFadden, Windsor, NS—
J S Winslow & Co.

for Machias.
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner. Eastport—dry fish barrels to E H Chase.
Sch Lillie G, (Br) Granville, Fredejickton. NB.
Sch Victoria. (Br) Douglass, Frederickton, NB.
Sch Ariel. (Br) Urquhart, Frederickton. NB.
Sch Elizabeth VV Smith, Seavey, Matinicus, with
340 bbls mackerel,

11.00
P.M.
12.20

6.i0
0.30
9.00

4.80

95
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ever

A. M.
6.05

6.20

TORT OF PORTLAND.

At

lings, cakes, &e.,
MW&rftwnrmly

so

at her home in Lynn, Mass.
For Kidney Complaint of either sex this compound Is
unsurpassed as abundant testimonials show.
«
Mrs. Pinkham’3 Liver Pills,” says one writer, “are

A. M.
e.io
7.20
!) do

7.30
9.25

til 60

under all circumstances, act in harmony with the law
that governs tho female system.
It costs only 91. per bottle or six for $5., and is sold by
druggists. Any advice required as to special cases, and
the names of many who have been restored to perfect
Health by tho use of the Vegetable Compound, can be
obtained by addressing Mrs. P., with stamp for reply,

Westphalia.New York..Hamburg—Aug 10
Alvena.New York..Kingston-Aug 11
Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Aug 12
Newport.New York..Havana.Aug 12
Nevada.New York .Liverpool.. .Aug 12
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool....Aug 16

Madras for Providence.
Sailed, schs Agricola A F Crockett. J Nickerson,
Vin yard, David Torrev, Wm Pickering h N Tower.
Chas A Ropes Hattie L Curti*. Sarah Louise. Sea
Breeze, Jacliiu, Hampton, Richmond. Avon, Eagle,
Wm Todd, aud Sassanoa.
BOSTON—Ar 28tli schs Etta A Stimpt*on. Barter, Port Roval SO.' Sa ah A Reed. Guptlll. Rich

and Bilious Headache.

ness of the stomach. It euros Bloating, Headaches,
^Nervous Prostration, General Debility, Sleeplessness,
Depression and Indigestion. That feeling of bearing
down, causing pain, weight and backache, is always
permanently cured by its use. It will at all times, and

Fi,!wr,

A. M.

545
7M0
Messrs. Editors
The above is a good likeness of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., who above ell other human beings
the “Dear Friend of Woman,”
may do truthfully called
as some of her correspondents love to call her. She
is aeaiously devoted to her work, which is the outcome
of a life-studj’, and is obliged to keep six lady
assistants, to help her answer the large correspondence
which daily pours in upon her, each bearing its special
burden of suffering, or joy at release from it. Her
Vegetable Compound is a medicine for good and not
evil purposes. I have personally investigated it and
am satisfied of the truth of this.
On account of its proveu merits, it is recommended
and prescribed by tb?lv *t physicians in the country.
Ono says: “It works like a charm and saves much
form of falling
pain, it will cure entirely the worst
of the uterus, Leucorrhcea, irregular and painful
Inflammation
and
Ovarian
Troubles,
Menstruation, all
Ulceration, Floodings, all Displacements and the consequent spinal weakness, and is especially adapted to
the Change of Life.”
It permeates every portion of tho system, and gives
It removes faintness, flatulency,
new lii'o and vigor.
destroys all craving for stimulants, and relieves weak-

Copt.

FOR

RAlIinOAP.

FOLLOWS:

OAZEELE,

Peaks. White Head. Cnshlngs.

M.

A

Portland.

Kind letters from all the StateB give grateful
praise for Healy’s Tonic Pills or Cordial. See
advt. on this page.
Regular Physicians have proved Cbphaline
he best medicine extant for Sick, Nervous,

resort to this new remedy.

Cop;,

del'll

Portland.

In this city, July 26, by Rev. A. H. Wright, Heury U. Rowe and MisB May A. Donnehu.h, both of
Portland.
In this city, July 27. by Rev. A. II. Wright. Chas.
If. Stanwood and Miss Johanna t). Ludwick, both of

This is the season for caterpillar and iceServe on separate dishes.—Lowell Citizen

It does not cure everything! but kidney
troubles and many other complaints to which
flesh is heir yield gracefully to the life-giving
properties constituting’Hon and Malt Bitters.
People who have become discouraged should

EXI'ltE

the child it rests the mother. Price TwentyJ an!5,MW&S&wly50
five Cents a bottle.

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Aug
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool.. .Aug
St Germain .New York. .Havre.Aug
Antilles.New York Porto Rico... Aug
British Empire....New York..Havana.Aug
Republic.New York. .Liverpool.... Aug

AS

STEAMERS WILL LEAVE

8. CO.

Romford Falls 4 Bnc&iield PACIFIC MAIL S

islands.
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By giving health to

bowels, and wind-colic.

the

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT COMPANY

Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their
children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the

Forty

FOR

A NOTE75 B*7T tTNTITXJED WOMAN.
[?xom the Boston Globe.]

“Happy goose!”

FALL RIVER- Ar 27 th, sch R L Kenney, Smith.
Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, schs Fair Wind, Tibbetts. New York for Pawtucket; Agricola, Whitmore. Ellsworth.
Sid 28th sch Capt John, Young. New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 28t sch Sabao, Flynn, Machias
NEW BEDFORD-Sid 28th, sch Delaware, Sadler. Ellswo th.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27th, schs Everglade,
from Calais for Boston; Sassanoa. Bath for do; Sea
Breeze, and Jos G Story. Bangor for do; ’leaser,
Hallowell for do; Ann. Sullivan or do; Ella, Bluehill for do; Allie Oakes, Rockland for do; Rich
R
momi, do for do; Wm Todd, Calais for do; Vashti
Gates. Calais for do: Lyra. Bangor for Providence;
Carrie Walker. Rockportfor Fortress Monroe; Montana. Richmond for Baltimore; A McNicholS, from

A

ap3m

woman

cream.

anil Cereal Brain
»[i,l Nervi Kv i for the invalid,
Ihe age.,, sufferers from HeadA

must

grave.”

_

Why suffer the

prepaid, $1.25.

been

have
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STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

__MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

over
my
he replied, with
was
he
not
some vague idea that
only paying a
compliment, but making an epigram.

goose

gravating wakefulness.

WASHING^BLEACHINGr

jel6

“Why, Milly, darling, are you cold?”
“No,” she said, with a light laugh; “I think a

till

Washington Street, Boston.

Dtoaodt

H. P. BALDWIN,
(left Fmi. Agent 0. S. R. ot N. J.

Me.,
folin, S.B.,

Easiporl,

Calais,

Halifax,

Me., St,

N. §.,
Charlottetown, P. e. I.

SIMMEK ARRANGEMENTS.
FOUR

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER NONJWKia DAV.JCL* loth Steam.
.-..F-ej-v-nSval ..et" of this l.inr will
Leave Kailraa«l Whurf,
foot of State street, every Monday .Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, at H p. m., for Eastport" and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinsto’ St.
Andrews. Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock. Grand
.pew.i

Menan, Catepobelle, Oigby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amherst.
Plotou, ^hediac, Batburst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown Port Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
nations on the New Brunswick and Canada, InterWindsor, and Annapolis, Western Conr.
J jolonlal,
ties, and Prince Edward Island Ball Boa.lv
and Stage Roatos.
received up to 4 p. ui. and
I^-Frelghi
any Information regarding the same may be had at the
ofliee of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars
with Excursion Routes, Tickets
State Rooms and further information anr.lv
A
vv *
Company’s Office, 40 Exohange St.

my25

T. 0. HKRSEY,

President,

and Manager
dtt

<

